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This document describes the features, restrictions and guidelines, open problems, and workarounds for 


version R1133 & R1133-US. In the interest of brevity, any reference to R1133 is also applicable to R1133-US 


for the remainder of this document. Before you use this version in a live network, back up the 


configuration and test the version to avoid software upgrade affecting your live network.  


Use this document in conjunction with the documents listed in "Related documentation." 


Version information 


Version number 


Comware software, Version 7.1.045, Release 1133 


Note: You can see the version number with the command display version in any view. Please see Note


①. 


Version history 


Table 1 Version history 


Version number Last version Release date Release type Remarks 


12900-CMW710-R1133 
12900-CMW7


10-F1132L01 
2015-1-20 Release version 


 Fixes bugs 


 Support new 


hardware 


12900-CMW710-F1132L0


1 


12900-CMW7


10- R1130 
2014-11-28 Feature version 


 Fixes bugs 


 Support new 


hardware 


12900-CMW710-R1130 
12900-CMW7


10-R1109 
2014-10-9 Release version 


 Fixes bugs 


 Support new 


hardware 


12900-CMW710-R1109 
12900-CMW7


10-R1106 
2014-7-4 Release version 


 Fixes bugs 


 Support new 


hardware 


 New Features 


12900-CMW710-R1106 None 2014-1-15 Release version  First release 


 


Hardware and software compatibility matrix 


IMPORTANT NOTE: 


This software only supports the following Line Modules: 


Table 2  Line Modules 


HP product code HP FF 12900  series 


JG888A HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GbE SFP+ FC Module 


JG889A HP FlexFabric 12900 24-port 40GbE QSFP+ FC Module 
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HP product code HP FF 12900  series 


JG888B HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GbE SFP+ FX Module 


JG889B HP FlexFabric 12900 24-port 40GbE QSFP+ FX Module 


JH005A HP FlexFabric 12900 12-port 40GbE QSFP+ FX Module 


JH006A HP FlexFabric 12900 8-port 100GbE CXP FX Module 


JH007A HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GBASE-T FX Module 


 


 IMPORTANT: 


 No EA、EB and EC line modules will run if this software is loaded. The Following is the warning when 


E series line modules run with this software: 


Warning: This software version does not support the LPU in slot 9. The LPU model 


is 133. 


 Software version 100X supports this LPU model. 


 Do not install an E-series LPU (EA, EB, or EC, for example) in the same chassis as an F-series LPU (FC, 


FX, for example). 


 


Table 3 HP 12900 product family matrix 


12910 
JG619A HP FlexFabric 12910 Switch AC Chassis 


  


12916 JG632A HP FlexFabric 12916 Switch AC Chassis 


 CAUTION:  


To avoid an upgrade failure, use Table 4 to verify the hardware and software compatibility before 


performing an upgrade. 
 


Table 4 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 


Item Specifications 


Product family 12900 series 


Hardware platform 
HP FF 12910 


HP FF 12916 


Memory MPU 8G/LPU 4G/NPU 2G 


Flash 1G 


Bootware version 


Shipped with the switch. 


(Use the display version command in any view to view the BootWare 


version. See Note②) 


Host software 12900-CMW710-R1133.ipe 
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Item Specifications 


iMC version 


iMC TAM 7.1 (E0302) 


iMC UAM 7.1 (E0302) 


iMC IVM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC MVM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC NTA 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC PLAT 7.1 (E0302) 


iMC QoSM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC RAM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC UBA 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC VFM 7.1 (E0301) 


iNode version iNode PC 7.1 (E0302) 


 


[12910]display version 


HP Comware Software, Version 7.1.045, Release 1133   ------Note①                                                                                  


Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.                                                                    


HP FF 12910 uptime is 0 weeks, 0 days, 0 hours, 11 minutes                                                                           


Last reboot reason : USER reboot                                                                                                     


                                                                                 


LPU 2:                                                                           


Uptime is 0 weeks,0 days,17 hours,57 minutes                                     


HP 12910 LPU with 1 XLP308 Processor                                         


BOARD TYPE:         LSX1QGS24FC1                                                 


DRAM:               4096M bytes                                                  


FLASH:              0M bytes                                                     


NVRAM:              0K bytes                                                     


PCB 1 Version:      VER.A                                                        


Bootrom Version:    122        ------Note②                                                          


CPLD 1 Version:     000                                                          


Release Version:    HP 12900-1133                                            


Patch Version  :    None                       


ISSU Version Compatibility Matrix 


Table 5 HP 12900 ISSU Version Compatibility Matrix 


Current Version Historical Versions Compatibility 


12900-CMW710-R1133 


12900-CMW710-F1132L01 Not support 


12900-CMW710-R1130 Not support 


12900-CMW710-R1109 Not support 


12900-CMW710-R1106 Not support 
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Upgrading restrictions and guidelines 


None. 
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Hardware feature updates 


12900-CMW710-R1133 


None. 


12900-CMW710-F1132L01 


F1132L01 supports the following new hardware: 


 JH007A HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GBASE-T FX Module 


12900-CMW710-R1130 


R1130 supports the following new hardware: 


 JG888B HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GbE SFP+ FX Module 


 JG889B HP FlexFabric 12900 24-port 40GbE QSFP+ FX Module 


 JH005A HP FlexFabric 12900 12-port 40GbE QSFP+ FX Module 


 JH006A HP FlexFabric 12900 8-port 100GbE CXP FX Module 


 JG881A HP X150 100G CXP MPO SR 100m Multimode Transceiver 


12900-CMW710-R1109 


R1109 supports the following new hardware: 


 JG709A HP X140 40G QSFP+ MPO MM 850nm CSR4 300m Transceiver 


 JG915A HP X130 10G SFP+ LC LH 80km Transceiver 


12900-CMW710-R1106 


R1106 supports the following hardware: 


 JG888A HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GbE SFP+ FC Module 


 JG889A HP FlexFabric 12900 24-port 40GbE QSFP+ FC Module 


Software feature and command updates 
For more information about the software feature and command update history, see HP 


12900-CMW710-R1133 Release Notes (Software Feature Changes).  
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MIB updates 
Table 6 MIB updates 


Item MIB file Module Description 


12900-CMW710-R1133 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


12900-CMW710-F1132L01 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


12900-CMW710-R1130 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


12900-CMW710-R1109 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


12900-CMW710-R1106 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


 


Operation changes 


Operation changes in 12900-CMW710-R1133 


None.  


Operation changes in 


12900-CMW710-F1132L01 


None.  


Operation changes in 12900-CMW710-R1130 


None.  
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Operation changes in 12900-CMW710-R1109 


In version R1109 and later versions, you must use the reserve-vlan-interface command to reserve VLAN 


interface resources before creating Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces, Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces, Layer 3 


aggregate interfaces, and Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces.  


Restrictions and cautions 
1. The software version does not support EA, EB or EC line card, and EA, EB or EC line card should 


use 12900 10xx series software version. 


2. In an IRF fabric with plenty of configurations, it takes a long time (maybe more than 10 minutes) to 


collect diagnosis information.  


3. When you assign Ethernet interfaces on different cards to an aggregation group and configure 


BFD on the corresponding aggregate interface, HP recommends that you set the single-hop 


detection time multiplier to a value greater than the number of member ports.  


4. Before creating Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces, Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces, Layer 3 aggregate 


interfaces, and Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces, you must use the reserve-vlan-interface 


command to reserve VLAN interface resources. You cannot create a VLAN interface for a VLAN 


whose VLAN interface resource has been reserved.  


5. Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces, Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces, Layer 3 aggregate interfaces, and 


Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces do not support URPF.  


6. The IRF member ID can only be configured as 1 or 2. It cannot be configured as 3 or 4. 


Open problems and workarounds 


LSV7D008734 


 Symptom: After a QSFP+ port is connected to a 3-meter cable, the peer port goes up and down, 


and then goes up.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen after a QSFP+ port is connected to a 3-meter cable. 


 Workaround: Execute the shutdown command on the QSFP+ port before connecting the 3-meter 


cable, and execute the undo shutdown command on the QSFP+ port after connecting the cable. 


LSV7D004550 


 Symptom: When the ip redirects enable command is configured, traffic among Layer 3 Ethernet 


interfaces is forwarded by the CPU.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the ip redirects enable command is configured. 


 Workaround: Do not configure the ip redirects enable command when Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces 


exist. 
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List of resolved problems 


R1133 resolved problems 


201411070422 


 Symptom: Some ports on a newly installed LPU in a slot cannot forward packets.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 The newly installed LPU is of a different type from the previous LPU in the slot.  


 When the newly installed LPU is starting, LPUs in other slots of the switch are starting.  


201412040088 


 Symptom: When the resources for unknown unicast packet copying exceed the chip capability, BFD 


sessions flap.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when unknown unicast packets enter the switch through more than 


two interfaces at the line rate and leave the switch through more than two interfaces.  


201410310166 


 Symptom: Aggregate interfaces cannot correctly forward packets.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the link-aggregation load-sharing mode local-first and then 


undo link-aggregation load-sharing mode local-first commands are repeatedly used to enable and 


disable local-first load sharing for link aggregation.  


201410110637 


 Symptom: When a Layer 3 Ethernet interface receives normal Layer 2 packets, packets are 


forwarded to other interfaces rather than dropped.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a Layer 3 Ethernet interface receives normal Layer 2 packets.  


201410240304 


 Symptom: New IPv4SG bindings cannot be configured on an interface. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs after the following procedure is performed: 


a. Use the ip source binding command to configure IPv4SG bindings to reach the full 


specifications.  


b. Use the undo ip source binding command to delete some IPv4SG bindings. 


201410310455 


 Symptom: BFD sessions repeatedly flap on Selected physical links of an aggregation group. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if member interfaces join or leave the aggregation group when the 


following conditions exist: 


 The link-aggregation bfd ipv4 source ip-address destination ip-address command is used to 


enable link aggregation to collaborate with BFD on the aggregate interface.  


 STP is enabled on the aggregate interface.  


201411010124 


 Symptom: Multicast traffic is dropped by the switch.  
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 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 Multicast traffic is demanded within a multicast VLAN.  


 The LPU where the input interface of multicast traffic resides is rebooted.  


201412180275 


 Symptom: Multicast cannot forward traffic when ACLs and multicast operate the TCAM table at the 


same time.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the switch generates multicast entries, and some multicast 


entries are cleared during the process of deploying ACLs.  


201409300223 


 Symptom: Packets in SP queues are continuously dropped.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 SP+WFQ queuing is configured.  


 Minimum guaranteed bandwidth is set for queues in the WFQ group.  


201412020086 


 Symptom: For an interface configured with sFlow, the outbound sFlow statistics displayed in IMC 


are obviously different from the actual statistics.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the sFlow sampling rate configured on the interface is not an 


nth power of 2.  


201412110481 


 Symptom: In the output from the display mac-address count command, a MAC address entry with 


the output interface as an aggregate interface is counted multiple times. As a result, the number of 


MAC address entries in the output exceeds the actual number.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when an aggregate interface is configured as the output interface 


of a static MAC address entry.  


201409250425 


 Symptom: When a 100-GE interface receives packets, packets carrying 802.1p priorities specified 


in PFC are continuously dropped. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 PFC is enabled on the 100-GE interface.  


 The priority-flow-control no-drop dot1p command is used to enable PFC for the specified 


802.1p priorities.  


201411140651 


 Symptom: When an FX card uses different hash algorithms for traffic output to an aggregate 


interface, the traffic cannot be equally load shared between aggregate links.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the traffic output to the switch has already been hashed and 


load shared by an upstream HP 12900 switch.  


 201410270530 


 Symptom: After a master/subordinate switchover occurs in an IRF fabric, the 


ISIS/OSPF/ROUTE4/ROUTE6 processes are rebooted on the master IRF member switch.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a master/subordinate switchover occurs in an IRF fabric.  
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201410200176 


 Symptom: An LPU reboots unexpectedly.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 An interface on the LPU learns plenty of ARP entries.  


 Traffic matching these ARP entries is forwarded.  


 The shutdown and then undo shutdown commands are repeatedly executed on the interface.  


201408260416 


 Symptom: Check errors occur to the internal forwarding entries and some flows cannot be 


forwarded.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a card runs for a long time and check errors occur to the chip 


of the card.  


201408260139 


 Symptom: The delay for the ping command is long.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when plenty of transceiver modules are installed in the 48-port 


10-Gbps LSX1TGS48FC1 card.  


201408220056 


 Symptom: When a command is being executed, the system might prompt that the system is busy.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when remote authentication is configured and you use SSH to log 


in to the switch.  


F1132L01 resolved problems 


201411040029 


 Symptom: Packets are dropped on outgoing interfaces.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when packets smaller than 64 bytes are sent.  


201409040548 


 Symptom: The switch might learn MAC address entries incorrectly. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the mirroring feature is used.  


201410170275 


 Symptom: The intercard traffic might fail to be forwarded after cards are replaced.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs if cards in two or more slots are replaced with cards of different 


types at the same time after the switch is started.  


R1130 resolved problems 


201404290084 


 Symptom: In an aggregation group, a member port that receives broadcast packets also forwards 


the broadcast packets.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following procedure is performed:  



http://idms.h3c.com/Login?tabUrl=DefectDetail/Default/2841bdba-b094-42c0-9efe-c9f9195b1b76%24tabTitle=201408260416
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a. Link aggregation traffic redirection is configured.  


b. The shutdown and then the undo shutdown commands are executed on the aggregation group 


member ports.  


201405300129 


 Symptom: The BGP routes redistributed to OSPFv3 do not support matching the community list 


names.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when BGP routes are redistributed to OSPFv3.  


201407010534 


 Symptom: The speed of a 10GE port in a service loopback group is restricted to 1000 Mbps.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a GE transceiver module is installed in a 10GE port in a 


service loopback group.  


201408190207 


 Symptom: Some software process might fail to start.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a master/subordinate switchover is performed for the IRF 


fabric or the IRF fabric is restarted.  


201408260416 


 Symptom: Check errors occur to the internal forwarding entries and some flows cannot be 


forwarded.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a card runs for a long time and check errors occur to the chip 


of the card.  


201409160109 


 Symptom: The priority order of issuing policy-based routes might be incorrect.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 The switch is configured with policy-based routing to route packets.  


 After a policy node is deleted, the outgoing interface on the local switch or the incoming 


interface of the next hop device changes.  


201409190380 


 Symptom: BGP neighborship flapping might occur.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 The switch is configured with BGP NSR.  


 A large number of BGP neighbors exist.  


 An active/standby switchover occurs.  


201409230340 


 Symptom: Two master devices appear in a VRRP group.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the Layer 3 interface used for transmitting VRRP packets is 


associated with a VPN instance.  



http://idms.h3c.com/Login?tabUrl=DefectDetail/Default/80d67278-d0b4-4005-ae0a-3ad4358345cd%24tabTitle=201408190207

http://idms.h3c.com/Login?tabUrl=DefectDetail/Default/2841bdba-b094-42c0-9efe-c9f9195b1b76%24tabTitle=201408260416
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R1109 resolved problems 


201406130119 


 Symptom:CVE-2014-0224 


 Condition:When Open SSL Server or Client is used. 


201405300129 


 Symptom: Packets might fail to be forwarded out of an interface.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following procedure is performed: 


a. The arp mode uni command is used to configure the interface as a customer-side interface.  


b. ARP entries are aged or frequently updated.  


201404250286 


 Symptom: Route flapping occurs when 2K routing entries are added to the switch.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following procedure is performed: 


a. Start the switch correctly.  


b. Configure 32 equal-cost routes.  


c. Configure routes to increase the number of routes.  


201404260247 


 Symptom: SNMP fails to obtain the LLDP information of a 10-GE breakout interface split from a 


40-GE interface.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when SNMP is used to obtain the LLDP information of a 


10-GE breakout interface split from a 40-GE interface.  


201405120075 


 Symptom: The type of a transceiver module might be recognized as UN_KNOWN.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the display transceiver interface command is used to 


display the key parameters of a JDSU transceiver module installed in an LSX1QGS24FC1 card.  


201405080233 


 Symptom: The BFD session state on a Layer 3 aggregate subinterface flaps.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following procedure is performed: 


a. Member ports are removed from a Layer 3 aggregation group and then assigned to the 


aggregation group.  


b. A Layer 3 aggregate subinterface is created on the Layer 3 aggregate interface.  


c. BFD is configured on the Layer 3 aggregate subinterface.  


201406200551 


 Symptom: Error packets statistics appear in the sent packets statistics of MIB.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following conditions exist: 


 A port sends packets smaller than 64 bytes.  


 The switch fills each packet to 64 bytes before sending the packets.  
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1201406230191  


 Symptom: The specific traffic might fail to be forwarded.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when ECC check errors appear in the entries of the switch.  


201405300253 


 Symptom: The VLAN process might exit.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when VLAN interfaces fail to be created because of 


insufficient resources (the corresponding VLAN interface resources have been reserved for other 


Layer 3 interfaces).  


201403270403 


 Symptom: RBAC judges user roles incorrectly. As a result, a user cannot execute the command that 


the user has privilege to.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following conditions exist: 


 RBAC assigns the user the privilege to the mirroring-group command.  


 The user specifies an interface whose number starts with 0 for the mirroring-group command.  


201406060209 


 Symptom: BGP fails to form equal-cost routes.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when BGP is configured with MED value of 0 or is not 


configured with an MED value.  


201406190098 


 Symptom: The CPU usage of the switching fabric module is high.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the display cpu command is used to display the CPU 


usage.  


201401260061 


 Symptom: The BFD session state flaps.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following procedure is performed: 


a. Assign Ethernet interfaces on different cards to an aggregation group.  


b. Configure BFD on the corresponding aggregate interface.  


c. Change the member ports of the aggregation group.  


201401280126 


 Symptom: It takes a long time to configure an Ethernet interface to operate in route mode.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when an Ethernet interface operating in bridge mode is 


configured to operate in route mode.  


201404140299 


 Symptom: You might fail to log in to the switch through Telnet or the serial port.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when multiple users frequently log in to the switch through 


Telnet.  


201403180237 


 Symptom: The MIB node of the qos queue-statistics command cannot be used.  


 Condition: None. 
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201404140019 


 Symptom: The serial port hangs and the memory leaks quickly. As a result, the switch reboots 


unexpectedly.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the reset arp command is used to clear ARP entries in 


a network where the MIB nodes are being walked. 


201403220018 


 Symptom: 512 policy-based routes cannot be configured.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when policy-based routing is configured.  


201403010025 


 Symptom: The OSPF process might fail.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the topology of an OSPF network frequently changes.  


201403090008 


 Symptom: NA is displayed for the optical power fields of a transceiver module.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the display transceiver diagnostic information 


command is used to display information of a finisar 40G transceiver module.  


201402270241 


 Symptom: The network management interface cannot be pinged.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the network management interface is configured as the 


sFlow collector port and the network management interface has plenty of sFlow statistics packets.  


201401170031 


 Symptom: When the diagnostic-information command and then the debug tm command are 


executed, the switch fails.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the diagnostic-information command and then the 


debug tm command are executed. 


201401180048 


 Symptom: When the debug tm voq show command is executed with the slot number of the 


switching fabric module, the switch fails.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when the debug tm voq show command is executed with the 


slot number of the switching fabric module.  


201402180054 


 Symptom: The processes of ISIS and NTP might fail.  


 Condition: This symptom might be seen when the ISIS and NTP protocol processes are enabled.  


201402110221 


 Symptom: The power supply reports a fail event, and then reports a recovery event within 1 minute.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when multiple processes access the I2C resources frequently.  


201402130367 


 Symptom: The switch cannot display the electronic label information of a transceiver module.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when you display the electronic label information of some 


40-Gbps transceiver modules.  
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201401170412 


 Symptom: The maximum number of ECMP groups configured cannot reach 255. It can reach only 


63.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when one or more ECMP groups are configured with 17 to 32 


next hops.  


R1106 resolved problems 


First release. 


Related documentation 


Documentation set 


 HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series Installation Guide 


 HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series Configuration Guides (R1109) 


 HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series Command References (R1109). 


Obtaining documentation 


To find related documents, browse to the Manuals page of the HP Business Support Center website: 


http://www.hp.com/support/manuals  


Contacting HP 
For worldwide technical support information, see the HP support website: 


http://www.hp.com/support 


Before contacting HP, collect the following information: 


 Product model names and numbers 


 Technical support registration number (if applicable) 


 Product serial numbers 


 Error messages 


 Operating system type and revision level 


 Detailed questions 


Subscription service 


HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website: 


http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts 



http://www.hp.com/support/manuals

http://www.hp.com/support

http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts
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After registering, you will receive email notification of product enhancements, new driver versions, 


firmware updates, and other product resources. 
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Feature list  


Hardware features 


Table 7 HP 12900 series hardware features 


Item 12900 


Dimensions (H × W × D) 


(excluding feet and rack-mounting 


brackets) 


12910：930mm x 440mm x 830mm 


12916：1018mm x 440mm x 830mm 


Weight 
12910：≤200kg  


12916：≤300kg  


Input AC voltage 100 to 240V AC; 50/60Hz 


Max. output power per power supply 
1000 W （110V AC） 


2000 W （220V AC） 


Operating temperature 0℃~45℃ 


Relative humidity (noncondensing) 10%~90% 


Switch fabric card slots 6 


Service card slots 
12910: 10 


12916: 16 


Host 
HP FlexFabric 12910 Switch AC Chassis 


HP FlexFabric 12916 Switch AC Chassis 


MPU 
HP FlexFabric 12910 Main Processing Unit 


HP FlexFabric 12916 Main Processing Unit 


Switching Fabric 


HP FlexFabric 12910 3.84Tbps Type B Fabric Module 


HP FlexFabric 12910 1.92Tbps Type A Fabric Module 


HP FlexFabric 12916 2.56Tbps Type S Fabric Module 


HP FlexFabric 12916 6.14Tbps Type B Fabric Module 


Ethernet LPU 


HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GbE SFP+ FC Module 


HP FlexFabric 12900 24-port 40GbE QSFP+ FC Module 


HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GbE SFP+ FX Module 


HP FlexFabric 12900 24-port 40GbE QSFP+ FX Module 


HP FlexFabric 12900 12-port 40GbE QSFP+ FX Module 


HP FlexFabric 12900 8-port 100GbE CXP FX Module 


HP FlexFabric 12900 48-port 1/10GBASE-T FX Module 


Module 


Spare Fan 


HP FlexFabric 12910 Spare Fan Assembly 


HP FlexFabric 12916 Spare Top Fan Tray Assembly 


HP FlexFabric 12916 Spare Bottom Fan Tray Assembly 
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Item 12900 


Accessories 
HP FlexFabric 12910 Optional Air Filter 


HP FlexFabric 12916 Optional Air Filter 


Power Supply Unit HP 12900 2000W AC Power Supply 


Gigabit SFP Transceivers 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1550 Transceiver 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1570 Transceiver 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1590 Transceiver 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1610 Transceiver 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1470 Transceiver 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1490 Transceiver 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1510 Transceiver 


HP X170 1G SFP LC LH70 1530 Transceiver 


HP X120 1G SFP LC LH100 Transceiver 


HP X125 1G SFP LC LH40 1310nm Transceiver 


HP X120 1G SFP LC LH40 1550nm Transceiver 


HP X120 1G SFP LC SX Transceiver 


HP X120 1G SFP LC LX Transceiver 


HP X125 1G SFP LC LH70 Transceiver 


HP X120 1G SFP LC BX 10-U Transceiver 


HP X120 1G SFP LC BX 10-D Transceiver 


10Gigabit SFP+ Transceivers and cables 


HP X130 10G SFP+ LC SR Transceiver 


HP X130 10G SFP+ LC LR Transceiver 


HP X130 10G SFP+ LC LH 80km Transceiver 


HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 1.2m DA Cable 


HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 3m DA Cable 


HP X240 SFP+ SFP+ 5m Direct Attach Copper Cable 


HP X130 10G SFP+ LC ER 40km Transceiver 


40Gigabit QSFP+ Transceivers and 


Cables 


HP X140 40G QSFP+ LC LR4 SM 10km 1310nm Transceiver 


HP X140 40G QSFP+ MPO SR4 Transceiver 


HP X140 40G QSFP+ MPO MM 850nm CSR4 300m Transceiver 


HP X240 40G QSFP+ QSFP+ 1m Direct Attach Copper Cable 


HP X240 40G QSFP+ QSFP+ 3m Direct Attach Copper Cable 


HP X240 40G QSFP+ QSFP+ 5m Direct Attach Copper Cable 


HP X240 40G QSFP+ to 4x10G SFP+ 1m Direct Attach Copper 


Splitter Cable 


HP X240 40G QSFP+ to 4x10G SFP+ 3m Direct Attach Copper 


Splitter Cable 


HP X240 40G QSFP+ to 4x10G SFP+ 5m Direct Attach Copper 


Splitter Cable 


100Gigabit CXP Transceivers and Cables HP X150 100G CXP MPO SR 100m Multimode Transceiver 
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12900 FC/FX Line Card Specifications 


 FC/FX Type LPU 


MAC address Up to 262,144 


ARP Up to 28,672 or 


Up to 131,072 in uni mode 


IPv4 routes 32,768 


IPv6 routes 8,192 (Error! Bookmark not defined.) 


Ingress ACL Up to 18,432 (Error! Bookmark not 


defined.) 


Egress ACL Up to 9,216 (Error! Bookmark not 


defined.) 


IP Multicast Groups 4,096 


Jumbo Frame Size (bytes) 12,288 


LACP Max Groups 1,024 


Max member 


ports 


16 


ECMP 32-way 


ii Shared pool for Ingress ACL, Egress ACL, IPv4 multicast FIB and IPv6 unicast/multicast FIB 


Software features 


Table 8 Software features of the 12900 series 


Category  Features 


Layer 2 


Ethernet II 


IEEE 802.3/802.2 SNAP 


IEEE 802.3/802.2 


Long frame (1518-1536) 


Jumbo frame (1536-12228) 


VLAN (Port-based VLAN) 


IEEE 802.1Q 


IEEE802.1p 


RSTP(802.1w) 


MSTP(802.1s) 
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LACP(802.3ad) 


Mirror 


Storm suppression(Broadcast / Multicast / Unknown 


unicast)  


Layer 3 


IPv4 features: 


ARP (proxy ARP, gratuitous ARP) 


IP datagram forwarding(RFC791/1141/950) 


IP options (strict source route/loose source 


route/recording route/timestamp)(RFC791/1122) 


TCP (RFC793) 


UDP (RFC768) 


ICMP 


RFC1213-MIB(including IP, ICMP, TCP, UDP, IF, 


SNMP) 


Layer-3 routed interface 


Routing 


IPv4 routing:  


Static route management 


RIP 


OSPF 


BGP 


IS-IS 


Policy based routing  


Multicast 


IGMP Snooping 


IGMP 


PIM-DM 


PIM-SM 


PIM-SSM 


ACL&QOS 


WRR 


CAR 


Basic ACL 


Advanced ACL 


Link ACL 


VLAN-based ACL 


Packet filtering 


Traffic redirect 


Traffic shaping 


Line rate 


WFQ 


Traffic accounting 


Flow-based mirroring 


Port priority 


Management SNMP v1/v2/v3 
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Public MIBs 


Private MIBs 


Syslog/Debug 


IMC  


Local management 


CLI 


File management  


Dual-image 


RBAC 


User access control 


Console login  


Telnet (VTY) login  


SSH login  


FTP login  


Application protocols 


Ping 


DNS client 


DHCP server 


DHCP client 


DHCP relay agent 


DHCP snooping 


Telnet 


FTP client 


FTP server 


TFTP client 


NTP client/server 


Availability 
VRRP 


IRF 


Security 
RADIUS 


TACACS+ 
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Upgrading software 
Software upgrade enables you to have new features and fix bugs. Before performing an upgrade, use 


the release notes for the new software version to verify software and hardware compatibility and 


evaluate upgrade impacts. 


Software types 


The following software types are available:  


 BootWare image—A .bin file that contains a basic segment and an extended segment. The basic 


segment is the minimum code that bootstraps the system. The extended segment enables hardware 


initialization and provides system management menus. You can use these menus to load software 


and the startup configuration file or manage files when the device cannot start up correctly. 


 Comware image—Includes the following image subcategories:  


 Boot image—A .bin file that contains the Linux operating system kernel. It provides process 


management, memory management, and file system management. 


 System image—A .bin file that contains the minimum feature modules required for device 


operation and some basic features, including device management, interface management, 


configuration management, and routing. To have advanced features, you must purchase feature 


packages. 


 Feature package—Includes a set of advanced software features. Users purchase feature 


packages as needed. 


 Patch packages—Irregularly released packages for fixing bugs without rebooting the device. A 


patch package does not add new features or functions. 


Comware software images that have been loaded are called "current software images." 


Comware images specified to load at the next startup are called "startup software images." 


BootWare image, boot image, and system image are required for the system to work. These images are 


released as a whole in one .ipe file. The system automatically decompresses the file, loads the boot and 


system images and sets them as startup software images. 


Software file naming conventions 


Software image file names use the chassis-comware version-image type-release format, for example, 


12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin and 12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin. This document uses 


boot.bin and system.bin as boot and system image file names. 


Upgrade methods 


You can use one of the following methods to upgrade software: 
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Upgrade method Software type Remarks 


Upgrading from the CLI 


 BootWare image 


 Comware images 


(excluding 


patches) 


This method is disruptive. If you are upgrading MPUs, you 


must reboot the switch to complete the upgrade. If you are 


upgrading the BootWare image of a card (an LPU or 


switching fabric module), you must reboot the card. 


NOTE: 


You can upgrade the BootWare of LPUs and switching 


fabric modules from the CLI only. 


Upgrading from 


BootWare menus: 


 Upgrading Comware 


software from the 


BootWare menus 


 Upgrading BootWare 


from the BootWare 


menus 


 BootWare image 


 Comware images 


Use this method when the device cannot start up 


correctly. 


 


 NOTE: 


 Generally, there is no need to upgrade the BootWare program independently. The device uses the 


shipped BootWare program. The examples in this document use BootWare 1.19. The output is for 


illustration only. 


 Use the same method to upgrade software for all MPUs to ensure software version consistency across 


MPUs. 


 Make sure the Comware software and BootWare are compatible. For the compatibility between the 


Comware software and BootWare, see the hardware and software compatibility matrix in the Release 


Notes. 


 The command outputs in this document are for reference only.  
 


Upgrading from the CLI 


This section describes the upgrade procedures for standalone 12900 switches and 12900 IRF fabrics. 


For more information about IRF, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series IRF Configuration Guide. 


Upgrading a standalone switch 


Preparing for the upgrade 


1. Telnet to the switch or log in through the console port. (Details not shown.) 


2. Display device information. 


<Sysname> display device 


Slot Type             State    Subslot  Soft Ver             Patch Ver 


0     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


3     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


4     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 
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5     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


6     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


7     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


8     NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


9     LSX1TGS48FC1    Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


10    LSX1FAB10B1     Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


11    LSX1FAB10B1     Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


12    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


13    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


14    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


15    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


16    LSX1SUP10A1     Standby  0         12900-1106            None 


17    LSX1SUP10A1     Master   0         12900-1106            None 


The output shows that the switch has two MPUs, an active MPU in slot 17 and a standby MPU in 


slot 16. You must upgrade software for the two MPUs. 
 


 NOTE:  


You only need to upgrade the active MPU if the device has no standby MPU. 
 


3. Verify that the MPUs have enough free storage space for the upgrade files: 


# On the active MPU: 


<Sysname> dir 


Directory of flash: 


   0 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   diagfile 


   1 -rw-          42 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   ifindex.dat 


   2 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   license 


   3 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 18:26:41   logfile 


   4 -rw-   102294528 Apr 07 2013 13:47:21   12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


   5 -rw-    14908416 Aug 06 2013 17:21:31   12900-cmw710-boot-r1106.bin 


   6 -rw-   110083072 Aug 06 2013 17:23:20   12900-cmw710-system-r1106.bin 


   7 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   seclog 


   8 -rw-        1982 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   startup.cfg 


   9 -rw-       33368 Aug 07 2013 08:55:31   startup.mdb 


  10 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:40   versionInfo 


 


1028096 KB total (487680 KB free) 


# On the standby MPU: 


<Sysname> dir slot16#flash: 


Directory of slot16#flash: 


   0 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   diagfile 


   1 -rw-          42 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   ifindex.dat 


   2 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   license 


   3 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 18:26:41   logfile 


   4 -rw-   102294528 Apr 07 2013 13:47:21   12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


   5 -rw-    14908416 Aug 06 2013 17:21:31   12900-cmw710-boot-r1106.bin 


   6 -rw-   110083072 Aug 06 2013 17:23:20   12900-cmw710-system-r1106.bin 


   7 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   seclog 


   8 -rw-        1982 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   startup.cfg 
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   9 -rw-       33368 Aug 07 2013 08:55:31   startup.mdb 


  10 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:40   versionInfo 


 


1028096 KB total (487680 KB free) 


4. If the free storage space is not sufficient, delete unused files: 


# On the active MPU: 


<Sysname> delete /unreserved flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


  The contents cannot be restored!!! Delete flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe?[Y/N]:y 


  Deleting a file permanently will take a long time. Please wait... 


  .................................................. 


  Deleting file flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe...Done. 


# On the standby MPU: 


<Sysname> delete /unreserved slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


  The contents cannot be restored!!! Delete slot16#flash:/ 


12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe?[Y/N]:y 


  Deleting a file permanently will take a long time. Please wait... 


  .................................................. 


  Deleting file slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe...Done. 


 


 NOTE:  


 The delete /unreserved file-url command deletes a file permanently, and the action cannot be 


undone. 


 The delete file-url command moves a file to the recycle bin and the file still occupies storage space. 


To delete the file from the recycle bin, execute the reset recycle-bin command in the original 


directory of the file. 
 


Downloading upgrade files to the flashes of MPUs 


You can use FTP or TFTP to download files. 
 


 NOTE: 


The switch does not come with FTP or TFTP software. Prepare the software yourself. 
 


This example uses FTP to download files from an FTP server and assumes that the FTP client and server 


can reach each other. 


To download the software file (for example, newest.ipe) from the FTP server: 


1. Run the FTP server program on the PC at 10.10.110.1, and set the username, password, and the 


file directory where the software file is stored. 


2. Download the file to the active MPU: 


# Log in to the PC with FTP. 


<Sysname> ftp 192.168.0.23 


Connected to 192.168.0.23 (192.168.0.23). 


220 WFTPD 2.0 service (by Texas Imperial Software) ready for new user 


User (192.168.0.23:(none)):username                       ---Enter the username 


331 Give me your password, please 


Password:                                                 ---Enter the password 


230 Logged in successfully 
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Remote system type is MSDOS. 


ftp> 


# Set the file transfer mode to binary. 


ftp> binary 


200 Type is Image (Binary) 


# Download the file from the PC to the root directory of the flash on the active MPU. 


ftp> get newest.ipe 


227 Entering Passive Mode (192,168,0,23,7,100) 


150 "C:\ newest.ipe " file ready to send (385 bytes) in IMAGE / Binary mode 


226 Transfer finished successfully. 


74948608 bytes received in 35.974 seconds (896.00 kbyte/s) 


ftp> bye 


221 Windows FTP Server (WFTPD, by Texas Imperial Software) says goodbye 


3. Copy the file to the root directory of the flash on the standby MPU. 


<Sysname> copy newest.bin slot16#flash:/ 


  Copy flash:/newest.bin to slot16#flash:/newest.bin?[Y/N]:y 


  Copying file flash:/newest.ipe to slot16#flash:/newest.ipe...Done. 


 


 NOTE:  


You can configure the switch as the FTP server, FTP client, or TFTP client. The transfer procedures vary 


slightly. For more information about FTP and TFTP, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series Fundamentals 


Configuration Guide. 
 


Upgrading software from the CLI 


Before upgrading software, verify that the software file is stored in the root directory of the flash on the 


active MPU. 


Perform the following tasks as needed: 


 Upgrade BootWare 


 Upgrade Comware software 


 Install a patch package 


1. Upgrade BootWare: 


The following example uses newest.ipe to upgrade the BootWare.  


# Decompress the file newest.ipe on the active MPU. 


<Sysname> install add flash:/newest.ipe flash: 


Verifying image file...Done. 


This operation will take several minutes, please wait........................... 


....................................................Done. 


In this example, the decompressed image files include the boot image 


12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin and the system image 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin. 


# Upgrade the BootWare on the active MPU. 


<Sysname> bootrom update file flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin slot 17 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s), 


  Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done 


# Upgrade the BootWare on the standby MPU (in slot 16). 
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<Sysname> bootrom update file slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin slot 16 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s),  


  Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done 


# Upgrade the BootWare on the LPU in slot 9. (Upgrade other LPUs in the same way.) 


<Sysname> bootrom update file flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin slot 9 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s),  


  Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done 


# Upgrade the BootWare of the switching fabric module in slot 10. 


<Sysname> bootrom update file flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin slot 10 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s),  


  Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done 


# Reboot the switch to complete the upgrade. 


<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 


........DONE! 


This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now rebooting, please wait... 


2. Upgrade Comware software: 


# Specify the images as the main startup software images for the active MPU. 


<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106system 


flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin slot 17 main 


  This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup software 


images at the next reboot on slot 17   


# Specify the images as the main startup software images for the standby MPU. 


<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106system 


flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin slot 16 main 


  This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106to slot16#flash:/ 


12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106. 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin to slot16#flash:/ 


12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin. 


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup software 


images at the next reboot on slot 16 


For more information about the boot-loader command, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series 


Fundamentals Command Reference. 


# To prevent configuration loss at reboot, save the running configuration.  


<Sysname> save 


# Reboot the switch to complete the upgrade. 


<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 


........DONE! 


This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now rebooting, please wait...   
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3. Install a patch package: 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


Use the display install active command to verify whether patches have been installed on the device. 


If the device has patches, uninstall them. Only one patch package file can be installed on the device. 
 


# Install the patch package 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin. Make sure the file is saved 


to the root directory of the flashes on both MPUs. 


<Sysname> install activate patch flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin slot 17 


<Sysname> install activate patch flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin slot 16 


The patches run immediately without requiring a reboot. 


# Commit the installed patches to have the patches continue to run at the next reboot. 


<Sysname> install commit 


For more information about installing patches, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series 


Configuration Guide. 


4. Verify the software upgrade and patching. 


<Sysname> display install active 


Active packages on slot 9: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on slot 10: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on slot 11: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on slot 16: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on slot 17: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Upgrading an IRF fabric 


Preparing for the upgrade 


1. Telnet to the switch or log in through the console port. (Details not shown.) 


2. Display device information. 


<Sysname> display device 


Chassis  Slot Type             State    Subslot  Soft Ver             Patch Ver 


1         0    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         1    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 
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1         2    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         3    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         4    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         5    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         6    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         7    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         8    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         9    LSX1TGS48FC1    Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


1         10   LSX1FAB10B1     Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


1         11   LSX1FAB10B1     Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


1         12   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         13   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         14   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         15   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


1         16   LSX1SUP10A1     Standby  0         12900-1106            None 


1         17   LSX1SUP10A1     Master   0         12900-1106            None 


2         0    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         1    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         2    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         3    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         4    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         5    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         6    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         7    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         8    NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         9    LSX1TGS48FC1    Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


2         10   LSX1FAB10B1     Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


2         11   LSX1FAB10B1     Normal   0         12900-1106            None 


2         12   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         13   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         14   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         15   NONE            Absent   0         NONE                  None 


2         16   LSX1SUP10A1     Standby  0        12900-1106             None 


2         17   LSX1SUP10A1     Standby  0        12900-1106             None 


The output shows that two switches form an IRF fabric. The following table shows MPU information. 


Table 9 MPU information of the IRF fabric 


MPU role Member ID Slot number 


Master MPU (also called the "global active MPU") 1 17 


Standby MPU 1 16 


Standby MPU 2 17 


Standby MPU 2 16 


 


3. Verify that all the MPUs have enough free storage space for the upgrade files: 


# On the global active MPU: 


<Sysname> dir 


Directory of flash: 
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   0 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   diagfile 


   1 -rw-          42 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   ifindex.dat 


   2 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   license 


   3 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 18:26:41   logfile 


   4 -rw-   102294528 Apr 07 2013 13:47:21   12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


   5 -rw-    14908416 Aug 06 2013 17:21:31   12900-cmw710-boot-r1106.bin 


   6 -rw-   110083072 Aug 06 2013 17:23:20   12900-cmw710-system-r1106.bin 


   7 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   seclog 


   8 -rw-        1982 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   startup.cfg 


   9 -rw-       33368 Aug 07 2013 08:55:31   startup.mdb 


  10 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:40   versionInfo 


 


1028096 KB total (487680 KB free) 


# On the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 1: 


<Sysname> dir chassis1#slot16#flash: 


Directory of chassis1#slot16#flash: 


   0 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   diagfile 


   1 -rw-          42 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   ifindex.dat 


   2 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   license 


   3 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 18:26:41   logfile 


   4 -rw-   102294528 Apr 07 2013 13:47:21   12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


   5 -rw-    14908416 Aug 06 2013 17:21:31   12900-cmw710-boot-r1106.bin 


   6 -rw-   110083072 Aug 06 2013 17:23:20   12900-cmw710-system-r1106.bin 


   7 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   seclog 


   8 -rw-        1982 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   startup.cfg 


   9 -rw-       33368 Aug 07 2013 08:55:31   startup.mdb 


  10 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:40   versionInfo 


 


1028096 KB total (487680 KB free) 


# On the standby MPU in slot 17 of member device 2: 


<Sysname> dir chassis2#slot17#flash: 


Directory of chassis2#slot17#flash: 


   0 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   diagfile 


   1 -rw-          42 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   ifindex.dat 


   2 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   license 


   3 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 18:26:41   logfile 


   4 -rw-   102294528 Apr 07 2013 13:47:21   12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


   5 -rw-    14908416 Aug 06 2013 17:21:31   12900-cmw710-boot-r1106.bin 


   6 -rw-   110083072 Aug 06 2013 17:23:20   12900-cmw710-system-r1106.bin 


   7 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   seclog 


   8 -rw-        1982 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   startup.cfg 


   9 -rw-       33368 Aug 07 2013 08:55:31   startup.mdb 


  10 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:40   versionInfo 


 


1028096 KB total (487680 KB free) 


# On the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 2: 


<Sysname> dir chassis2#slot16#flash: 


Directory of chassis2#slot16#flash: 
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   0 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   diagfile 


   1 -rw-          42 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   ifindex.dat 


   2 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   license 


   3 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 18:26:41   logfile 


   4 -rw-   102294528 Apr 07 2013 13:47:21   12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


   5 -rw-    14908416 Aug 06 2013 17:21:31   12900-cmw710-boot-r1106.bin 


   6 -rw-   110083072 Aug 06 2013 17:23:20   12900-cmw710-system-r1106.bin 


   7 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:38   seclog 


   8 -rw-        1982 Aug 07 2013 08:55:30   startup.cfg 


   9 -rw-       33368 Aug 07 2013 08:55:31   startup.mdb 


  10 drw-           - Aug 06 2013 17:26:40   versionInfo 


 


1028096 KB total (487680 KB free) 


4. If the free storage space is not sufficient, delete unused files: 


# On the global active MPU: 


<Sysname> delete /unreserved flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


  The contents cannot be restored!!! Delete flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe?[Y/N]:y 


  Deleting a file permanently will take a long time. Please wait... 


  .................................................. 


  Deleting file flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe...Done. 


# On the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 1: 


<Sysname> delete /unreserved chassis1#slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe 


  The contents cannot be restored!!! Delete 


chassis1#slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe?[Y/N]:y 


  Deleting a file permanently will take a long time. Please wait... 


  .................................................. 


  Deleting file chassis1#slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-R1106.ipe...Done. 


# Delete unused files on other standby MPUs in the same way. (Details not shown.) 
 


 NOTE:  


 The delete /unreserved file-url command deletes a file permanently and the action cannot be 


undone. 


 The delete file-url command moves a file to the recycle bin and the file still occupies storage space. 


To delete the file from the recycle bin, execute the reset recycle-bin command in the original 


directory of the file. 
 


Downloading upgrade files to the flashes of MPUs 


You can use FTP or TFTP to download files. 
 


 NOTE: 


The switch does not come with FTP or TFTP software. Prepare the software yourself. 
 


This example uses FTP to download files from an FTP server and assumes that the FTP client and server 


can reach each other. 


To download the software file (for example, newest.ipe) from the FTP server: 


1. Run the FTP server program on the PC at 10.10.110.1, and set the username, password, and the 


file directory where the software file is stored. 
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2. Download the file to the global active MPU: 


# Log in to the PC with FTP. 


<Sysname> ftp 192.168.0.23 


Connected to 192.168.0.23 (192.168.0.23). 


220 WFTPD 2.0 service (by Texas Imperial Software) ready for new user 


User (192.168.0.23:(none)):username                       --- Enter the username 


331 Give me your password, please 


Password:                                               --- Enter the password 


230 Logged in successfully 


Remote system type is MSDOS. 


ftp> 


# Set the file transfer mode to binary. 


ftp> binary 


200 Type is Image (Binary) 


# Download the file from the PC to the root directory of the flash on the global active 


MPU. 


ftp> get newest.ipe                                         


227 Entering Passive Mode (192,168,0,23,7,100) 


150 "C:\ newest.ipe " file ready to send (385 bytes) in IMAGE / Binary mode 


226 Transfer finished successfully. 


74948608 bytes received in 35.974 seconds (896.00 kbyte/s)            


ftp> bye 


221 Windows FTP Server (WFTPD, by Texas Imperial Software) says goodbye     


3. Copy the file to the root directory of the flashes on the standby MPUs: 


#  Copy the file to the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 1. 


<Sysname> copy newest.bin chassis1#slot16#flash:/ 


  Copy flash:/newest.bin to chassis1#slot16#flash:/newest.bin?[Y/N]:y 


  Copying file flash:/newest.ipe to chassis1#slot16#flash:/newest.ipe...Done. 


#  Copy the file to the standby MPU in slot 17 of member device 2. 


<Sysname> copy newest.bin chassis2#slot17#flash:/ 


  Copy flash:/newest.bin to chassis2#slot17#flash:/newest.bin?[Y/N]:y 


  Copying file flash:/newest.ipe to chassis2#slot17#flash:/newest.ipe...Done. 


#  Copy the file to the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 2. 


<Sysname> copy newest.bin chassis2#slot16#flash:/ 


  Copy flash:/newest.bin to chassis2#slot16#flash:/newest.bin?[Y/N]:y 


  Copying file flash:/newest.ipe to chassis2#slot16#flash:/newest.ipe...Done. 


 


 NOTE:  


You can configure the switch as the FTP server, FTP client, or TFTP client. The transfer procedures vary 


slightly. For more information about FTP and TFTP, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series Fundamentals 


Configuration Guide. 
 


Upgrading software from the CLI 


Before upgrading software, verify that the software file is stored in the root directory of the flash on the 


global active MPU. 


Perform the following tasks as needed: 
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 Upgrade BootWare 


 Upgrade Comware software 


 Install a patch package 


1. Upgrade BootWare: 


The following example uses newest.ipe to upgrade the BootWare. 


# Decompress the file newest.ipe on the global active MPU (in slot 17 of member device 1). 


<Sysname> install add flash:/newest.ipe flash: 


Verifying image file...Done. 


This operation will take several minutes, please wait........................... 


....................................................Done. 


In this example, the decompressed image files include the boot image 


12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin and the system image 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin. 


# Upgrade the BootWare on the global active MPU. 


<Sysname> bootrom update file flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin chassis 1 slot 17 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s), 


  Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done. 


# Upgrade the BootWare of the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 1. (Upgrade other 


standby MPUs in the same way.) 


<Sysname>bootrom update file chassis1#slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 


chassis 1 slot 16 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s), Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done. 


# Upgrade the BootWare of the LPU in slot 9 of member device 2. (Upgrade other LPUs in the same 


way.) 


<Sysname>bootrom update file flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin chassis 2 slot 9 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s), Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done. 


# Upgrade the BootWare of the switching fabric module in slot 10 of member device 2. (Upgrade 


other switching fabric modules in the same way.) 


<Sysname> bootrom update file flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin chassis 2 slot 10 


  This command will update bootrom file on the specified board(s), Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now updating the Boot ROM, please wait........... ...........Done. 


# Reboot the IRF fabric to complete the upgrade.  


<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 


........DONE! 


This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now rebooting, please wait...   


2. Upgrade Comware software: 


# Specify the images as the main startup software images for the global active MPU.  


<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106system 


flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin chassis 1 slot 17 main 


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup software 


images at the next reboot on chassis 1 slot 17. 


# Specify the images as the main startup software images for the standby MPUs: 
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 On the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 1: 


<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106system 


flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin chassis 1 slot 16 main 


  This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106to chassis1#slot16#flash: 


/ 12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106. 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin to chassis1#slot16#flas 


h:/ 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin.                                               


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup 


software images at the next reboot on chassis 1 slot 16. 


 On the standby MPU in slot 17 of member device 2: 


<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106system 


flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin chassis 2 slot 17 main 


  This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106to chassis2#slot17#flash: 


/ 12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106. 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin to chassis2#slot17#flas 


h:/ 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin.                                               


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup 


software images at the next reboot on chassis 2 slot 17. 


 On the standby MPU in slot 16 of member device 2: 


<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106system 


flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin chassis 2 slot 16 main 


  This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106to chassis2#slot16#flash: 


/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106. 


Successfully copied flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin to 


chassis2#slot16#flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin.                 


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup 


software images at the next reboot on chassis 2 slot 16. 


For more information about the boot-loader command, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series 


Fundamentals Command Reference. 


# To prevent configuration loss at reboot, save the running configuration.  


<Sysname> save 


# Reboot the IRF fabric to complete the upgrade. 


<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 


........DONE! 


This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now rebooting, please wait...   


3. Install a patch package: 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


Use the display install active command to verify whether patches have been installed on the device. 


If the device has patches, uninstall them. Only one patch package file can be installed on the device. 
 


# Install the patch package 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin on the global active MPU. 
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<Sysname> install activate patch flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin chassis 1 


slot 17 


# Install the patch package 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin on the global standby 


MPUs. 


<Sysname> install activate patch flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin chassis 1 


slot 16 


<Sysname> install activate patch flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin chassis 2 


slot 17 


<Sysname> install activate patch flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin chassis 2 


slot 16 


The patches run immediately without requiring a reboot. 


# Commit the installed patches to have the patches continue to run at the next reboot. 


<Sysname> install commit 


For more information about installing patches, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series 


Configuration Guide. 


4. Verify the software upgrade and patching. 


<Sysname> display install active 


Active packages on chassis 1 slot 9 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 1 slot 10: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 1 slot 11: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 1 slot 16: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 1 slot 17: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-E2102H08.bin  


Active packages on chassis 2 slot 9: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 2 slot 10: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 2 slot 11: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 
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  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 2 slot 16: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106H08.bin 


Active packages on chassis 2 slot 17: 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


  flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106H08.bin 


Upgrading Comware software from the BootWare 


menus 


Upgrade Comware software by using one of the following methods: 


 Using TFTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


 Using FTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


 Using Xmodem to upgrade through the console port 


For more information about BootWare, see "Using BootWare menus." 
 


 NOTE: 


 The switch does not come with FTP or TFTP software. Prepare the software yourself. 


 Upgrading through an Ethernet port is faster than through the console port. 
 


Using TFTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


1. Connect the management Ethernet port of the switch to the PC that stores the source .ipe file, and 


connect the console port of the switch to the configuration terminal. 


The configuration terminal can be co-located with the TFTP server. 


2. Run the TFTP server program on the PC connected to the management Ethernet port, and specify 


the file storage directory. 


3. Run the terminal emulation program on the PC connected to the console port.  


4. Start the switch and access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu (for more information, see "Using 


BootWare menus"). 


5. Enter 3 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to access the Ethernet submenu. 


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 
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Enter your choice(0-4): 


6. Enter 4 to set Ethernet port parameters.  
 


 NOTE: 


To use the default settings, press Enter without modifying the settings. 
 


======================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>============================== 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|          Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP):tftp 


Load File Name      :test.bin 


         :newest.ipe 


Target File Name    :test.bin 


      :newest.ipe 


Server IP Address   :192.168.80.22 


Local IP Address    :192.168.80.10 


Subnet Mask            :255.255.255.0  


Gateway IP Address  :0.0.0.0 


Table 10 Setting TFTP file transfer parameters 


Field Description 


'.' = Clear field  Press the dot (.), and then press Enter to clear the setting for a field. 


'-' = Go to previous field 
Press the hyphen (-), and then press Enter to return to the previous 


field. 


Ctrl+D = Quit Press Ctrl + D to exit the Ethernet parameter settings menu. 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) Set the file transfer protocol to TFTP. 


Load File Name Set the name of the file to be downloaded. 


Target File Name 


Set a file name for saving the file in the current storage medium on 


the device. The target file name must have the same suffix as the 


source file. 


By default, the target file name is the same as the source file name. 


Server IP Address 


Set the IP address of the TFTP server. If a mask must be set, use a 


colon (:) to separate the mask length from the IP address. For 


example, 192.168.2.26:24. 


Local IP Address Set the IP address of the device. 


Subnet Mask Set the IP subnet mask of the device. 


Gateway IP Address 
Set a gateway IP address if the device is on a different network 


than the server. 


 


After you finish setting TFTP parameters, the system returns to the Ethernet submenu.  


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 
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|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


7. Enter 2 or 3 as needed. For example, to upgrade the main Comware software images, enter 2. 


 Loading..................................................................... 


............................................................................ 


.........................Done! 


31911744 bytes downloaded! 


Image file BOOT.bin is self-decompressing... Saving file flash:/ 


BOOT.bin ..............................................Done.   


Image file SYSTEM.bin is self-decompressing...Saving file flash:/ 


SYSTEM.bin .................................. ..Done. 


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


8. Enter 0 in the Ethernet submenu to return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


9. Enter 1 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to run the new Comware software. 


Using FTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


1. Connect the management Ethernet port of the switch to the PC that stores the source .ipe file, and 


connect the console port of the switch to the configuration terminal. The configuration terminal can 


be co-located with the TFTP server. 


2. Run the FTP server program on the PC connected to the management Ethernet port, specify the file 


storage directory, and set the username and password. 


3. Run the terminal emulation program on the PC connected to the console port.  


4. Start the switch and access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu (for more information, see "Using 


BootWare menus"). 


5. Enter 3 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to access the Ethernet submenu. 


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 
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============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


6. Enter 4 to set Ethernet port parameters.  
 


 NOTE: 


To use the default settings, press Enter without modifying the settings. 
 


======================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>============================== 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|          Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP):ftp 


Load File Name      :test.bin 


         :newest.ipe 


Target File Name    :test.bin 


      :newest.ipe 


Server IP Address   :192.168.80.20 


Local IP Address    :192.168.80.10 


Subnet Mask            :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address  :0.0.0.0 


FTP User Name       :UserN 


FTP User Password   :PWD 


Table 11 Setting FTP file transfer parameters 


Field Description 


'.' = Clear field  Press the dot (.), and then press Enter to clear the setting for a field. 


'-' = Go to previous field 
Press the hyphen (-), and then press Enter to return to the previous 


field. 


Ctrl+D = Quit Press Ctrl + D to exit the Ethernet parameter settings menu. 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) Set the file transfer protocol to FTP. 


Load File Name Set the name of the file to be downloaded. 


Target File Name 


Set a file name for saving the file in the current storage medium on 


the device. The target file name must have the same suffix as the 


source file. 


By default, the target file name is the same as the source file name. 


Server IP Address 


Set the IP address of the FTP server. If a mask must be set, use a 


colon (:) to separate the mask length from the IP address. For 


example, 192.168.2.26:24. 


Local IP Address Set the IP address of the device. 


Subnet Mask Set the IP subnet mask of the device. 


Gateway IP Address 
Set a gateway IP address if the device is on a different network 


than the server. 


FTP User Name 
Set the username for accessing the FTP server. This username must 


be the same as the one configured on the FTP server. 
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Field Description 


FTP User Password 
Set the password for accessing the FTP server. This password must 


be the same as the one configured on the FTP server. 


 


After you finish setting FTP parameters, the system returns to the Ethernet submenu.  


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


7. Enter 2 or 3 as needed. For example, to upgrade the main Comware software images, enter 2. 


 Loading..................................................................... 


............................................................................ 


.........................Done! 


31911744 bytes downloaded! 


Image file BOOT.bin is self-decompressing... Saving file 


flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin ..............................................


Done.   


Image file SYSTEM.bin is self-decompressing...Saving file 


flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin .................................. ..Done. 


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


8. Enter 0 in the Ethernet submenu to return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


9. Enter 1 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to run the new Comware software. 


Using Xmodem to upgrade through the console port 


1. Connect the console port of the switch to the PC that stores the .ipe file. 


2. Run the terminal emulation program on the PC.  


3. Start the switch and access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu (see "Using BootWare menus"). 


4. Enter 2 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to access the Serial submenu. 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 
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|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


5. Enter 4 in the serial submenu to change the baud rate of the console port. 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5):2 


6. Enter an appropriate baud rate option. For example, enter 2 to select 19200 bps. 


Baudrate has been changed to 19200 bps. 


Please change the terminal's baudrate to 19200 bps, press ENTER when ready. 


 


 NOTE: 


If you select 9600 bps, directly go to Step 11. 
 


7. Select Call/Disconnect from the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the HyperTerminal from the 


switch. 


Figure 1 Disconnecting the terminal 


 
 


8. Select File > Properties in the HyperTerminal window, click Configure in the popup dialog box, 


and select the baud rate of 19200 bps in the console port properties dialog box. 
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Figure 2 Setting switch properties 


 
 


Figure 3 Modifying the baud rate 
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9. Select Call/Call to reconnect to the switch.  


Figure 4 Connecting to the switch 


 
 


10. Press Enter in the BootWare interface. 


The current baudrate is 19200 bps 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)                                                         | 


|<2> 19200*                                                                | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


11. Enter 0 to return to the Serial submenu. 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


12. Enter 2 or 3 as needed. For example, enter 2 to update the main startup software image. 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCCC 


13. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window. In the Send File dialog box that appears, 


click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem as the protocol. 
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Figure 5 Selecting the file to transfer 


 
 


14. Click Send. 


Figure 6 File transfer progress 


 
 


When the download is complete, the following information appears: 


Download successfully! 


31911808 bytes downloaded! 


Image file 12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin is self-decompressing.... 


Input the file name: 12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 


Save file ...........................................Done 


 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 
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15. Enter 0 in the Serial submenu to return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


16. Enter 1 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to run the new software. 


17. Change the baud rate of the HyperTerminal back to 9600 bps, and reconnect to the switch. 


Upgrading BootWare from the BootWare menus 


Upgrade the BootWare program from the BootWare menu by using one of the following methods: 


 Using TFTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


 Using FTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


 Using Xmodem to upgrade through the console port 


For more information about BootWare, see "Using BootWare menus." 
 


 NOTE: 


 The switch does not come with FTP or TFTP software. Prepare the software yourself. 


 Upgrading through an Ethernet port is faster than through the console port. 
 


Using TFTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


1. Connect the management Ethernet port of the switch to the PC that stores the source .ipe BootWare 


image, and connect the console port of the switch to the configuration terminal. 


The configuration terminal can be co-located with the TFTP server. 


2. Run the TFTP server program on the PC connected to the management Ethernet port, and specify 


the file storage directory. 


3. Run the terminal emulation program on the PC connected to the console port.  


4. Start the switch and access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu (see "Using BootWare menus"). 


5. Enter 7 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to access the BootWare Operation menu. 


=========================<BootWare Operation Menu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Backup Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Restore Full BootWare                                                 | 


|<3> Update BootWare By Serial                                             | 


|<4> Update BootWare By Ethernet                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


6. Enter 4 to access the BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET submenu.  


===================<BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET SUB-MENU>=================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 
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7. Enter 4 to set file transfer parameters. For field descriptions, see Table 10 . 
 


 NOTE: 


To use the default settings, press Enter without modifying the settings. 
 


==========================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>========================== 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|          Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP):tftp 


Load File Name      :test.btw 


         :mpu.btw 


Target File Name    :test.btw 


      :mpu.btw 


Server IP Address   :192.168.80.22 


Local IP Address    :192.168.80.10 


Subnet Mask            :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address  :0.0.0.0 


After you finish setting TFTP parameters, the system returns to the BOOTWARE OPERATION 


ETHERNET submenu.  


===================<BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET SUB-MENU>=================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


8. Enter a number from 1 to 3 as needed. For example, to upgrade the entire BootWare, enter 1. 


Loading...........Done! 


447612 bytes downloaded! 


Updating Basic BootWare? [Y/N] 


9. Enter Y to upgrade the basic BootWare. 


Updating Basic BootWare.........Done! 


Updating Extended BootWare? [Y/N] 


10. Enter Y to upgrade the extended BootWare. 


Updating Extended BootWare.........Done! 


 


===================<BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET SUB-MENU>=================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 
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11. Enter 0 in the BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET submenu to return to the BootWare Operation 


menu.  


12. Enter 0 in the BootWare Operation menu to return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu.  


13. Enter 0 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to reboot the switch. 


Using FTP to upgrade through the management Ethernet port 


1. Connect the management Ethernet port of the switch to the PC that stores the source .ipe BootWare 


image, and connect the console port of the switch to the configuration terminal. 


The configuration terminal can be co-located with the FTP server. 


2. Run the FTP server program on the PC connected to the management Ethernet port, specify the file 


storage directory, and set the username and password. 


3. Run the terminal emulation program on the PC connected to the console port.  


4. Start the switch and access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu (see "Using BootWare menus"). 


5. Enter 7 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to access the BootWare Operation menu. 


=========================<BootWare Operation Menu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Backup Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Restore Full BootWare                                                 | 


|<3> Update BootWare By Serial                                             | 


|<4> Update BootWare By Ethernet                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


6. Enter 4 to access the BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET submenu.  


===================<BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET SUB-MENU>=================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


7. Enter 4 to set file transfer parameters. For field descriptions, see Table 11 . 
 


 NOTE: 


To use the default settings, press Enter without modifying the settings. 
 


==========================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>========================== 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|          Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP):ftp 


Load File Name      :test.btw 


         :mpu.btw 
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Target File Name    :test.btw 


      :mpu.btw 


Server IP Address   :192.168.80.20 


Local IP Address    :192.168.80.10 


Subnet Mask            :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address  :0.0.0.0 


FTP User Name       :UserN 


FTP User Password   :PWD 


After you finish setting FTP parameters, the system returns to the BOOTWARE OPERATION 


ETHERNET submenu.  


===================<BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET SUB-MENU>=================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


8. Enter a number from 1 to 3 as needed. For example, to upgrade the entire BootWare, enter 1. 


Loading...........Done! 


447612 bytes downloaded! 


Updating Basic BootWare? [Y/N] 


9. Enter Y to upgrade the basic BootWare. 


Updating Basic BootWare.........Done! 


Updating Extended BootWare? [Y/N] 


10. Enter Y to upgrade the extended BootWare. 


Updating Extended BootWare.........Done! 


 


===================<BOOTWARE OPERATION ETHERNET SUB-MENU>=================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


11. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare Operation menu.  


12. Enter 0 in the BootWare Operation menu to return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu.  


13. Enter 0 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to reboot the switch. 


Using Xmodem to upgrade through the console port 


1. Connect the console port of the switch to the PC that stores the source .ipe BootWare image. 


2. Run the terminal emulation program on the PC.  


3. Start the switch and access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu (see "Using BootWare menus"). 


4. Enter 7 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to access the BootWare Operation menu. 
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=========================<BootWare Operation Menu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Backup Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Restore Full BootWare                                                 | 


|<3> Update BootWare By Serial                                             | 


|<4> Update BootWare By Ethernet                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


5. Enter 3 in the BootWare Operation menu to access the Serial submenu.  


====================<BOOTWARE OPERATION SERIAL SUB-MENU>==================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


6. Enter 4 in the Serial submenu to change the baud rate of the console port.  


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5):2 


7. Enter an appropriate baud rate option. For example, enter 2 to select 19200 bps.  


Baudrate has been changed to 19200 bps. 


Please change the terminal's baudrate to 19200 bps, press ENTER when ready. 


 


 NOTE: 


If you select the baud rate of 9600 bps, directly go to Step 12. 
 


8. Select Call/Disconnect from the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the HyperTerminal from the 


switch. 


Figure 7 Disconnecting the terminal  
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9. Select File > Properties in the HyperTerminal window, click Configure in the popup dialog box, 


and select the baud rate of 19200 bps in the console port properties dialog box. 


Figure 8 Setting switch properties 
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Figure 9 Modifying the baud rate 


 
 


10. Select Call/Call to reconnect to the switch.  


Figure 10 Connecting to the switch 


 
 


11. Press Enter in the BootWare interface. 


The current baudrate is 19200 bps 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)                                                         | 


|<2> 19200*                                                                | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


12. Enter 0 to return to the BOOTWARE OPERATION SERIAL submenu. 
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====================<BOOTWARE OPERATION SERIAL SUB-MENU>==================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


13. Enter a number from 1 to 3 as needed. For example, enter 1 to upgrade the entire BootWare. 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCC 


14. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window. In the Send File dialog box that appears, 


click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem as the protocol. 


Figure 11 Selecting the file to transfer 


 
 


15. Click Send. 


Figure 12 File transfer progress 


 
 


When the download is complete, the following information appears: 


Download successfully! 
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447616 bytes downloaded! 


Updating Basic BootWare? [Y/N] 


16. Enter Y to upgrade the basic BootWare. 


Updating Basic BootWare.........Done! 


Updating Extended BootWare? [Y/N] 


17. Enter Y to upgrade the extended BootWare. 


Updating Extended BootWare.........Done! 


====================<BOOTWARE OPERATION SERIAL SUB-MENU>==================== 


|<1> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Basic BootWare                                                 | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


18. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare Operation menu. 


19. Enter 0 in the BootWare Operation menu to return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu.  


20. Enter 0 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to reboot the switch. 


21. Change the baud rate of the HyperTerminal back to 9600 bps, and reconnect to the switch. 
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Using BootWare menus 


You can use the BootWare menus to upgrade the switch and maintain files when the CLI is not 


accessible. 


Accessing the BootWare menu 


Table 12  lists the menus that each segment provides and the major tasks you can perform with these 


menus. You can access these menus only during system startup. 


Table 12 BootWare menus 


BootWare 
segment 


Menu Tasks Reference 


Basic BASIC-BOOTWARE 


 Modify serial port parameters. 


 Upgrade BootWare. 


 Start the primary or backup 


BootWare extended segment. 


See "Using the 


BASIC-BOOTWARE 


menu." 


Basic BASIC ASSISTANT Perform RAM test. 
See "Accessing the BASIC 


ASSISTANT menu." 


Extended EXTENDED-BOOTWARE 


 Upgrade Comware software. 


 Manage files. 


 Access the system when the 


console login password is lost. 


 Clear user privilege passwords. 


See "Using the 


EXTENDED-BOOTWARE 


menu." 


Extended EXTENDED ASSISTANT 
 Examine system memory. 


 Search system memory. 


See "Using the 


EXTENDED ASSISTANT 


menu." 


 


 NOTE: 


Availability of some menu options depends on the password recovery capability state. For more 


information about the feature and its relevant menu options, see "Disabling password recovery 


capability." 
 


BootWare provides the shortcut keys in Table 13 . 


Table 13 BootWare shortcut keys 


Shortcut 
key 


Prompt message Function 


Ctrl+B 
Press Ctrl+B to access 


EXTENDED-BOOTWARE MENU 


Accesses the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu 


while the device is starting up. 
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Shortcut 
key 


Prompt message Function 


Ctrl+C 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To 


Exit 


Stops the ongoing file transfer and exits the 


current operation interface. 


Info: Press Ctrl+C to abort or return to 


EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU 


Returns to the EXTENDED ASSISTANT menu. If 


the system is outputting the result of an 


operation, this shortcut key combination aborts 


the display first. 


Ctrl+D 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE 


MENU 
Accesses the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


Ctrl+D = Quit Exits the parameter settings menu. 


Ctrl+E 
Memory Test(press Ctrl+C to skip it,press 


Ctrl+E to ECHO INFO) 
Displays the test process. 


Ctrl+F Ctrl+F: Format File System Formats the current storage medium. 


Ctrl+T Press Ctrl+T to start memory test 
Starts a RAM test before the extended 


BootWare segment starts to run. 


Ctrl+U Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU 
Accesses the BASIC ASSISTANT menu from 


the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


Ctrl+V Press Ctrl+V to start heavy memory test Performs a memory pressure test. 


Ctrl+Z Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU 
Accesses the EXTENDED ASSISTANT menu 


from the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


 


Using the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu 


To access the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu: 


1. Power on the device. 


2. Press Ctrl + D within 4 seconds after the "Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU" 


prompt message appears. If you fail to do this within the time limit, the system starts to run the 


extended BootWare segment. 


======================<BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU(Ver 1.19)>======================= 


|<1> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<2> Update Extended BootWare                                              | 


|<3> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<4> Boot Extended BootWare                                                | 


|<5> Boot Backup Extended BootWare                                         | 


|<0> Reboot                                                                | 


============================================================================ 


Ctrl+U: Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU 


Enter your choice(0-5): 
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Table 14 BASIC-BOOTWARE menu options 


Option Task 


<1> Modify Serial Interface Parameter 


Change the baud rate of the console port. 


Perform this task before downloading an image through 


the console port for software upgrade. 


<2> Update Extended BootWare 


Update the extended BootWare segment. 


If the corrupted extended segment has corrupted, choose 


this option to repair it. 


<3> Update Full BootWare 
Update the entire BootWare, including the basic segment 


and the extended segment. 


<4> Boot Extended BootWare Run the primary extended BootWare segment. 


<5> Boot Backup Extended BootWare Run the backup extended BootWare segment. 


<0> Reboot Reboot the device. 


Ctrl+U: Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU Press Ctrl + U to access the BASIC ASSISTANT menu.  


 


Modifying serial port parameters 


When you use the console port to access the system, make sure the port parameters are consistent with 


the serial port settings on the configuration terminal, including the baud rate, data bits, parity check, stop 


bits, flow control, and emulation. If the settings are inconsistent, communication will fail. 


You can change the baud rate from the BootWare menus. HP recommends that you change the default 


baud rate (9600 bps) to a higher baud rate for faster file transfer before downloading a Comware image 


file with XMODEM through the console port. 


To change the baud rate of the console port: 


1. Enter 1 in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-5): 1 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


2. Enter the number that represents the baud rate you want to choose. For example, enter 5 to set the 


baud rate to 115200 bps. 
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 NOTE: 


The baud rate change is a one-time operation. The baud rate will restore to the default (9600 bps) at 


reboot. To set up a console session with the device after a reboot, you must change the baud rate 


setting on the configuration terminal back to 9600 bps. 
 


Updating the extended BootWare segment 


If the extended BootWare segment is corrupted, enter 2 in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu to update it. 


Enter your choice(0-5): 2 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCCC 


Updating the entire BootWare 


To update the entire BootWare, enter 3 in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-5): 3 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCCC 


Running the primary extended BootWare segment 


To bootstrap the Comware images with the primary extended BootWare segment, enter 4 in the 


BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-5): 4 


Booting Normal Extended BootWare.... 


The Extended BootWare is self-decompressing.........Done. 


 


**************************************************************************** 


*                                                                          * 


*                         BootWare, Version 1.19                           * 


*                                                                          * 


**************************************************************************** 


Compiled Date       : Mar 19 2013 


CPU Type            : XLP316 


CPU Clock Speed     : 1200MHz 


Memory Type         : DDR3 SDRAM 


Memory Size         : 8192MB 


Memory Speed        : 667MHz 


BootWare Size       : 1536KB 


Flash Size          : 500MB 


BASIC CPLD Version  : 3.0 


EXTENDED CPLD Version: 3.0 


PCB Version         : Ver.A 


 


 


BootWare Validating... 
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Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED-BOOTWARE MENU... 


 


Password recovery capability is enabled. 


Note: The current operating device is flash 


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 


Running the backup extended BootWare segment 


To bootstrap the Comware images with the backup extended BootWare segment, enter 5 in the 


BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. For information about backing up the extended BootWare segment, see 


"Managing the BootWare image." 


Enter your choice(0-5): 5 


Booting Backup Extended BootWare.... 


The Extended BootWare is self-decompressing.........Done. 


Accessing the BASIC ASSISTANT menu 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


Memory tests must be performed under the guidance of HP technical support engineers. 
 


To access the BASIC ASSISTANT menu, press Ctrl+U while you are in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu.  


===========================<BASIC ASSISTANT MENU>=========================== 


|<1> RAM Test                                                              | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-1): 


Table 15 BASIC ASSISTANT menu 


Option Task 


<1> RAM Test Perform a RAM test. 


<0> Exit to Main Menu Return to the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


 


To perform a RAM test, press Ctrl+T within 4 seconds after the prompt message "Press Ctrl+T to start 


memory test" appears. 


To perform a RAM pressure test, press Ctrl+V within 4 seconds after the prompt message "Press Ctrl+V 


to start heavy memory test" appears. 


Using the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu 


To access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu: 


1. Reboot the device or run the primary or backup extended BootWare segment from the 


BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 
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2. Press Ctrl+B within 5 seconds after the "Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED-BOOTWARE MENU..." 


prompt message appears. If you fail to do this, the system starts decompressing the Comware 


software file. 


Password recovery capability is enabled. 


Note: The current operating device is flash 


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 


3. Press Enter at the prompt for password. 


The EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu appears. 


===========================<EXTENDED-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                           | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                | 


|<4> File Control                                                          | 


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              | 


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     | 


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               | 


|<8> Skip Authentication for Console Login                                 | 


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              | 


|<0> Reboot                                                                | 


============================================================================ 


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU 


Ctrl+F: Format File System 


Enter your choice(0-9): 


Availability of some options in this menu depends on the password recovery capability state 


(displayed on top of the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu). For more information about the feature, 


see "Disabling password recovery capability." 


Table 16 EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu options 


Option Tasks Reference 


<1> Boot System 


Run the Comware software 


without rebooting the device. 


Choose this option after 


completing operations in the 


EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


N/A 


<2> Enter Serial SubMenu 


Download files with XMODEM 


and upgrade Comware 


software through the console 


port. 


See "Upgrading Comware 


software through the console port." 


<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu 


Download files with FTP or TFTP 


and upgrade Comware 


software through the 


management Ethernet interface. 


See "Upgrading Comware 


software through an Ethernet port." 
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Option Tasks Reference 


<4> File Control 


 Display files on the current 


storage medium. 


 Set a Comware image file as 


the main or backup startup 


software image. 


 Delete files to free storage 


space. 


See "Managing files." 


<5> Restore to Factory Default 


Configuration 


Restore the factory-default 


configuration. 


This option is available only if 


password recovery capability is 


disabled. 


See "Restoring the factory-default 


configuration." 


<6> Skip Current System 


Configuration 


Start the device with the 


factory-default configuration 


without loading any 


configuration file. 


This is a one-time operation and 


takes effect only for the first 


system startup or reboot after 


you choose this option. 


This option is available only if 


password recovery capability is 


enabled. 


See "Starting up without loading 


the configuration file." 


<7> BootWare Operation 


Menu 


Back up, recover, and upgrade 


the BootWare image. 


See "Managing the BootWare 


image." 


<8> Skip Authentication for 


Console Login 


Skip console login 


authentication. 


This option is available only if 


password recovery capability is 


enabled. 


See "Skipping console login 


authentication." 


<9> Storage Device Operation 


Set the storage medium from 


which the device will start up. 


Set the storage medium where 


file operations are performed. 


This storage medium is referred 


to as the "current storage 


medium" in this chapter. 


See "Managing storage media." 


<0> Reboot Reboot the device. N/A 


 


Disabling password recovery capability 


Password recovery capability controls console user access to the device configuration and SDRAM from 


BootWare menus. 


If password recovery capability is enabled, console users can do the following: 


 If console users forget their user privilege level passwords, they can skip the current configuration 


file to configure new passwords. 
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 If console users forget their console login passwords, they can skip login authentication or the 


current configuration file to configure new passwords. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, console users must restore the factory-default configuration 


before they can configure new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration deletes the 


next-startup configuration files. 


To enhance system security, disable password recovery capability. 


To disable password recovery capability: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Disable password recovery 


capability. 
undo password-recovery enable 


By default, password 


recovery capability is 


enabled. 


 


 NOTE: 


To avoid version compatibility problems, use compatible Comware software and BootWare. 
 


Running the Comware software 


To run the Comware software after completing all operations, enter 1 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE 


menu. 


Enter your choice(0-9): 1 


Loading file flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin....................... 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


...................................................Done. 


Loading file flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin......................... 


............................................................................ 


...........................................Done. 


 


Image file flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin is self-decompressing..... 


............................................................................ 


...............Done. 


System image is starting... 


 


Waiting for StackBoard to insert, this process may occupy time up to 300 seconds 


. 


 


STM Init Start. 


User interface aux1/1 is available. 


 


Press ENTER to get started. 
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Upgrading Comware software through the console port 


You can upgrade the Comware software through the console port or modify the baud rate of the console 


port from the Serial submenu. 


To upgrade Comware software through the console port, enter 2 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu 


to access the Serial submenu. 


Enter your choice(0-9): 2 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


Table 17 Serial submenu options 


Option Tasks 


<1> Download Image Program To 


SDRAM And Run 


Load and run a Comware software image in SDRAM. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, this option is not 


available. 


<2> Update Main Image File 


Download a Comware software image to the current storage medium 


as the main image (the file attribute is set to M). 


If a main system image already exists, the M file attribute of the 


original image is removed. 


<3> Update Backup Image File 


Download a Comware software image to the current storage medium 


as the backup image (the file attribute is set to B). 


If a backup system image already exists, the B file attribute of the 


original image is removed. 


<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter 


Change the baud rate of the console port. 


The baud rate change is a one-time operation. The baud rate will 


restore to the default (9600 bps) at reboot. To set up a console 


session with the device after a reboot, you must change the baud rate 


setting on the configuration terminal to 9600 bps. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


 


 NOTE: 


To set the current storage medium, see "Managing storage media." 
 


Upgrading Comware software through an Ethernet port 


You can upgrade Comware software with FTP or TFTP through an Ethernet port from the Ethernet 


submenu. 


To update Comware software through an Ethernet port from the Ethernet submenu: 
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1. Enter 3 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to access the Ethernet submenu. 


Enter your choice(0-9):3 


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


Table 18 Ethernet submenu options 


Option Tasks 


<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM 


And Run 


Load and run a Comware software image in SDRAM. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, this option is 


not available. 


<2> Update Main Image File 


Download a Comware software image to the current 


storage medium as the main image (the file attribute is 


set to M). 


If a main system image already exists, the M file attribute 


of the original image is removed. 


<3> Update Backup Image File 


Download a Comware software image to the current 


storage medium as the backup image (the file attribute is 


set to B). 


If a backup system image already exists, the B file 


attribute of the original image is removed. 


<4> Modify Ethernet Parameter Configure FTP or TFTP file transfer settings. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


 


2. Enter 4 in the Ethernet submenu to configure file transfer settings. 


Enter your choice(0-4):4 


======================<CORE 0 ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>======================= 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|          Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) :tftp 


Load File Name         : newest.ipe 


                       : 


Target File Name       : newest.ipe 


                       : 


Server IP Address      :192.168.0.23 


Local IP Address       :192.168.0.105 


Subnet Mask            :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address     :0.0.0.0 
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Table 19 Setting file transfer parameters 


Field Description 


'.' = Clear field  Press the dot (.), and then press Enter to clear the setting for a field. 


'-' = Go to previous field 
Press the hyphen (-), and then press Enter to return to the previous 


field. 


Ctrl+D = Quit Press Ctrl + D to exit the Ethernet parameter settings menu. 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) Set the file transfer protocol to FTP or TFTP. 


Load File Name Set the name of the file to be downloaded. 


Target File Name 


Set a file name for saving the file in the current storage medium on 


the device. The target file name must have the same suffix as the 


source file. 


By default, the target file name is the same as the source file name. 


Server IP Address 


Set the IP address of the FTP or TFTP server. If a mask must be set, 


use a colon (:) to separate the mask length from the IP address. For 


example, 192.168.2.26:24. 


Local IP Address Set the IP address of the device. 


Subnet Mask Set the IP subnet mask of the device. 


Gateway IP Address 
Set a gateway IP address if the device is on a different network 


than the server. 


FTP User Name 


Set the username for accessing the FTP server. This username must 


be the same as the one configured on the FTP server. This field is 


not available for TFTP. 


FTP User Password 


Set the password for accessing the FTP server. This password must 


be the same as the one configured on the FTP server. This field is 


not available for TFTP. 


 


Managing files 


To change the type of a Comware software image, retrieve files, or delete files, enter 4 in the 


EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-9):4 


The following FILE CONTROL submenu appears: 


===============================<File CONTROL>=============================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Display All File(s)                                                   | 


|<2> Set Image File type                                                   | 


|<3> Set Bin File type                                                     | 


|<4> Delete File                                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 
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Table 20 FILE CONTROL submenu options 


Option Task 


<1> Display All File(s) Display all files on the current storage medium. 


<2> Set Image File type Set the type of an .ipe Comware software image file. 


<3> Set Bin File type Set the type of a .bin Comware software image file. 


<4> Delete File Delete a file from the current storage medium. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


 


Displaying all files 


To display all files on the current storage medium, enter 1 in the FILE CONTROL submenu: 


Enter your choice(0-4):1 


Display all file(s) in flash: 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 


|1   2022      Aug/07/2013 09:13:48 N/A    flash:/startup.cfg              | 


|2   33368     Aug/07/2013 09:13:48 N/A    flash:/startup.mdb              | 


|3   110083072 Aug/06/2013 17:23:20 M      flash:/12900-cmw710-system-r1106| 


|.bin                                                                      | 


|4   60577     Aug/07/2013 09:13:50 N/A    flash:/logfile/logfile.log      | 


|5   815       Aug/06/2013 17:26:38 N/A    flash:/license/DeviceID.did     | 


|6   16        Aug/06/2013 17:26:40 N/A    flash:/versionInfo/versionCtl.da| 


|t                                                                         | 


|7   536       Aug/06/2013 17:26:40 N/A    flash:/versionInfo/version0.dat | 


|8   42        Aug/07/2013 09:13:48 N/A    flash:/ifindex.dat              | 


|9   14908416  Aug/06/2013 17:21:31 M      flash:/12900-cmw710-boot-r1106  | 


|.bin                                                                      | 


============================================================================ 


Changing the type of an .ipe Comware software image file 


To change the type of an .ipe Comware software image file: 


1. Enter 2 in the FILE CONTROL submenu. 


===============================<File CONTROL>=============================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Display All File(s)                                                   | 


|<2> Set Image File type                                                   | 


|<3> Set Bin File type                                                     | 


|<4> Delete File                                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4):2 


 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP              'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 


|1   119947264 Feb/27/2013 15:08:22 N/A    flash:/newest.ipe               | 
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|0   Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


2. Enter the number of the file you are working with. 


Enter file No.:1 


 


Modify the file attribute: 


============================================================================ 


|<1>+Main                                                                  | 


|<2>+Backup                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-2):1 


3. Enter a number in the range of 1 to 2 to add or delete a file attribute for the file. For example, enter 


1 to set the file as the main image file. 


Enter your choice(0-2):1   


This operation may take several minutes. Please wait.... 


Image file 12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin is self-decompressing... 


Saving file flash:/ 12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin......................... 


.................................................Done. 


Image file 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin is self-decompressing... 


Saving file flash:/ 12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin ....................... 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


.................................... ......Done. 


Set the file attribute success! 


Changing the type of a .bin Comware software image file 


To change the type of a .bin Comware software image file, enter 3 in the FILE CONTROL submenu: 


Enter your choice(0-4): 3 


 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 


|1   110083072 Aug/06/2013 17:23:20 M      flash:/12900-cmw710-system-r1106| 


|.bin                                                                      | 


|2   14908416  Aug/06/2013 17:21:31 M      flash:/12900-cmw710-boot-r1106  | 


|.bin                                                                      | 


|0   Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Note:Select .bin files. One but only one boot image and system image must 


be included. 


Enter file No.(Allows multiple selection):1 


Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):2 


Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):0 


You have selected: 


flash:/12900-CMW710-BOOT-R1106.bin 
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flash:/12900-CMW710-SYSTEM-R1106.bin 


 


Modify the file attribute: 


============================================================================ 


|<1>+Main                                                                  | 


|<2>+Backup                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-2):1 


This operation may take several minutes. Please wait.... 


Set the file attribute success! 


Deleting a file 


To delete a file when the storage medium is insufficient: 


1. Enter 3 in the FILE CONTROL menu. 


Enter your choice(0-4): 4 


Deleting the file in flash: 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                             | 


|1   1982      Aug/07/2013 08:55:30 N/A    flash:/startup.cfg               | 


|2   33368     Aug/07/2013 08:55:31 N/A    flash:/startup.mdb               | 


|3   15827     Sep/28/2012 12:29:00 N/A    flash:/my_archive_1.cfg          | 


|4   110083072 Aug/06/2013 17:23:20 M      flash:/12900-cmw710-system-r1106 | 


|.bin                                                                       | 


|5   57476     Aug/07/2013 08:58:10 N/A    flash:/logfile/logfile.log       | 


|6   815       Aug/06/2013 17:26:38 N/A    flash:/license/DeviceID.did      | 


|7   16        Aug/06/2013 17:26:40 N/A    flash:/versionInfo/versionCtl.da | 


|t                                                                          | 


|8   536       Aug/06/2013 17:26:40 N/A    flash:/versionInfo/version0.dat  | 


|9   42        Aug/07/2013 08:55:30 N/A    flash:/ifindex.dat               | 


|10  14908416  Aug/06/2013 17:21:31 M      flash:/12900-cmw710-boot-r1106   | 


|.bin                                                                       | 


|0   Exit                                                                   | 


============================================================================ 


Enter file No.: 


2. Enter the number of the file to delete. For example, enter 6 to delete test/iccrunning.cfg. 


Enter file No: 6 


3. When the following prompt appears, enter Y. 


The file you selected is flash:/test/iccrunning.cfg,Delete it? [Y/N]y 


Deleting.....Done! 


 


 NOTE: 


For information about managing files from the CLI, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series Fundamentals 


Configuration Guide. 
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Restoring the factory-default configuration 
 


 CAUTION: 


Performing this task can cause all next-startup configuration files to be permanently deleted. 
 


To restore the factory-default configuration from the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu, make sure password 


recovery capability is disabled. If the capability is enabled, you cannot perform the task.  


Disabling password recovery capability can protect your system from unauthorized console access to 


configuration. However, if you have only console access to the system but you have lost the console login 


password, you can only access the system after restoring the factory-default configuration. 


To enable the system to start up with the factory-default configuration instead of a next-startup 


configuration file: 


1. Enter 5 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-9):5 


2. Follow the system instruction to complete the task.  


 If password recovery capability is enabled, first disable the capability from the CLI, and then 


reboot the device to access the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


Password recovery capability is enabled. To perform this operation, first 


disable the password recovery capability using the undo password-recovery 


enable command in CLI. 


 If password recovery capability is disabled, enter Y at the prompt to complete the task. 


Because the password recovery capability is disabled, this operation can 


cause the configuration files to be deleted, and the system will start up 


with factory defaults. Are you sure to continue?[Y/N]Y 


Setting...Done. 


Starting up without loading the configuration file 


You can perform this task only if password recovery capability is enabled. 


To ignore all configuration files and start up with the factory-default configuration, enter 6 in the 


EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu.  


Enter your choice(0-9): 6 


Flag Set Success. 


This is a one-time operation. It takes effect only for the first system startup or reboot (option 1 or option 


0 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu) after you select the option. 


Managing the BootWare image 


You can use BootWare Operation menu to back up, recover, and upgrade the BootWare image.  


To access the BootWare Operation menu, enter 7 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-9): 7 


=========================<BootWare Operation Menu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Backup Full BootWare                                                  | 
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|<2> Restore Full BootWare                                                 | 


|<3> Update BootWare By Serial                                             | 


|<4> Update BootWare By Ethernet                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


Table 21 BootWare Operation menu options 


Option Tasks 


<1> Backup Full BootWare 


Back up the entire BootWare image. When the BootWare 


image is corrupted, you could use the backup image for 


recovery. 


<2> Restore Full BootWare 


Recover the entire BootWare image. 


If the BootWare image has been corrupted, you can use a 


backup BootWare image to recover it. 


<3> Update BootWare By Serial Update the BootWare from the console port. 


<4> Update BootWare By Ethernet Update the BootWare from an Ethernet port. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu.  


 


Skipping console login authentication 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


 To perform this task, make sure password recovery capability is enabled. If the capability is disabled, 


you cannot perform this task. 


 Skipping console login authentication applies only to console login users. 


 Skipping console login authentication is a one-time operation. It takes effective only for the first system 


boot or reboot (option 1 and option 0 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu) after you perform the 


operation. If you do not configure a new login password, the original setting continues to take effect for 


the subsequent reboot. 
 


If you do not remember the console login password, enter 8 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu to log 


in to the device through the console port without login authentication. 


Enter your choice(0-9): 8 


Clear Image Password Success! 


Managing storage media 


To get information about available storage media, and set the storage medium you want to use for file 


operations, enter 9 in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-9): 9 


The following DEVICE CONTROL menu appears: 


==============================<DEVICE CONTROL>============================== 


|<1> Display All Available Nonvolatile Storage Device(s)                   | 


|<2> Set The Operating Device                                              | 
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|<3> Set The Default Boot Device                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


Table 22 DEVICE CONTROL menu options 


Option Task 


<1> Display All Available Nonvolatile Storage Device(s) Display all available storage media. 


<2> Set The Operating Device 


Set the current storage medium. All file 


operations performed using BootWare menus 


are performed on the current storage medium. 


<3> Set The Default Boot Device 
Set the default storage medium from which the 


system will start up. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu. 


 


Using the EXTENDED ASSISTANT menu 


In the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu, press Ctrl+Z to access the EXTENDED ASSISTANT menu. 


==========================<EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Display Memory                                                        | 


|<2> Search Memory                                                         | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-2): 


 


Formatting the file system 
 


 CAUTION: 


Formatting the file system of a storage medium can cause the loss of all files. 
 


To format the file system of the current storage medium: 


1. Press Ctrl + F while you are in the EXTENDED-BOOTWARE menu.  


2. Enter Y when the prompt for confirmation appears.  


Warning:All files on flash will be lost! Are you sure to format? [Y/N]y 


Handling upgrade failures 


If an upgrade failure occurs, the device runs the original software version. 


To handle upgrade failure: 


1. Check that physical ports are correctly connected. 


2. If Xmodem is used, verify that the HyperTerminal settings are correct, including the baudrate and 


data bits. 


3. Check the HyperTerminal output for typing errors:  
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 If Xmodem is used, verify that the baud rate is the same on the console port and the 


HyperTerminal. 


 If TFTP is used, verify that you entered the correct TFTP server IP address, filename, and file path. 


 If FTP is used, verify that you entered the correct FTP server IP address, filename, file path, and 


FTP username and password. 


4. Verify that FTP or TFTP server software is running and has correct settings.  


5. Verify that the flash memory is sufficient for storing the downloaded files. 


6. Verify that the upgrading file is applicable to the device and the file type is correct. 


Verify that the versions of Comware software and BootWare are correct. For the 


compatibility between the Comware software and BootWare, see the hardware and software 


compatibility matrix in Release Notes. 
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Support and other resources 


Contacting HP 


For worldwide technical support information, see the HP support website: 


http://www.hp.com/support 


Before contacting HP, collect the following information: 


 Product model names and numbers 


 Technical support registration number (if applicable) 


 Product serial numbers 


 Error messages 


 Operating system type and revision level 


 Detailed questions 


Subscription service 


HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website: 


http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts 


After registering, you will receive email notification of product enhancements, new driver versions, 


firmware updates, and other product resources. 


Related information 


Documents 


To find related documents, browse to the Manuals page of the HP Business Support Center website: 


http://www.hp.com/support/manuals 


 For related documentation, navigate to the Networking section, and select a networking category. 


 For a complete list of acronyms and their definitions, see HP FlexNetwork Technology Acronyms. 


Websites 


 HP.com http://www.hp.com 


 HP Networking http://www.hp.com/go/networking 


 HP manuals http://www.hp.com/support/manuals 


 HP download drivers and software http://www.hp.com/support/downloads 


 HP software depot http://www.software.hp.com 


 HP Education http://www.hp.com/learn 



http://www.hp.com/support

http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts

http://www.hp.com/support/manuals

http://www.hp.com/

http://www.hp.com/go/networking

http://www.hp.com/support/manuals

http://www.hp.com/support/downloads

http://www.software.hp.com/

http://www.hp.com/learn
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Conventions 


This section describes the conventions used in this documentation set. 


Command conventions 


Convention Description 


Boldface Bold text represents commands and keywords that you enter literally as shown. 


Italic Italic text represents arguments that you replace with actual values. 


[ ] Square brackets enclose syntax choices (keywords or arguments) that are optional. 


{ x | y | ... } 
Braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical bars, from which 


you select one.  


[ x | y | ... ] 
Square brackets enclose a set of optional syntax choices separated by vertical bars, from 


which you select one or none.  


{ x | y | ... } * 
Asterisk-marked braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical 


bars, from which you select at least one. 


[ x | y | ... ] * 
Asterisk-marked square brackets enclose optional syntax choices separated by vertical 


bars, from which you select one choice, multiple choices, or none.  


&<1-n> 
The argument or keyword and argument combination before the ampersand (&) sign can 


be entered 1 to n times. 


# A line that starts with a pound (#) sign is comments. 


 


GUI conventions 


Convention Description 


Boldface 
Window names, button names, field names, and menu items are in bold text. For 


example, the New User window appears; click OK. 


> Multi-level menus are separated by angle brackets. For example, File > Create > Folder. 


 


Symbols 


Convention Description 


 WARNING 
An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed can 


result in personal injury. 


 CAUTION 
An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed can 


result in data loss, data corruption, or damage to hardware or software.  


 IMPORTANT An alert that calls attention to essential information. 


NOTE An alert that contains additional or supplementary information. 


 TIP An alert that provides helpful information. 
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Network topology icons 


 
Represents a generic network device, such as a router, switch, or firewall. 


 
Represents a routing-capable device, such as a router or Layer 3 switch. 


 


Represents a generic switch, such as a Layer 2 or Layer 3 switch, or a router that supports 


Layer 2 forwarding and other Layer 2 features. 


 


Represents an access controller, a unified wired-WLAN module, or the switching engine 


on a unified wired-WLAN switch. 


 
Represents an access point. 


 


Represents a security product, such as a firewall, a UTM, or a load-balancing or security 


card that is installed in a device. 


 


Represents a security card, such as a firewall card, a load-balancing card, or a 


NetStream card. 


 


Port numbering in examples 


The port numbers in this document are for illustration only and might be unavailable on your device. 
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Release 1133 & 1133-US 


This release has the following changes: 


• Modified feature: Command output from the display mad verbose command 


Modified feature: Command output from the display mad 
verbose command 


Feature change description 


This release has the following changes to the display mad verbose command output: 


• The IRF fabric status field name was changed from Current MAD status to Multi-active recovery 
state. The values for the field were also changed. 


• The following information was added to the command output: 


 LACP MAD operating status on the LACP MAD-enabled aggregate interface. 


 Member ports of the LACP MAD-enabled aggregate interface and the LACP MAD operating 
status on each member port. 


 BFD MAD operating status on the BFD MAD-enabled VLAN interface. 


 BFD MAD neighbor of each member device. 


 BFD MAD operating status on each member device. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


The MAD operating status indicates whether a port or interface has MAD capability, but it cannot 
reflect whether an IRF fabric has split. 


 


For more information about these changes, see Table 2. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display mad 


Syntax 


display mad [ verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 
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Change description 


Before modification: The display mad verbose command does not display LACP MAD or BFD MAD 
operating status information. The IRF fabric status field name is Current MAD status. The following is 
sample output: 
<Sysname> display mad verbose 


Current MAD status: Detect 


Excluded ports(configurable): 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/1/0/2 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/1/0/3 


Excluded ports(can not be configured): 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet1/9/0/1 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet1/9/0/2 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet1/9/0/3 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet1/9/0/4 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/9/0/1 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/9/0/2 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/9/0/3 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/9/0/4 


MAD ARP disabled. 


MAD ND disabled. 


MAD enabled aggregation port: 


  Bridge-Aggregation2 


MAD BFD enabled interface: 


  Vlan-interface2 


    mad ip address 10.0.0.2 255.255.0.0 member 1 


    mad ip address 10.0.0.3 255.255.0.0 member 2 


Table 1 Command output 


Field Description 


Current MAD status 


IRF fabric status (MAD status): 
• Detect—The IRF fabric is integrated.  
• Recovery—The IRF fabric is in Recovery state. When MAD 


detects that an IRF fabric has split into multiple IRF fabrics, it 
allows one fabric to forward traffic. All the other IRF fabrics are 
set to the Recovery state. In Recovery state, MAD shuts down all 
physical ports in the fabric except for the IRF physical interfaces 
and ports configured to not shut down. 


• Detect to Recovery—State of the IRF fabric is changing from 
Detect to Recovery, for example, as the result of an IRF split.  


• Recovery to Detect—State of the IRF fabric is changing from 
Recovery to Detect. 


Excluded ports(configurable) 
Ports manually configured to not shut down when MAD detects that 
an IRF fabric has split into multiple IRF fabrics. 


Excluded ports(can not be configured) 
Ports set by default to not shut down when MAD detects that an IRF 
fabric has split into multiple IRF fabrics. These ports are not user 
configurable. 


MAD ARP disabled. ARP MAD is reserved for future support. 
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Field Description 


MAD ND disabled. ND MAD is reserved for future support. 


MAD enabled aggregation port Aggregate interface where LACP MAD is enabled. 
 


After modification: The LACP MAD and BFD MAD operating status information is added to 
the display mad verbose command output. The IRF status field name is Multi-active recovery state. The 
following is sample output: 
<Sysname> display mad verbose 


Multi-active recovery state: No 


Excluded ports(user-configured): 


  Vlan-interface999 


Excluded ports(system-configured): 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet1/3/0/25 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet1/3/0/26 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/3/0/27 


  Ten-GigabitEthernet2/3/0/28 


MAD ARP disabled. 


MAD ND disabled. 


MAD LACP enabled interface: Bridge-Aggregation 1 


  MAD status                 : Normal 


  Member ID       Port                           MAD status 


  1               Ten-GigabitEthernet1/3/0/1       Normal 


  2               Ten-GigabitEthernet2/3/0/1       Normal 


MAD BFD enabled interface: VLAN-interface 3 


  MAD status                 : Normal 


  Member ID   MAD IP address       Neighbor    MAD status 


  1           192.168.1.1/24       2           Normal 


  2           192.168.1.2/24       1           Normal 


Table 2 Command output 


Field Description 


Multi-active recovery state 


Whether the IRF fabric is in Recovery state: 
• Yes—The IRF fabric is in Recovery state. When MAD detects that 


an IRF fabric has split into multiple IRF fabrics, it allows one fabric 
to forward traffic. All the other IRF fabrics are set to the Recovery 
state. In Recovery state, MAD shuts down all physical ports in the 
fabric except for the IRF physical interfaces and ports configured 
to not shut down. 


• No—The IRF fabric is not in Recovery state. The fabric is active 
and can forward traffic. 


Excluded ports (user-configurable) 
Ports manually configured to not shut down when the IRF fabric 
changes to the Recovery state. 


Excluded ports (system-configured) Ports set by default to not shut down when the IRF fabric changes to 
the Recovery state. These ports are not user configurable. 


MAD ARP disabled. ARP MAD is reserved for future support. 


MAD ND disabled. ND MAD is reserved for future support. 
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Field Description 


MAD status 


MAD operating status: 
• Normal—The MAD mechanism is operating correctly. 
• Faulty—The MAD mechanism is not operating correctly. You 


must check the interface or port for connectivity or configuration 
problems (for example, you can check whether all member 
devices have member ports used for LACP MAD). 


Member ID IRF member ID of the local device. 


Port Member ports of the aggregate interface used for LACP MAD. 


Neighbor IRF member ID of the neighbor member device. 
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Feature 1132L01 


This release has no feature changes. 
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Release 1130 


This release has no feature changes. 
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Release 1109 


This release has the following changes: 


• New feature: Reserving VLAN interface resources 


• New feature: Configuring a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface 


• New feature: Configuring a Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface 


• New feature: Support of MIB for collecting traffic statistics for a Layer 3 interface or subinterface 


• New feature: Edge aggregate interface 


• New feature: Configuring MCE 


• New feature: Displaying ARP entries for a VPN instance 


• New feature: RBAC VPN instance policy configuration 


• New feature: Automatic IRF setup 


• New feature: IRF connection error messages 


• New feature: Global on-demand diagnostics 


• New feature: Per-flow load sharing based on the ingress port 


• New feature: NETCONF over SSH 


• New feature: Attribute 15 check mode configuration for SSH, FTP, and terminal users 


• New feature: Enabling the burst function 


• New feature: Configuring BGP NSR 


• New feature: Configuring BGP update advertisement delay 


• New feature: Enabling the enhanced ECMP mode 


• New feature: Displaying and clearing backup routing information for a card 


• New feature: Configuring interface Null 0 as the output interface for a routing policy node 


• Modified feature: Dynamically allocating storage resources for ECMP routes 


• Modified feature: Configuring the RIB purge timer and the time to wait for the End-of-RIB marker 


• Modified feature: Redistributing summary routes 


• Modified feature: Enabling BGP to establish an EBGP session over multiple hops 


• Modified feature: System defined hotkeys 


• Modified feature: Specifying a source IP address for informs or traps 


• Modified feature: Aging timer for dynamic MAC address entries 


• Modified feature: Generating SSH key pairs 


• Modified feature: Specifying AAA servers by hostname 


• Modified feature: Specifying a log host by hostname 
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New feature: Reserving VLAN interface resources 


Reserving VLAN interface resources 


The system provides 4094 Layer 3 interface hardware resources for Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces. 
By default, these Layer 3 interface resources are assigned to 4094 VLAN interfaces. 


Use this feature to reserve VLAN interface resources for the following types of Layer 3 interfaces and 
subinterfaces before you create them: 


• Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces switched from Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces. 


• Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces. 


• Layer 3 aggregate interfaces. 


• Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces. 


VLAN interfaces cannot be created if their interface resources have been reserved. 


Each of the Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces use one VLAN interface resource. When you reserve 
VLAN interface resources for interfaces that have subinterfaces, take the number of the subinterfaces into 
account. For example: 


• Reserve two VLAN interface resources when you create a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface. The main 
interface and subinterface each use one VLAN interface resource. 


• Reserve seven VLAN interface resources when you create four Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces on 
an aggregate interface whose corresponding aggregation group has two member ports. The 
aggregate interface uses one VLAN interface. Each of the member ports and aggregate 
subinterfaces uses one VLAN interface resource. 


Configuration restrictions and guidelines 


When you configure VLAN interface resource reservation, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• To simplify management and configuration, HP recommends that you reserve VLAN interface 
resources as follows: 


 Bulk reserve resources of VLAN interfaces that are numbered in consecutive order. 


 Reserve resources of VLAN interfaces whose VLAN IDs are in the range of 3000 to 3500 
preferentially.  


• Select the VLAN interfaces of unused VLANs rather than used VLANs for resource reservation. If the 
VLAN interface resource of a VLAN is reserved, HP recommends not creating or using this VLAN. 


• The VLAN interface resource reservation of a VLAN conflicts with the VLAN interface creation of 
this VLAN. 


• Before creating a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface or aggregate subinterface, do not reserve a 
resource for the VLAN interface whose interface number matches the subinterface number. After 
you reserve a VLAN interface resource, do not create a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface or aggregate 
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subinterface whose subinterface number is the VLAN interface number. A Layer 3 Ethernet 
subinterface or aggregate subinterface uses the VLAN interface resource in processing tagged 
packets whose VLAN ID matches the subinterface number.  


• If a reserved VLAN interface resource has been used by a Layer 3 interface or subinterface, you 
cannot remove the resource reservation of this VLAN interface.  


• After the software upgrades to support this feature, examine whether Layer 3 interfaces and 
subinterfaces exist when you create Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces for the first time. 


 If Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources for both the 
existing and new Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces. 


 If no Layer 3 interfaces or subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources only for new 
Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces. 


Configuration procedure 


To reserve VLAN interface resources: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Reserve VLAN interface 
resources. 


reserve-vlan-interface { vlan-interface-id1 [ 
to vlan-interface-id2 ] } 


By default, no VLAN interface 
resources are reserved. 


3. Display VLANs whose 
VLAN interface 
resources have been 
reserved. 


display reserve-vlan-interface N/A 


 


Command reference 


New command: display reserve-vlan-interface 


Use display reserve-vlan-interface to display VLANs whose VLAN interface resources have been 
reserved. 


Syntax 


display reserve-vlan-interface 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Examples 


# Display VLANs whose VLAN interface resources have been reserved. 
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<Sysname> display reserve-vlan-interface 


3000-3500 


Related commands 


reserve-vlan-interface 


New command: reserve-vlan-interface 


Use reserve-vlan-interface to reserve the specified VLAN interface resources. 


Use undo reserve-vlan-interface to remove the reservation of the specified VLAN interface resources. 


Syntax 


reserve-vlan-interface { vlan-interface-id1 [ to vlan-interface-id2 ] } 


undo reserve-vlan-interface { vlan-interface-id1 [ to vlan-interface-id2 ] } 


Default 


No VLAN interface resources are reserved. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vlan-interface-id1: Specifies a VLAN by its ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


vlan-interface-id1 to vlan-interface-id2: Specifies a range of VLAN IDs. The value ranges for the 
vlan-interface-id1 and vlan-interface-id2 arguments are both 1 to 4094. The value for the 
vlan-interface-id2 argument must be greater or equal to the value for the vlan-interface-id1 argument. 


Usage guidelines 


To simplify management and configuration, HP recommends that you reserve VLAN interface resources 
as follows: 


• Bulk reserve resources of VLAN interfaces that are numbered in consecutive order. 


• Reserve resources of VLAN interfaces whose VLAN IDs are in the range of 3000 to 3500 
preferentially.  


Select the VLAN interfaces of unused VLANs rather than used VLANs for resource reservation. If the 
VLAN interface resource of a VLAN is reserved, HP recommends not creating or using this VLAN. 


The VLAN interface resource reservation of a VLAN conflicts with the VLAN interface creation of this 
VLAN. 


Before creating a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface or aggregate subinterface, do not reserve a resource for 
the VLAN interface whose interface number matches the subinterface number. After you reserve a VLAN 
interface resource, do not create a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface or aggregate subinterface whose 
subinterface number is the VLAN interface number. A Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface or aggregate 
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subinterface uses the VLAN interface resource in processing tagged packets whose VLAN ID matches the 
subinterface number.  


If a reserved VLAN interface resource has been used by a Layer 3 interface or subinterface, you cannot 
remove the resource reservation of this VLAN interface.  


After the software upgrades to support this feature, examine whether Layer 3 interfaces and 
subinterfaces exist when you create Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces for the first time. 


• If Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources for both the existing 
and new Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces. 


• If no Layer 3 interfaces or subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources only for new Layer 
3 interfaces and subinterfaces. 


Examples 


# Reserve the VLAN interface resource of VLAN 3000. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] reserve-vlan-interface 3000 


# Reserve VLAN interface resources of VLANs 3000 through 3500. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] reserve-vlan-interface 3000 to 3500 


Related commands 


display reserve-vlan-interface 


New feature: Configuring a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface 


Configuring a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface 


Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces are logical interfaces operating at the network layer. You can assign an IP 
address to a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface. By creating subinterfaces on a Layer 3 Ethernet interface, you 
enable the interface to carry packets for multiple VLANs. 


Configuration guidelines 


Each of the Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces use one VLAN interface resource. Use 
the reserve-vlan-interface command to reserve VLAN interface resources for Layer 3 interfaces and 
subinterfaces before you create them. Otherwise, the Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces might not be 
created. For example, before creating four Layer 3 subinterfaces on a Layer 3 interface, you must reserve 
five VLAN interface resources by using the reserve-vlan-interface command. 


VLAN interfaces cannot be created if their interface resources have been reserved. Select the VLAN 
interfaces of unused VLANs rather than used VLANs for resource reservation. To simplify management 
and configuration, HP recommends that you reserve VLAN interface resources as follows: 


• Bulk reserve resources of VLAN interfaces that are numbered in consecutive order. 
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• Reserve resources of VLAN interfaces whose VLAN IDs are in the range of 3000 to 3500 
preferentially. 


Before creating a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface, do not reserve a resource for the VLAN interface whose 
interface number matches the subinterface number. After you reserve a VLAN interface resource, do not 
create a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface whose subinterface number is the VLAN interface number. A Layer 
3 Ethernet subinterface uses the VLAN interface resource in processing tagged packets whose VLAN ID 
matches the subinterface number.  


After the software upgrades to support this feature, examine whether Layer 3 interfaces and 
subinterfaces exist when you create Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces for the first time. 


• If Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interfaces resources for both the existing 
and new Layer 3 interfaces and subinterfaces. 


• If no Layer 3 interfaces or subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interfaces resources only for new Layer 
3 interfaces and subinterfaces. 


For more information about reserving VLAN interface resources, see "New feature: Reserving VLAN 
interface resources." 


Configuring a Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an Ethernet 
subinterface. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number.subnumber 


For information about commands 
supported in Layer 3 Ethernet 
subinterface view, see HP 
FlexFabric 12900 Switch Series 
Command References (R1109). 


 


Lots of commands can be executed in Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface view. For more information about the 
commands available in Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface view, see the command references.  


Command reference 


Modified command: display interface 


Old syntax 


display interface [ interface-type [ interface-number ] ] [ brief [ description ] ] 


New syntax 


display interface [ interface-type [ interface-number | interface-number.subnumber ] ] [ brief 
[ description ] ] 


Views 


Any view 
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Change description 


The interface-number.subnumber argument was added. With the argument specified, the command 
displays information for the specified Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface. 


Modified command: interface 


Old syntax 


interface interface-type interface-number  


New syntax 


interface interface-type { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The interface-number.subnumber argument was added. With the argument specified, this command 
leads you to Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface view.  


New feature: Configuring a Layer 3 aggregate interface or 
subinterface 


Configuring a Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface 


Ethernet link aggregation bundles multiple physical Ethernet links into one logical link, called an 
aggregate link. Link aggregation has the following benefits:  


• Increased bandwidth beyond the limits of any single link. In an aggregate link, traffic is distributed 
across the member ports.  


• Improved link reliability. The member ports dynamically back up one another. When a member 
port fails, its traffic is automatically switched to other member ports.  


The member ports of a Layer 3 aggregation group must be Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces. Each Layer 3 
aggregation group has a corresponding Layer 3 aggregate interface. On a Layer 3 aggregate interface, 
you can create subinterfaces. 


Configuration restrictions and guidelines 


When you configure a Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface, follow these restrictions and 
guidelines: 


• Before creating a Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface, use the reserve-vlan-interface 
command to reserve enough VLAN interface resources. If not enough VLAN interface resources are 
reserved, the system fails to create the Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface. 


Before creating a Layer 3 aggregate interface, reserve a VLAN interface resource for each of the 
following interfaces: 
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 Layer 3 aggregate interface. 


 Member ports in the corresponding Layer 3 aggregation group. 


For example, before creating a Layer 3 aggregation group containing three member ports, 
reserve four VLAN interface resources. The Layer 3 aggregate interface uses one VLAN interface 
resource and each of the member ports uses one VLAN interface resource. 


Before creating Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces on a Layer 3 aggregate interface, reserve a 
VLAN interface resource for each of the following interface: 


 Layer 3 aggregate interface. 


 Member ports in the corresponding Layer 3 aggregation group. 


 Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces. 


For example, before creating four Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces on a Layer 3 aggregate 
interface whose corresponding aggregation group has two member ports, reserve seven VLAN 
interface resources. The aggregate interface uses one VLAN interface resource. Each of the 
member ports and aggregate subinterfaces uses one VLAN interface resource. 


Before creating a Layer 3 aggregate subinterface, do not reserve a resource for the VLAN 
interface whose interface number matches the subinterface number. After you reserve a VLAN 
interface resource, do not create a Layer 3 aggregate subinterface whose subinterface number is 
the VLAN interface number. A Layer 3 aggregate subinterface uses the VLAN interface resource in 
processing tagged packets whose VLAN ID matches the subinterface number. 


For more information about reserving VLAN interface resources, see "Configuring VLANs." 


• Reserve VLAN interface resources of unused VLANs because VLAN interfaces cannot be created if 
their interface resources are reserved. To simplify management and configuration, HP recommends 
that you reserve VLAN interface resources as follows: 


 Bulk reserve resources of VLAN interfaces that are numbered in consecutive order. 


 Preferentially reserve resources of VLAN interfaces whose VLAN IDs are in the range of 3000 
to 3500. 


• The software version can upgrade to support reserving VLAN interface resources. Then, examine 
whether Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces exist when you create Layer 3 aggregate 
interfaces and subinterfaces for the first time. 


 If Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources for 
both the existing and new Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces. 


 If no Layer 3 aggregate interfaces or subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources only 
for new Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces. 


• When you create a Layer 3 aggregate interface, the system automatically creates a Layer 3 static 
aggregation group numbered the same. 


• Deleting an aggregate interface also deletes its aggregation group and causes all member ports to 
leave the aggregation group. 


• Deleting a Layer 3 aggregate subinterface does not affect its main interface and the corresponding 
Layer 3 aggregation group. 
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Configuring a Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a Layer 3 aggregate 
interface  or subinterface and 
enter Layer 3 aggregate 
interface or subinterface view. 


interface 
route-aggregation { interface-num
ber | 
interface-number.subnumber } 


When you create a Layer 3 
aggregate interface, the system 
automatically creates a Layer 3 
static aggregation group 
numbered the same.  


For information about commands 
supported in Layer 3 aggregate 
interface or subinterface view, see 
HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch 
Series Command References 
(R1109). 


3. Exit to system view. quit N/A 


4. Assign an interface to the 
specified Layer 3 aggregation 
group. 


a. Enter Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


b. Assign the interface to the 
specified Layer 3 
aggregation group: 
port link-aggregation 
group number 


Repeat these two substeps to 
assign more Layer 3 Ethernet 
interfaces to the aggregation 
group. 


 


Command reference 


New command: interface route-aggregation 


Syntax 


interface route-aggregation { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber } 


undo interface route-aggregation { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber } 


Default 


No Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


interface-number: Specifies a Layer 3 aggregate interface by its number in the range of 1 to 1024.  
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interface-number.subnumber: Specifies a subinterface of a Layer 3 aggregate interface. The 
interface-number argument specifies the main interface number. The subnumber argument specifies the 
subinterface number and is separated from the main interface number by a dot (.). The value range for 
the subnumber argument is 1 to 4094.  


Usage guidelines 


• Before creating a Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface, use the reserve-vlan-interface 
command to reserve enough VLAN interface resources. If not enough VLAN interface resources are 
reserved, the system fails to create the Layer 3 aggregate interface or subinterface. 


Before creating a Layer 3 aggregate interface, reserve a VLAN interface resource for each of the 
following interfaces: 


 Layer 3 aggregate interface. 


 Member ports in the corresponding Layer 3 aggregation group. 


For example, before creating a Layer 3 aggregation group containing three member ports, 
reserve four VLAN interface resources. The Layer 3 aggregate interface uses one VLAN interface 
resource and each of the member ports uses one VLAN interface resource. 


Before creating Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces on a Layer 3 aggregate interface, reserve a 
VLAN interface resource for each of the following interface: 


 Layer 3 aggregate interface. 


 Member ports in the corresponding Layer 3 aggregation group. 


 Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces. 


For example, before creating four Layer 3 aggregate subinterfaces on a Layer 3 aggregate 
interface whose corresponding aggregation group has two member ports, reserve seven VLAN 
interface resources. The aggregate interface uses one VLAN interface resource. Each of the 
member ports and aggregate subinterfaces uses one VLAN interface resource. 


Before creating a Layer 3 aggregate subinterface, do not reserve a resource for the VLAN 
interface whose interface number matches the subinterface number. After you reserve a VLAN 
interface resource, do not create a Layer 3 aggregate subinterface whose subinterface number is 
the VLAN interface number. A Layer 3 aggregate subinterface uses the VLAN interface resource in 
processing tagged packets whose VLAN ID matches the subinterface number. 


For more information about reserving VLAN interface resources, see "Configuring VLANs." 


• Reserve VLAN interface resources of unused VLANs because VLAN interfaces cannot be created if 
their interface resources are reserved. To simplify management and configuration, HP recommends 
that you reserve VLAN interface resources as follows: 


 Bulk reserve resources of VLAN interfaces that are numbered in consecutive order. 


 Preferentially reserve resources of VLAN interfaces whose VLAN IDs are in the range of 3000 
to 3500. 


• The software version can upgrade to support reserving VLAN interface resources. Then, examine 
whether Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces exist when you create Layer 3 aggregate 
interfaces and subinterfaces for the first time. 
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 If Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources for 
both the existing and new Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces. 


 If no Layer 3 aggregate interfaces or subinterfaces exist, reserve VLAN interface resources only 
for new Layer 3 aggregate interfaces and subinterfaces. 


• When you create a Layer 3 aggregate interface, the system automatically creates a Layer 3 static 
aggregation group numbered the same. 


• Deleting an aggregate interface also deletes its aggregation group and causes all member ports to 
leave the aggregation group. 


• Deleting a Layer 3 aggregate subinterface does not affect its main interface and the corresponding 
Layer 3 aggregation group. 


Examples 


# Create Layer 3 aggregate interface Route-Aggregation 1 and enter its view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] reserve-vlan-interface 3000 


[Sysname]interface route-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Route-Aggregation1] 


# Create Layer 3 aggregate subinterface Route-Aggregation 1.1 and enter its view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] reserve-vlan-interface 3001 


[Sysname] interface route-aggregation 1.1 


[Sysname-Route-Aggregation1.1] 


Modified command: display interface 


Old syntax 


display interface [ bridge-aggregation ] [ brief [ down | description ] ] 


display interface bridge-aggregation interface-number [ brief [ description ] ] 


New syntax 


display interface [ bridge-aggregation | route-aggregation ] [ brief [ down | description ] ] 


display interface { bridge-aggregation | route-aggregation } interface-number [ brief [ description ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The route-aggregation keyword was added. If you specify this keyword, the command displays 
information about the specified Layer 3 aggregate interfaces. 


Modified command: display link-aggregation load-sharing mode 


Old syntax 


display link-aggregation load-sharing mode [ interface [ bridge-aggregation interface-number ] ] 
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New syntax 


display link-aggregation load-sharing mode [ interface [ { bridge-aggregation | route-aggregation } 
interface-number ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The route-aggregation keyword was added. If you specify this keyword, the command displays the 
link-aggregation load sharing mode for the aggregation group that corresponds to the specified Layer 3 
aggregate interface. 


Modified command: display link-aggregation verbose 


Old syntax 


display link-aggregation verbose [ bridge-aggregation [ interface-number ] ] 


New syntax 


display link-aggregation verbose [ { bridge-aggregation | route-aggregation } [ interface-number ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The route-aggregation keyword was added. If you specify this keyword, the command displays detailed 
information about the aggregation groups that correspond to the specified Layer 3 aggregate interfaces. 


Modified command: reset counters interface 


Old syntax 


reset counters interface [ bridge-aggregation [ interface-number ] ] 


New syntax 


reset counters interface [ { bridge-aggregation | route-aggregation } [ interface-number ] ] 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The route-aggregation keyword was added. If you specify this keyword, the command clear statistics for 
the specified Layer 3 aggregate interfaces. 
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New feature: Support of MIB for collecting traffic statistics for a 
Layer 3 interface or subinterface 


Support of MIB for collecting traffic statistics for a Layer 3 interface or 
subinterface 


This feature collects traffic statistics for a Layer 3 interface through the following MIB nodes: 


• ifHCInUcastPkts—Counts the number of inbound unicast packets. 


• ifHCInOctets—Counts the number of inbound bytes. 


• ifHCOutUcastPkts—Counts the number of outbound unicast packets. 


• ifHCOutOctets—Counts the number of outbound bytes. 


This feature requires no command configurations and enables network administrators to view traffic 
statistics of Layer 3 interfaces on management devices. 


Configuration restrictions and guidelines 


When collecting traffic statistics for a Layer 3 interface or subinterface (including VLAN interface, Layer 
3 Ethernet interface, Layer 3 Ethernet subinterface, Layer 3 aggregate interface, and Layer 3 aggregate 
subinterface), the unicast traffic statistics nodes also count multicast and broadcast traffic. 


The reset counters interface command can clear the traffic counts of the display interface command but 
not the traffic counts on the MIB nodes. 


When collecting traffic statistics for a Layer 3 Ethernet interface or Layer 3 aggregate interface, MIB also 
collects traffic on the subinterfaces of the interface. For example, Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.1 and 
Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.2 are subinterfaces of Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and each of the three 
interfaces forwards 10000 packets. When MIB collects traffic statistics for the three interfaces, the count 
is 30000 for Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and 10000 for both Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.1 and 
Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.2. 


The outbound traffic statistics nodes cannot distinguish traffic from subinterfaces with the same 
subinterface number. For example, the outbound traffic count for both Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.2 and 
Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/2.2 is the total outbound traffic for the two subinterfaces, because they both 
use the VLAN interface resource of VLAN-interface 2. 


If a subinterface uses the same subinterface number as a VLAN interface, the outbound traffic statistics 
nodes cannot distinguish traffic from the two interfaces. For example, the outbound traffic count for both 
Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/2.3 and VLAN-interface 3 is the total outbound traffic for the two interfaces, 
because they both use the VLAN interface resource of VLAN-interface 3. 


Command reference 


None. 
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New feature: Edge aggregate interface 


Configuring an edge aggregate interface 


You can configure the aggregate interface connecting an LACP-enabled device to an LACP-enabled 
server as an edge aggregate interface. During the server reboot process, the device cannot receive 
LACPDUs from the server (the peer system). This feature enables the aggregation member ports on the 
device to forward packets from the server during the server reboot process.  


Without this feature, the member ports on the device are placed in the Unselected state, and the ports 
discard packets from the server during the server reboot process.  


An edge aggregate interface takes effect only when it is configured on an aggregate interface 
corresponding to a dynamic aggregation group. 


After the server reboot, the device can receive LACPDUs from the server. Then, link aggregation between 
the device and the server operates correctly. 


This configuration takes effect on only the aggregate interface corresponding to a dynamic aggregation 
group. 


To configure an edge aggregate interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter aggregate interface 
view. 


• Enter Layer 2 aggregate 
interface view: 
interface 
bridge-aggregation interface-n
umber 


• Enter Layer 3 aggregate 
interface view: 
interface route-aggregation 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the aggregate 
interface as an edge 
aggregate interface. 


lacp edge-port 
By default, an aggregate interface 
does not operate as an edge 
aggregate interface. 


 


Command reference 


lacp edge-port 


Use lacp edge-port to configure an aggregate interface as an edge aggregate interface. 


Use undo lacp edge-port to restore the default. 


Syntax 


lacp edge-port 
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undo lacp edge-port 


Default 


An aggregate interface does not operate as an edge aggregate interface. 


Views 


Layer 2 aggregate interface view, Layer 3 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Use this command on the aggregate interface connecting an LACP-enabled device to an LACP-enabled 
server. This feature enables the aggregation member ports on the device to forward packets from the 
server (the peer system) during the server reboot process. 


This command takes effect only on an aggregate interface corresponding to a dynamic aggregation 
group. 


Examples 


# Configure Layer 2 aggregate interface Bridge-aggregation 1 as an edge aggregate interface. 
<Sysname> System-view 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] lacp edge-port 


New feature: Configuring MCE 
MCE support enables the device to support feature configurations for VPNs through the vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name option in commands. For example, you can use the arp static vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name command to configure a static ARP entry for a VPN instance. For information about 
commands that support the vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option, see HP FlexFabric 12900 Switch 
Series Command References (R1109). 


This chapter describes MCE configuration. For information about the related routing protocols, see Layer 
3—IP Routing Configuration Guide. 


Unless otherwise specified, the term "interface" in this chapter collectively refers to VLAN interfaces and 
Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces. You can set an Ethernet port as a Layer 3 interface by using the port 
link-mode route command (see Layer 2—LAN Switching Configuration Guide). 


MPLS L3VPN overview 


MPLS L3VPN is a L3VPN technology used to interconnect geographically dispersed VPN sites. MPLS 
L3VPN uses BGP to advertise VPN routes and uses MPLS to forward VPN packets over a service provider 
backbone.  


MPLS L3VPN provides flexible networking modes, excellent scalability, and convenient support for MPLS 
QoS and MPLS TE. 
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Basic MPLS L3VPN architecture 


Figure 1 Basic MPLS L3VPN architecture 


 
 


A basic MPLS L3VPN architecture has the following types of devices: 


• Customer edge device—A CE device resides on a customer network and has one or more interfaces 
directly connected to a service provider network. It does not support VPN or MPLS. 


• Provider edge device—A PE device resides at the edge of a service provider network and connects 
to one or more CEs. All MPLS VPN services are processed on PEs. 


• Provider device—A P device is a core device on a service provider network. It is not directly 
connected to any CE. A P device has only basic MPLS forwarding capability and does not handle 
VPN routing information. 


MPLS L3VPN concepts 


Site 


A site has the following features: 


• A site is a group of IP systems with IP connectivity that does not rely on any service provider network. 


• The classification of a site depends on the topology relationship of the devices, rather than the 
geographical positions, though the devices at a site are, in most cases, adjacent to each other 
geographically.  


• The devices at a site can belong to multiple VPNs, which means that a site can belong to multiple 
VPNs. 
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• A site is connected to a provider network through one or more CEs. A site can contain multiple CEs, 
but a CE can belong to only one site.  


Sites connected to the same provider network can be classified into different sets by policies. Only the 
sites in the same set can access each other through the provider network. Such a set is called a VPN. 


VPN instance 


VPN instances, also called virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) instances, implement route isolation, 
data independence, and data security for VPNs.  


A VPN instance has the following components: 


• A separate Label Forwarding Information Base (LFIB).  


• An IP routing table.  


• Interfaces bound to the VPN instance. 


• VPN instance administration information, including route distinguishers (RDs), route targets (RTs), 
and route filtering policies. 


To associate a site with a VPN instance, bind the VPN instance to the PE's interface connected to the site. 
A site can be associated with only one VPN instance, and different sites can associate with the same 
VPN instance. A VPN instance contains the VPN membership and routing rules of associated sites.  


Address space overlapping 


Each VPN independently manages its address space. 


The address spaces of VPNs might overlap. For example, if both VPN 1 and VPN 2 use the addresses on 
subnet 10.110.10.0/24, address space overlapping occurs. 


VPN-IPv4 address 


BGP cannot process overlapping VPN address spaces. For example, if both VPN 1 and VPN 2 use the 
subnet 10.110.10.0/24 and each advertise a route destined for the subnet, BGP selects only one of them, 
resulting in the loss of the other route.  


Multiprotocol BGP (MP-BGP) can solve this problem by advertising VPN-IPv4 prefixes. 


Figure 2 VPN-IPv4 address structure 


 
 


As shown in Figure 2, a VPN-IPv4 address consists of 12 bytes. The first eight bytes represent the RD, 
followed by a four-byte IPv4 prefix. The RD and the IPv4 prefix form a unique VPN-IPv4 prefix. 


An RD can be in one of the following formats: 


    Type


2 bytes 4 bytes


IPv4 address prefix


6 bytes


Route Distinguisher (8 bytes)


Assigned number subfieldAdministrator subfield 
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• When the Type field is 0, the Administrator subfield occupies two bytes, the Assigned number 
subfield occupies four bytes, and the RD format is 16-bit AS number:32-bit user-defined number. For 
example, 100:1. 


• When the Type field is 1, the Administrator subfield occupies four bytes, the Assigned number 
subfield occupies two bytes, and the RD format is 32-bit IPv4 address:16-bit user-defined number. 
For example, 172.1.1.1:1. 


• When the Type field is 2, the Administrator subfield occupies four bytes, the Assigned number 
subfield occupies two bytes, and the RD format is 32-bit AS number:16-bit user-defined number, 
where the minimum value of the AS number is 65536. For example, 65536:1. 


To guarantee global uniqueness for an RD, do not set the Administrator subfield to any private AS 
number or private IP address. 


Route target attribute 


MPLS L3VPN uses route target community attributes to control the advertisement of VPN routing 
information. A VPN instance on a PE supports the following types of route target attributes: 


• Export target attribute—A PE sets the export target attribute for VPN-IPv4 routes learned from 
directly connected sites before advertising them to other PEs. 


• Import target attribute—A PE checks the export target attribute of VPN-IPv4 routes received from 
other PEs. If the export target attribute matches the import target attribute of a VPN instance, the PE 
adds the routes to the routing table of the VPN instance. 


Route target attributes define which sites can receive VPN-IPv4 routes, and from which sites a PE can 
receive routes.  


Like RDs, route target attributes can be one of the following formats: 


• 16-bit AS number:32-bit user-defined number. For example, 100:1. 


• 32-bit IPv4 address:16-bit user-defined number. For example, 172.1.1.1:1. 


• 32-bit AS number:16-bit user-defined number, where the minimum value of the AS number is 
65536. For example, 65536:1. 


MCE overview 


BGP/MPLS VPN transmits private network data through MPLS tunnels over the public network. However, 
the traditional MPLS L3VPN architecture requires that each VPN instance use an exclusive CE to connect 
to a PE, as shown in Figure 1. 


A private network is typically divided into multiple VPNs to isolate services. To meet these requirements, 
you can configure a CE for each VPN, which increases device expense and maintenance costs. Or, you 
can configure multiple VPNs to use the same CE and the same routing table, which sacrifices data 
security.  
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You can use the Multi-VPN Instance CE (MCE) function in multi-VPN networks. MCE allows you to bind 
each VPN to a VLAN interface. The MCE creates and maintains a separate routing table for each VPN. 
This separates the forwarding paths of packets of different VPNs and, in conjunction with the PE, can 
correctly advertise the routes of each VPN to the peer PE, ensuring the normal transmission of VPN 
packets over the public network.  


Figure 3 Network diagram for the MCE function 


 
 


As shown in Figure 3, the MCE device creates a routing table for each VPN. VLAN interface 2 binds to 
VPN 1 and VLAN-interface 3 binds to VPN 2. When receiving a route, the MCE device determines the 
source of the routing information according to the number of the receiving interface, and then adds it to 
the corresponding routing table. The MCE connects to PE 1 through a trunk link that permits packets 
tagged with VLAN 2 or VLAN 3. PE 1 determines the VPN that a received packet belongs to according 
to the VLAN tag of the packet, and sends the packet through the corresponding tunnel. 


You can configure static routes, RIP, OSPF, IS-IS, EBGP, or IBGP between an MCE and a VPN site and 
between an MCE and a PE. 
 


 NOTE: 


To implement dynamic IP assignment for DHCP clients in private networks, you can configure DHCP server 
or DHCP relay agent on the MCE. When the MCE functions as the DHCP server, the IP addresses assigned 
to different private networks cannot overlap. 
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MCE configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


Configuring VPN instances: 
1. (Required.) Creating a VPN instance 
2. (Required.) Associating a VPN instance with an interface 
3. (Optional.) Configuring route related attributes for a VPN instance 


Configuring routing on an MCE: 
• (Required.) Configuring routing between an MCE and a VPN site 
• (Required.) Configuring routing between an MCE and a PE  


 


Configuring VPN instances 


VPN instances isolate VPN routes from public network routes and routes among VPNs. You must 
configure VPN instances for an MCE networking scheme. 


Creating a VPN instance 


A VPN instance is a collection of the VPN membership and routing rules of its associated site. A VPN 
instance might not correspond to one VPN. 


To create and configure a VPN instance: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a VPN instance and 
enter VPN instance view. ip vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


By default, no VPN instance is 
created.  


3. Configure an RD for the VPN 
instance. 


route-distinguisher 
route-distinguisher 


By default, no RD is specified for a 
VPN instance. 


4. (Optional.) Configure a 
description for the VPN 
instance. 


description text 
By default, no description is 
configured for a VPN instance. 


5. (Optional.) Configure a VPN 
ID for the VPN instance. vpn-id vpn-id By default, no VPN ID is configured 


for a VPN instance. 
 


Associating a VPN instance with an interface 


After creating and configuring a VPN instance, associate the VPN instance with the MCE's interface 
connected to the site and the interface connected to the PE. 


To associate a VPN instance with an interface: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Associate a VPN instance 
with the interface. 


ip binding 
vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


By default, no VPN instance is 
associated with an interface. 


The ip binding vpn-instance 
command deletes the IP address of 
the current interface. You must 
re-configure an IP address for the 
interface after configuring the 
command. 


 


Configuring route related attributes for a VPN instance 


VPN routes are controlled and advertised on a PE by using the following process: 


1. When a VPN route learned from a site gets redistributed into BGP, BGP associates it with a route 
target extended community attribute list, which is typically the export target attribute of the VPN 
instance associated with the site. 


2. The VPN instance determines which routes it can accept and redistribute according to 
the import-extcommunity in the route target. 


3. The VPN instance determines how to change the route target attributes for routes to be advertised 
according to the export-extcommunity in the route target. 


To configure route related attributes for a VPN instance: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VPN instance view 
or IPv4 VPN view. 


• Enter VPN instance view: 
ip vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


• Enter IPv4 VPN view: 
a. ip vpn-instance 


vpn-instance-name 
b. address-family ipv4 


An IPv4 VPN prefers the 
configurations in IPv4 VPN view 
over the configurations in VPN 
instance view.  


3. Configure route targets. 
vpn-target vpn-target&<1-8> [ both 
| export-extcommunity 
| import-extcommunity ] 


By default, no route targets are 
configured. 


4. Set the maximum 
number of active routes 
allowed. 


routing-table limit number 
{ warn-threshold | simply-alert } 


By default, the maximum number of 
active routes in the VPN instance is 
not limited. 


Setting the maximum number of 
active routes for a VPN instance 
can prevent the PE from learning 
too many routes. 
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Step Command Remarks 


5. Apply an import routing 
policy. import route-policy route-policy 


By default, all routes matching the 
import target attribute are 
accepted. 


The specified routing policy must 
have been created.  


For information about routing 
policies, see Layer 3—IP Routing 
Configuration Guide. 


6. Apply an export routing 
policy. export route-policy route-policy 


By default, routes to be advertised 
are not filtered. 


The specified routing policy must 
have been created.  


For information about routing 
policies, see Layer 3—IP Routing 
Configuration Guide. 


 


Configuring routing on an MCE 


MCE implements service isolation through route isolation. MCE routing configuration includes the 
following: 


• MCE-VPN site routing configuration. 


• MCE-PE routing configuration. 


On the PE, disable routing loop detection to avoid route loss during route calculation, and disable route 
redistribution between routing protocols to save system resources. 


Before you configure routing on an MCE, complete the following tasks: 


• Configure VPN instances, and bind the VPN instances with the interfaces connected to the VPN 
sites and the PE. 


• Configure the link layer and network layer protocols on related interfaces to ensure IP connectivity. 


Configuring routing between an MCE and a VPN site 


You can configure static routing, RIP, OSPF, IS-IS, EBGP, or IBGP between an MCE and a VPN site. 


Configuring static routing between an MCE and a VPN site 


An MCE can reach a VPN site through a static route. Static routing on a traditional CE is globally 
effective and does not support address overlapping among VPNs. An MCE supports binding a static 
route to a VPN instance, so that the static routes of different VPN instances can be isolated from each 
other.  


To configure a static route to a VPN site: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure a static route 
for a VPN instance. 


ip route-static vpn-instance s-vpn-instance-name 
dest-address { mask-length | mask } { interface-type 
interface-number [ next-hop-address ] | 
next-hop-address [ public ] [ track track-entry-number ] 
| vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address 
[ track track-entry-number ] } [ permanent ] 
[ preference preference-value ] [ tag tag-value ] 
[ description description-text ] 


By default, no static 
route is configured.  


Perform this 
configuration on the 
MCE. On the VPN 
site, configure a 
common static route. 


3. (Optional.) Configure 
the default preference 
for static routes. 


ip route-static default-preference 
default-preference-value 


The default preference 
is 60. 


 


Configuring RIP between an MCE and a VPN site 


A RIP process belongs to the public network or a single VPN instance. If you create a RIP process without 
binding it to a VPN instance, the process belongs to the public network. Binding RIP processes to VPN 
instances can isolate routes of different VPNs. For more information about RIP, see Layer 3—IP Routing 
Configuration Guide. 


To configure RIP between an MCE and a VPN site: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a RIP process for a 
VPN instance and enter RIP 
view. 


rip [ process-id ] vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name 


Perform this configuration on the 
MCE. On a VPN site, create a 
common RIP process. 


3. Enable RIP on the interface 
attached to the specified 
network. 


network network-address By default, RIP is disabled on an 
interface. 


4. Redistribute remote site routes 
advertised by the PE into RIP. 


import-route protocol [ process-id ] 
[ allow-ibgp ] [ cost cost 
| route-policy route-policy-name 
| tag tag ] * 


By default, no route is redistributed 
into RIP. 


5. (Optional.) Configure the 
default cost value for the 
redistributed routes. 


default cost value The default cost is 0. 


 


Configuring OSPF between an MCE and a VPN site 


An OSPF process belongs to the public network or a single VPN instance. If you create an OSPF process 
without binding it to a VPN instance, the process belongs to the public network. 


Binding OSPF processes to VPN instances can isolate routes of different VPNs. For more information 
about OSPF, see Layer 3—IP Routing Configuration Guide. 


To configure OSPF between an MCE and a VPN site: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an OSPF process for a 
VPN instance and enter OSPF 
view. 


ospf [ process-id 
| router-id router-id 
| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
* 


Perform this configuration on the 
MCE. On a VPN site, create a 
common OSPF process. 


An OSPF process bound to a VPN 
instance does not use the public 
network router ID configured in 
system view. Therefore, configure 
a router ID for the OSPF process. 


An OSPF process can belong to 
only one VPN instance, but one 
VPN instance can use multiple 
OSPF processes to advertise VPN 
routes. 


3. (Optional.) Configure the 
OSPF domain ID. domain-id domain-id [ secondary ] 


The default domain ID is 0. 


Perform this configuration on the 
MCE. 


All OSPF processes of the same 
VPN instance must be configured 
with the same OSPF domain ID to 
ensure correct route advertisement. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the type 
codes of OSPF extended 
community attributes. 


ext-community-type 
{ domain-id type-code1 | 
router-id type-code2 | 
route-type type-code3 } 


The defaults are as follows: 
• 0x0005 for Domain ID. 
• 0x0107 for Router ID. 
• 0x0306 for Route Type. 


5. (Optional.) Configure the 
external route tag for 
imported VPN routes. 


route-tag tag-value 


By default, no route tag is 
configured. 


In some networks, a VPN might be 
connected to multiple MCEs. 
When one MCE advertises the 
routes learned from BGP to the 
VPN, the other MCEs might learn 
the routes, resulting in routing 
loops. To avoid such routing loops, 
you can configure route tags for 
VPN instances on an MCE. HP 
recommends that you configure the 
same route tag for the same VPN 
on the MCEs. 


6. Redistribute remote site routes 
advertised by the PE into 
OSPF. 


import-route protocol [ process-id 
| all-processes | allow-ibgp ] [ cost 
cost 
| route-policy route-policy-name | 
tag tag | type type ] * 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into OSPF. 
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Step Command Remarks 


7. (Optional.) Configure OSPF 
to redistribute the default 
route. 


default-route-advertise summary 
cost cost 


By default, OSPF does not 
redistribute the default route. 


This command redistributes the 
default route in a Type-3 LSA. The 
MCE advertises the default route to 
the site. 


8. Create an OSPF area and 
enter OSPF area view. area area-id By default, no OSPF area is 


created. 


9. Enable OSPF on the interface 
attached to the specified 
network in the area. 


network ip-address wildcard-mask 
By default, an interface neither 
belongs to any area nor runs 
OSPF. 


 


Configuring IS-IS between an MCE and a VPN site 


An IS-IS process belongs to the public network or a single VPN instance. If you create an IS-IS process 
without binding it to a VPN instance, the process belongs to the public network. 


Binding IS-IS processes to VPN instances can isolate routes of different VPNs. For more information about 
IS-IS, see Layer 3—IP Routing Configuration Guide. 


To configure IS-IS between an MCE and a VPN site: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an IS-IS process for a 
VPN instance and enter IS-IS 
view. 


isis [ process-id ] vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name 


Perform this configuration on the 
MCE. On a VPN site, configure a 
common IS-IS process. 


3. Configure a network entity 
title. network-entity net By default, no NET is configured. 


4. Redistribute remote site routes 
advertised by the PE into IS-IS. 


import-route protocol [ process-id 
| all-processes | allow-ibgp ] [ cost 
cost | cost-type { external 
| internal } | [ level-1 | level-1-2 
| level-2 ] | route-policy 
route-policy-name | tag tag ] * 


By default, IS-IS does not 
redistribute routes from any other 
routing protocol. 


If you do not specify the route level 
in the command, the command 
redistributes routes to the level-2 
routing table by default. 


5. Return to system view. quit N/A 


6. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


7. Enable the IS-IS process on 
the interface. isis enable [ process-id ] IS-IS is disabled by default. 


 


Configuring EBGP between an MCE and a VPN site 


To run EBGP between an MCE and a VPN site, you must configure a BGP peer for each VPN instance 
on the MCE, and redistribute the IGP routes of each VPN instance on the VPN site. 
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You can configure filtering policies to filter received routes and advertised routes. 


1. Configure the MCE: 


Routes redistributed from OSPF to BGP have their OSPF attributes removed. To enable BGP to 
distinguish routes redistributed from different OSPF domains, you must enable the redistributed 
routes to carry the OSPF domain ID by configuring the domain-id command in OSPF view. The 
domain ID is added to BGP VPN routes as an extended community attribute. 


To configure the MCE: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Enter BGP-VPN instance 
view. ip vpn-instance vpn-instance-name N/A 


4. Configure an EBGP 
peer. 


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } as-number as-number 


By default, no BGP peer is 
configured.  


5. Enter BGP-VPN IPv4 
unicast address family 
view. 


address-family ipv4 [ unicast ] N/A 


6. Enable BGP to exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with 
the peer.  


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } enable 


By default, BGP does not 
exchange IPv4 unicast routes 
with any peer.  


7. Allow the local AS 
number to appear in the 
AS_PATH attribute of 
routes received from the 
peer, and set the 
maximum number of 
repetitions. 


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } allow-as-loop [ number ] 


By default, BGP discards 
incoming route updates that 
contain the local AS number. 


BGP detects routing loops by 
examining AS numbers. The 
routing information the MCE 
advertises to a site carries the 
local AS number. Therefore, 
the route updates that the MCE 
receives from the site also 
include the local AS number. 
This causes the MCE to be 
unable to receive the route 
updates. In this case, you must 
configure this command to 
allow routing loops. 


8. Redistribute remote site 
routes advertised by the 
PE into BGP. 


import-route protocol [ { process-id | 
all-processes } [ med med-value 
| route-policy route-policy-name ] * ] 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into BGP. 


9. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of advertised 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number | prefix-list 
prefix-list-name } export [ protocol 
process-id ] 


By default, BGP does not filter 
advertised routes. 


10. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of received 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number 
| prefix-list prefix-list-name } import 


By default, BGP does not filter 
received routes. 
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2. Configure a VPN site: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Configure the MCE as an 
EBGP peer. 


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } as-number 
as-number 


N/A 


4. Enter BGP-VPN IPv4 
unicast address family 
view. 


address-family ipv4 [ unicast ] N/A 


5. Enable BGP to exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with 
the peer.  


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } enable 


By default, BGP does not exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with any peer.  


6. Redistribute the IGP routes 
of the VPN into BGP. 


import-route protocol 
[ { process-id | all-processes } 
[ med med-value | route-policy 
route-policy-name ] * ] 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into BGP. 


A VPN site must advertise the VPN 
network addresses it can reach to the 
connected MCE. 


 


Configuring IBGP between MCE and VPN site 


To run IBGP between an MCE and a VPN site, you must configure a BGP peer for each VPN instance on 
the MCE, and redistribute the IGP routes of each VPN instance on the VPN site. 


1. Configure the MCE: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Enter BGP-VPN instance 
view. 


ip vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name 


N/A 


4. Configure an IBGP peer. 
peer { group-name | 
ip-address } as-number 
as-number  


N/A 


5. Enter BGP-VPN IPv4 
unicast address family 
view. 


address-family ipv4 [ unicast ] N/A 


6. Enable BGP to exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with 
the peer.  


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } enable 


By default, BGP does not exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with any peer.  
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Step Command Remarks 


7. (Optional.) Configure the 
system to be the RR, and 
specify the peer as the 
client of the RR. 


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } reflect-client 


By default, no RR or RR client is 
configured. 


After you configure a VPN site as an 
IBGP peer, the MCE does not 
advertise the BGP routes learned 
from the VPN site to other IBGP 
peers, including VPNv4 peers. The 
MCE advertises routes learned from 
a VPN site only when you configure 
the VPN site as a client of the RR (the 
MCE). 


8. Redistribute remote site 
routes advertised by the 
PE into BGP. 


import-route protocol 
[ process-id | all-processes ] 
[ med med-value | route-policy 
route-policy-name ] * 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into BGP. 


9. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of advertised 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number 
| prefix-list 
prefix-list-name } export 
[ protocol process-id ] 


By default, BGP does not filter 
advertised routes. 


10. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of received routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number 
| prefix-list prefix-list-name } i
mport 


By default, BGP does not filter 
received routes. 


 


2. Configure a VPN site: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Configure the MCE as an 
IBGP peer. 


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } as-number 
as-number 


N/A 


4. Enter BGP-VPN IPv4 
unicast address family 
view. 


address-family ipv4 [ unicast ] N/A 


5. Enable BGP to exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with 
the peer.  


peer { group-name | 
ip-address } enable 


By default, BGP does not exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with any peer.  


6. Redistribute the IGP routes 
of the VPN into BGP. 


import-route protocol 
[ { process-id | all-processes } 
[ med med-value | route-policy 
route-policy-name ] * ] 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into BGP. 


A VPN site must advertise VPN 
network addresses to the connected 
MCE. 


 


Configuring routing between an MCE and a PE 


MCE-PE routing configuration includes the following tasks: 
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• Binding the MCE-PE interfaces to VPN instances. 


• Performing route configurations. 


• Redistributing VPN routes into the routing protocol running between the MCE and the PE. 


Perform the following configurations on the MCE. For more information about configuring the PE, see the 
documentation for the PE. 


Configuring static routing between an MCE and a PE 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure a static route 
for a VPN instance. 


ip route-static vpn-instance s-vpn-instance-name 
dest-address { mask-length | mask } { interface-type 
interface-number [ next-hop-address ] | 
next-hop-address [ public ] 
[ track track-entry-number ] | vpn-instance 
d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address 
[ track track-entry-number ] } [ permanent ] 
[ preference preference-value ] [ tag tag-value ] 
[ description description-text ] 


By default, no static 
route is configured. 


3. (Optional.) Configure 
the default preference for 
static routes. 


ip route-static default-preference 
default-preference-value 


The default preference is 
60. 


 


Configuring RIP between an MCE and a PE 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a RIP process for 
a VPN instance and 
enter RIP view. 


rip [ process-id ] vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name N/A 


3. Enable RIP on the 
interface attached to 
the specified network. 


network network-address By default, RIP is disabled on 
an interface. 


4. Redistribute the VPN 
routes. 


import-route protocol [ process-id 
| all-processes | allow-ibgp ] [ cost cost 
| route-policy route-policy-name | tag tag ] * 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into RIP. 


5. (Optional.) Configure 
the default cost for 
redistributed routes. 


default cost value The default cost is 0. 


 


Configuring OSPF between an MCE and a PE 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Create an OSPF process for a 
VPN instance and enter OSPF 
view. 


ospf [ process-id 
| router-id router-id 
| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
* 


N/A 


3. Disable routing loop 
detection. vpn-instance-capability simple 


By default, routing loop detection 
is enabled. 


You must disable routing loop 
detection for a VPN OSPF process 
on the MCE. Otherwise, the MCE 
cannot receive OSPF routes from 
the PE. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 
OSPF domain ID. domain-id domain-id [ secondary ] The default domain ID is 0. 


5. (Optional.) Configure the type 
codes of OSPF extended 
community attributes. 


ext-community-type 
{ domain-id type-code1 | 
router-id type-code2 | 
route-type type-code3 } 


The defaults are as follows: 
• 0x0005 for Domain ID. 
• 0x0107 for Router ID. 
• 0x0306 for Route Type. 


6. (Optional.) Configure the 
external route tag for 
imported VPN routes. 


route-tag tag-value 


By default, no route tag is 
configured. 


In some networks, a VPN might be 
connected to multiple MCEs. 
When one MCE advertises the 
routes learned from BGP to the 
VPN, the other MCEs might learn 
the routes, resulting in routing 
loops. To avoid such routing loops, 
you can configure route tags for 
VPN instances on an MCE. HP 
recommends that you configure the 
same route tag for the same VPN 
on the MCEs. 


7. Redistribute the VPN routes. 


import-route protocol [ process-id 
| all-processes | allow-ibgp ] [ cost 
cost 
| route-policy route-policy-name | 
tag tag | type type ] * 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into OSPF. 


8. (Optional.) Configure OSPF 
to redistribute the default 
route. 


default-route-advertise summary 
cost cost 


By default, OSPF does not 
redistribute the default route. 


This command redistributes the 
default route in a Type-3 LSA. The 
MCE advertises the default route to 
the PE. 


9. (Optional.) Configure filtering 
of advertised routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number 
| prefix-list 
prefix-list-name } export [ protocol 
[ process-id ] ] 


By default, redistributed routes are 
not filtered. 
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Step Command Remarks 
10. (Optional.) Configure the 


default parameters for 
redistributed routes (cost, 
route number, tag, and type). 


default { cost cost | tag tag 
| type type } * 


The default cost is 1, the default tag 
is 1, and default type of 
redistributed routes is Type-2. 


11. Create an OSPF area and 
enter OSPF area view. area area-id 


By default, no OSPF area is 
created. 


12. Enable OSPF on the interface 
attached to the specified 
network in the area. 


network ip-address wildcard-mask 
By default, an interface neither 
belongs to any area nor runs 
OSPF. 


 


Configuring IS-IS between an MCE and a PE 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an IS-IS process 
for a VPN instance and 
enter IS-IS view. 


isis [ process-id ] vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name 


N/A 


3. Configure a network 
entity title. network-entity net By default, no NET is configured. 


4. Redistribute VPN routes. 


import-route protocol [ process-id 
| all-processes | allow-ibgp ] [ cost cost 
| cost-type { external | internal } | 
[ level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2 ] 
| route-policy route-policy-name | tag 
tag ] * 


By default, IS-IS does not 
redistribute routes from any other 
routing protocol. 


If you do not specify the route level 
in the command, the command 
redistributes routes to the level-2 
routing table by default. 


5. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of advertised 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number | prefix-list 
prefix-list-name | route-policy 
route-policy-name } export [ protocol 
[ process-id ] ] 


By default, IS-IS does not filter 
advertised routes. 


6. Return to system view. quit N/A 


7. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


8. Enable the IS-IS process 
on the interface. isis enable [ process-id ] By default, no IS-IS process is 


enabled. 
 


Configuring EBGP between an MCE and a PE 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Enter BGP-VPN instance 
view. ip vpn-instance vpn-instance-name N/A 


4. Configure the PE as an 
EBGP peer. 


peer { group-name | ip-address } as-number 
as-number 


N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 
5. Enter BGP-VPN IPv4 


unicast address family 
view. 


address-family ipv4 [ unicast ] N/A 


6. Enable BGP to exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with 
the peer. 


peer { group-name | ip-address } enable 
By default, BGP does not 
exchange IPv4 unicast routes 
with any peer.  


7. Redistribute the VPN 
routes of the VPN site. 


import-route protocol [ process-id | 
all-processes ] [ med med-value 
| route-policy route-policy-name ] * 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into BGP. 


8. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of advertised 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number | prefix-list 
prefix-list-name } export [ protocol 
process-id ] 


By default, BGP does not filter 
advertised routes. 


9. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of received 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number 
| prefix-list prefix-list-name } import 


Optional. 


By default, BGP does not filter 
received routes. 


 


Configuring IBGP between an MCE and a PE 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Enter BGP-VPN instance 
view. ip vpn-instance vpn-instance-name N/A 


4. Configure the PE as an 
IBGP peer. 


peer { group-name | ip-address } as-number 
as-number  


N/A 


5. Enter BGP-VPN IPv4 
unicast address family 
view. 


address-family ipv4 [ unicast ] N/A 


6. Enable BGP to exchange 
IPv4 unicast routes with 
the peer. 


peer { group-name | ip-address } enable 
By default, BGP does not 
exchange IPv4 unicast routes 
with any peer.  


7. Redistribute the VPN 
routes of the VPN site. 


import-route protocol [ process-id | 
all-processes ] [ med med-value 
| route-policy route-policy-name ] * 


By default, no routes are 
redistributed into BGP. 


8. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of advertised 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number | prefix-list 
prefix-list-name } export [ protocol 
process-id ] 


By default, BGP does not filter 
advertised routes. 


9. (Optional.) Configure 
filtering of received 
routes. 


filter-policy { acl-number 
| prefix-list prefix-list-name } import 


Optional. 


By default, BGP does not filter 
received routes. 
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Displaying and maintaining MCE 


Execute display commands in any view. 
 


Task Command 


Display information about a specified or 
all VPN instances. display ip vpn-instance [ instance-name vpn-instance-name ] 


Display BGP peer group information for a 
VPN instance. 


display bgp group ipv4 vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 
[ group-name ]  


Display BGP peer information for a VPN 
instance. 


display bgp peer ipv4 vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 
[ group-name log-info | ip-address { log-info | verbose } 
| verbose ] 


 


For other MCE related displaying and maintaining commands, such as displaying routing table 
information for a VPN instance and maintaining routing sessions for a VPN instance, see Layer 3—IP 
Routing Command Reference. 


MCE configuration examples 


Configuring the MCE that uses OSPF to advertise VPN routes to the PE 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 4, the MCE device is connected to VPN 1 through VLAN-interface 10 and is 
connected with VPN 2 through VLAN-interface 20. RIP runs in VPN 2. 


Configure the MCE device to separate routes from different VPNs and to advertise the VPN routes to PE 
1 through OSPF. 
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Figure 4 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


Assume that the system name of the MCE device is MCE, the system names of the edge devices of VPN 
1 and VPN 2 are VR1 and VR2, respectively, and the system name of PE 1 is PE1. 


1. Configure the VPN instances on the MCE and PE 1: 


# On the MCE, configure VPN instances vpn1 and vpn2, and specify an RD and route targets for 
each VPN instance.  
<MCE> system-view 


[MCE] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[MCE-vpn-instance-vpn1] route-distinguisher 10:1 


[MCE-vpn-instance-vpn1] vpn-target 10:1 


[MCE-vpn-instance-vpn1] quit 


[MCE] ip vpn-instance vpn2 


[MCE-vpn-instance-vpn2] route-distinguisher 20:1 


[MCE-vpn-instance-vpn2] vpn-target 20:1 


[MCE-vpn-instance-vpn2] quit 


# Create VLAN 10, add Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to VLAN 10, and create VLAN-interface 10. 
[MCE] vlan 10 


[MCE-vlan10] port ten-gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[MCE-vlan10] quit 
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# Bind VLAN-interface 10 with VPN instance vpn1, and configure an IP address for 
VLAN-interface 10. 
[MCE] interface vlan-interface 10 


[MCE-Vlan-interface10] ip binding vpn-instance vpn1 


[MCE-Vlan-interface10] ip address 10.214.10.3 24  


[MCE-Vlan-interface10] quit 


# Configure VLAN 20, add Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 to VLAN 20, bind VLAN-interface 20 with 
VPN instance vpn2, and specify an IP address for VLAN-interface 20.  
[MCE] vlan 20 


[MCE-vlan20] port ten-gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[MCE-vlan20] quit 


[MCE] interface vlan-interface 20 


[MCE-Vlan-interface20] ip binding vpn-instance vpn2 


[MCE-Vlan-interface20] ip address 10.214.20.3 24 


[MCE-Vlan-interface20] quit 


# On PE 1, configure VPN instances vpn1 and vpn2, and specify an RD and route targets for each 
VPN instance. 
<PE1> system-view 


[PE1] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[PE1-vpn-instance-vpn1] route-distinguisher 30:1 


[PE1-vpn-instance-vpn1] vpn-target 10:1 


[PE1-vpn-instance-vpn1] quit 


[PE1] ip vpn-instance vpn2 


[PE1-vpn-instance-vpn2] route-distinguisher 40:1 


[PE1-vpn-instance-vpn2] vpn-target 20:1 


[PE1-vpn-instance-vpn2] quit 


2. Configure routing between the MCE and VPN sites: 


The MCE is connected to VPN 1 directly, and no routing protocol is enabled in VPN 1. Therefore, 
you can configure static routes. 


# On VR 1, assign IP address 10.214.10.2/24 to the interface connected to MCE and 
192.168.0.1/24 to the interface connected to VPN 1. Add ports to VLANs correctly. (Details not 
shown.) 


# On VR 1, configure a default route with the next hop being 10.214.10.3. 
<VR1> system-view 


[VR1] ip route-static 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 10.214.10.3 


# On the MCE, configure a static route to 192.168.0.0/24, specify the next hop as 
10.214.10.2, and bind the static route with VPN instance vpn1. 
[MCE] ip route-static vpn-instance vpn1 192.168.0.0 24 10.214.10.2 


# On the MCE, display the routing information maintained for VPN instance vpn1. 
[MCE] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn1 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 
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0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.10.0/24      Direct 0    0            10.214.10.3     Vlan10 


10.214.10.0/32      Direct 0    0            10.214.10.3     Vlan10 


10.214.10.3/32      Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.10.255/32    Direct 0    0            10.214.10.3     Vlan10 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.0.0/24      Static 60   0            10.214.10.2     Vlan10 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


The output shows that the MCE has a static route for VPN instance vpn1. 


# Run OSPF in VPN 2. Create OSPF process 20 and bind it with VPN instance vpn2 on the MCE, 
so that the MCE can learn the routes of VPN 2 and add them to the routing table of the VPN 
instance vpn2. 
[MCE] ospf 2 vpn-instance vpn2 


# Advertise subnet 10.214.20.0. 
[MCE-ospf-2] area 0 


[MCE-ospf-2-area-0.0.0.0] network 10.214.20.0 0.0.0.255 


[MCE-ospf-2-area-0.0.0.0] quit 


[MCE-ospf-2] quit 


# On VR 2, assign IP address 10.214.20.2/24 to the interface connected to MCE and 
192.168.10.1/24 to the interface connected to VPN 2. (Details not shown.) 


# Configure OSPF process 2, and advertise subnets 192.168.10.0 and 10.214.20.0.  
<VR2> system-view 


[VR2] ospf 2 


[VR2-ospf-2] area 0 


[VR2-ospf-2-area-0.0.0.0] network 192.168.10.0 0.0.0.255 


[VR2-ospf-2-area-0.0.0.0] network 10.214.20.0 0.0.0.255 


[VR2-ospf-2-area-0.0.0.0] quit 


[VR2-ospf-2] quit 


# On the MCE, display the routing information maintained for VPN instance vpn2. 
[MCE] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn2 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 


0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.20.0/24      Direct 0    0            10.214.20.3     Vlan20 


10.214.20.0/32      Direct 0    0            10.214.20.3     Vlan20 


10.214.20.3/32      Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.20.255/32    Direct 0    0            10.214.20.3     Vlan20 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 
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127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.10.0/24     OSPF   10   2            10.214.20.2     Vlan20 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


The output shows that the MCE has learned the private routes of VPN 2. The MCE maintains the 
routes of VPN 1 and those of VPN2 in two different routing tables. In this way, routes from different 
VPNs are separated.  


3. Configure routing between the MCE and PE 1: 


# The MCE uses Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 to connect to PE's port Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
Configure the two ports as trunk ports, and configure them to permit packets carrying VLAN tags 
30 and 40 to pass.  
[MCE] interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[MCE-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[MCE-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 30 40 


[MCE-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 on the PE. 
[PE1] interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[PE1-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


[PE1-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 30 40 


[PE1-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# On the MCE, create VLAN 30 and VLAN-interface 30, bind the VLAN interface with VPN 
instance vpn1, and configure an IP address for the VLAN interface. 
[MCE] vlan 30 


[MCE-vlan30] quit 


[MCE] interface vlan-interface 30 


[MCE-Vlan-interface30] ip binding vpn-instance vpn1 


[MCE-Vlan-interface30] ip address 30.1.1.1 24 


[MCE-Vlan-interface30] quit 


# On the MCE, create VLAN 40 and VLAN-interface 40, bind the VLAN interface with VPN 
instance vpn2, and configure an IP address for the VLAN interface. 
[MCE] vlan 40 


[MCE-vlan40] quit 


[MCE] interface vlan-interface 40 


[MCE-Vlan-interface40] ip binding vpn-instance vpn2 


[MCE-Vlan-interface40] ip address 40.1.1.1 24 


[MCE-Vlan-interface40] quit 


# On PE 1, create VLAN 30 and VLAN-interface 30, bind the VLAN interface with VPN 
instance vpn1, and configure an IP address for the VLAN interface. 
[PE1] vlan 30 


[PE1-vlan30] quit 


[PE1] interface vlan-interface 30 


[PE1-Vlan-interface30] ip binding vpn-instance vpn1 


[PE1-Vlan-interface30] ip address 30.1.1.2 24 
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[PE1-Vlan-interface30] quit 


# On PE 1, create VLAN 40 and VLAN-interface 40, bind the VLAN interface with VPN 
instance vpn2, and configure an IP address for the VLAN interface. 
[PE1] vlan 40 


[PE1-vlan40] quit 


[PE1] interface vlan-interface 40 


[PE1-Vlan-interface40] ip binding vpn-instance vpn2 


[PE1-Vlan-interface40] ip address 40.1.1.2 24 


[PE1-Vlan-interface40] quit 


# Configure the IP address of the interface Loopback 0 as 101.101.10.1 for the MCE and as 
100.100.10.1 for PE 1. Specify the loopback interface address as the router ID for the MCE and 
PE 1. (Details not shown.) 


# Enable OSPF process 10 on the MCE, bind the process to VPN instance vpn1, disable OSPF 
routing loop detection, and set the domain ID to 10. 
[MCE] ospf 10 router-id 101.101.10.1 vpn-instance vpn1 


[MCE-ospf-10] vpn-instance-capability simple 


[MCE-ospf-10] domain-id 10 


# On the MCE, advertise subnet 30.1.1.0 in area 0, and redistribute the static route of VPN 1.  
[MCE-ospf-10] area 0 


[MCE-ospf-10-area-0.0.0.0] network 30.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[MCE-ospf-10-area-0.0.0.0] quit 


[MCE-ospf-10] import-route static 


# On PE 1, enable OSPF process 10, bind the process with VPN instance vpn1, set the domain ID 
to 10, and advertise subnet 30.1.1.0 in area 0. 
[PE1] ospf 10 router-id 100.100.10.1 vpn-instance vpn1 


[PE1-ospf-10] domain-id 10 


[PE1-ospf-10] area 0 


[PE1-ospf-10-area-0.0.0.0] network 30.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[PE1-ospf-10-area-0.0.0.0] quit 


[PE1-ospf-10] quit 


# Use similar procedures to configure OSPF process 20 between MCE and PE 1 and redistribute 
VPN 2's routing information. (Details not shown.) 


Verifying the configuration 


# On PE 1, display the routing information for VPN 1. The output shows that the static route of VPN 1 has 
been redistributed to the OSPF routing table of PE 1. 
[PE1] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn1 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 


0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


30.1.1.0/24         Direct 0    0            30.1.1.2        Vlan30 


30.1.1.0/32         Direct 0    0            30.1.1.2        Vlan30 
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30.1.1.2/32         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


30.1.1.255/32       Direct 0    0            30.1.1.2        Vlan30 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.0.0/24      OSPF   150  1            30.1.1.1        Vlan30 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


# On PE 1, display the routing information for VPN 2. The output shows that the routes of OSPF process 
2 in VPN 2 have been redistributed to the OSPF routing table of PE 1. 
[PE1] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn2 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 


0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


40.1.1.0/24         Direct 0    0            40.1.1.2        Vlan40 


40.1.1.0/32         Direct 0    0            40.1.1.2        Vlan40 


40.1.1.2/32         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


40.1.1.255/32       Direct 0    0            40.1.1.2        Vlan40 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.10.0/24     OSPF   150  1            40.1.1.1        Vlan40 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


Now, the routing information for the two VPNs has been redistributed into the routing tables on PE 1. 


Configuring the MCE that uses EBGP to advertise VPN routes to the PE 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 5, configure the MCE to advertise the routes of VPNs 1 and 2 to PE 1, so that the sites 
of each VPN can communicate with each other over the MPLS backbone. 


Run OSPF in both VPN 1 and VPN 2. Run EBGP between the MCE and PE 1. 
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Figure 5 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Create VPN instances on the MCE and PE 1, and bind the VPN instances with VLAN interfaces. 
For the configuration procedure, see "Configure the VPN instances on the MCE and PE 1:." 


2. Configure routing between the MCE and VPN sites: 


# Enable an OSPF process on the devices in the two VPNs, and advertise the subnets. (Details not 
shown.) 


# Configure OSPF on the MCE, and bind OSPF process 10 with VPN instance vpn1 to learn the 
routes of VPN 1. 
<MCE> system-view 


[MCE] ospf 10 router-id 10.10.10.1 vpn-instance vpn1 


[MCE-ospf-10] area 0 


[MCE-ospf-10-area-0.0.0.0] network 10.214.10.0 0.0.0.255 


[MCE-ospf-10-area-0.0.0.0] quit 


[MCE-ospf-10] quit 


# Display the routing table of VPN 1 on the MCE. 
[MCE] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn1 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


CE 2


VPN 1
Site 2


CE 1


VPN 2
Site 1 


PE 1


PE 3


PE 2


VPN 2
172.16.20.0


VR 2


VPN 1 
172.16.10.0


VR 1


MCE


XGE1/0/1
Vlan-int2


10.100.10.1/24
XGE1/0/2
Vlan-int3
10.100.20.1/24


XGE1/0/1
Vlan-int30: 30.1.1.2/24
Vlan-int40: 40.1.1.2/24


XGE1/0/3
Vlan-int30: 30.1.1.1/24
Vlan-int40: 40.1.1.1/24
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Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 


0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.10.0/24      Direct 0    0            10.214.10.3     Vlan10 


10.214.10.0/32      Direct 0    0            10.214.10.3     Vlan10 


10.214.10.3/32      Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.10.255/32    Direct 0    0            10.214.10.3     Vlan10 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.0.0/24      OSPF   10   2            10.214.10.2     Vlan10 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


The output shows that the MCE has learned the private route of VPN 1 through OSPF process 10. 


# On the MCE, bind OSPF process 20 with VPN instance vpn2 to learn the routes of VPN 2. The 
configuration procedure is similar to that for OSPF process 10. 


The output shows that the MCE has learned the private route of VPN 2 through OSPF. 
[MCE] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn2 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 


0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.20.0/24      Direct 0    0            10.214.20.3     Vlan20 


10.214.20.0/32      Direct 0    0            10.214.20.3     Vlan20 


10.214.20.3/32      Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


10.214.20.255/32    Direct 0    0            10.214.20.3     Vlan20 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.10.0/24     OSPF   10   2            10.214.20.2     Vlan20 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


3. Configure routing between the MCE and PE 1: 


# Configure the ports between the MCE and PE 1 as trunk ports. The configuration procedure is 
similar to that described in "Configure routing between the MCE and PE 1:." (Details not shown.) 


# Enable BGP in AS 100 on the MCE, enter the BGP-VPN instance view of VPN instance vpn1, 
and specify the EBGP peer PE 1 in AS 200. 
[MCE] bgp 100 


[MCE-bgp] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[MCE-bgp-vpn1] peer 30.1.1.2 as-number 200 
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# Activate the EBGP VPNv4 peer PE 1, and redistribute routing information from OSPF process 10 
to BGP. 
[MCE-bgp-vpn1] address-family ipv4 


[MCE-bgp-ipv4-vpn1] peer 30.1.1.2 enable 


[MCE-bgp-ipv4-vpn1] import-route ospf 10 


# On PE 1, enable BGP in AS 200, and specify the MCE as its EBGP peer. 
[PE1] bgp 200 


[PE1-bgp] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[PE1-bgp-vpn1] peer 30.1.1.1 as-number 100 


[PE1-bgp-vpn1] address-family ipv4 


[PE1-bgp-ipv4-vpn1] peer 30.1.1.1 enable 


[PE1-bgp-ipv4-vpn1] quit 


[PE1-bgp-vpn1] quit 


[PE1-bgp] quit 


# Use similar procedures to configure VPN 2 settings on MCE and PE 1. (Details not shown.) 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display the routing information for VPN 1 on PE 1. 
[PE1] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn1 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 


0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


30.1.1.0/24         Direct 0    0            30.1.1.2        Vlan30 


30.1.1.0/32         Direct 0    0            30.1.1.2        Vlan30 


30.1.1.2/32         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


30.1.1.255/32       Direct 0    0            30.1.1.2        Vlan30 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.0.0/24      BGP    255  3            30.1.1.1        Vlan30 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


# Display the routing information for VPN 2 on PE 1. 
[PE1] display ip routing-table vpn-instance vpn2 


 


Destinations : 13        Routes : 13 


 


Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 


0.0.0.0/32          Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


40.1.1.0/24         Direct 0    0            40.1.1.2        Vlan40 


40.1.1.0/32         Direct 0    0            40.1.1.2        Vlan40 


40.1.1.2/32         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 
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40.1.1.255/32       Direct 0    0            40.1.1.2        Vlan40 


127.0.0.0/8         Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.0/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.0.0.1/32        Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


127.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


192.168.10.0/24     BGP    255  3            40.1.1.1        Vlan40 


224.0.0.0/4         Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


224.0.0.0/24        Direct 0    0            0.0.0.0         NULL0 


255.255.255.255/32  Direct 0    0            127.0.0.1       InLoop0 


Now, the MCE has redistributed the OSPF routes of the two VPN instances into the EBGP routing tables 
of PE 1. 


Command reference 


address-family ipv4 (VPN instance view) 


Use address-family ipv4 in VPN instance view to enter IPv4 VPN view. 


Use undo address-family ipv4 to remove all configurations from IPv4 VPN view. 


Syntax 


address-family ipv4 


undo address-family ipv4 


Views 


VPN instance view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


In IPv4 VPN view, you can configure IPv4 VPN parameters such as inbound and outbound routing 
policies. 


Examples 


# Enter IPv4 VPN view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] address-family ipv4 


[Sysname-vpn-ipv4-vpn1] 


description (VPN instance view) 


Use description to configure a description for a VPN instance. 


Use undo description to delete the description. 
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Syntax 


description text 


undo description 


Default 


No description is configured for a VPN instance. 


Views 


VPN instance view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


text: Specifies a description for the VPN instance, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 79 characters. 


Examples 


# Configure a description of This is vpn1 for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] description This is vpn1 


display bgp group ipv4 vpn-instance 


Use display bgp group ipv4 vpn-instance to display BGP VPNv4 peer group information. 


Syntax 


display bgp group ipv4 vpn-instance vpn-instance-name [ group-name ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies the name of a VPN instance, a string of 1 to 31 case-sensitive 
characters. 


group-name: Specifies the name of a BGP peer group, a string of 1 to 47 case-sensitive characters. If you 
do not specify any peer group, this command displays brief information about all peer groups. 


Examples 


# Display brief information about all BGP peer groups for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> display bgp group ipv4 vpn-instance vpn1 


 BGP peer group: grp1 


 Remote AS number: Not specified 
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 Type: external 


  Members: 


  10.1.1.1 


 


 BGP peer group: grp2 


 Remote AS: 100 


 Type: internal 


  Members: 


  1.1.1.1 


# Display detailed information about the BGP VPNv4 peer group grp1 for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> display bgp group ipv4 vpn-instance vpn1 grp1 


 BGP peer group: grp1 


 Remote AS number: Not specified 


 Type: external 


 Maximum allowed prefix number: 4294967295 


 Threshold: 75% 


 Configured hold timer value: 180 seconds 


 Keepalive timer value: 60 seconds 


 Minimum time between advertisements: 30 seconds 


 Peer preferred value: 0 


 


 Routing policy configured:                                                      


 No routing policy is configured 


 


  Members: 


  Peer                    AS  MsgRcvd  MsgSent OutQ PrefRcv Up/Down  State 


 


  10.1.1.1                10        0        0    0       0 00:01:02 Connect   


Table 3 Command output 


Field Description 


Type 
Peer group type: 
• external—EBGP peer group. 
• internal—IBGP peer group. 


Maximum allowed prefix number Maximum number of routes allowed to learn from a peer in the 
group. 


Threshold 
Percentage of received routes from a peer to maximum routes 
allowed to learn from the peer. If the percentage is reached, the 
system generates alarm messages. 


Configured hold time value Configured Hold Interval in seconds. 


Keepalive timer value Keepalive interval in seconds. 


Minimum time between advertisements Minimum route advertisement interval in seconds. 


Peer preferred value Preferred value specified for the routes from a peer. 


Routing policy configured Routing policy configured for the peer group. 


Members Information about the peers included in the peer group. 
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Field Description 


Peer IP address of the peer. 


AS AS number of the peer. 


MsgRcvd Number of messages received. 


MsgSent Number of messages sent. 


OutQ Number of messages waiting to be sent to the peer. 


PrefRcv Number of prefixes received. 


Up/Down Duration of the BGP session in the current state. 


State Current state of the BGP session between the local switch and the 
peer. 


 


display bgp peer ipv4 vpn-instance 


Use display bgp peer ipv4 vpn-instance to display information about BGP peers. 


Syntax 


display bgp peer ipv4 vpn-instance vpn-instance-name [ group-name log-info | ip-address { log-info 
| verbose } | verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies the name of a VPN instance, a string of 1 to 31 case-sensitive 
characters. 


ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a peer. If you do not specify any peer, this command displays all 
peers.  


verbose: Displays detailed information.  


group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group, a string of 1 to 47 case-sensitive characters. 


log-info: Displays log information for the specified peer or peer group.  


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify any parameters, this command displays brief information about all BGP peers in the 
specified VPN. 


Examples 


# Display brief information about the BGP peers for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> display bgp peer ipv4 vpn-instance vpn1 
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 BGP local router ID : 2.2.2.2 


 Local AS number : 100 


 Total number of peers : 1                 Peers in established state : 1 


 


Peer          AS     MsgRcvd  MsgSent  OutQ    PrefRcv Up/Down   State 


 10.1.1.1     200    24       29       0       1       00:18:47  Established 


Table 4 Command output 


Field Description 


Peer IP address of the peer. 


AS AS number of the peer group. 


MsgRcvd Number of messages received. 


MsgSent Number of messages sent. 


OutQ Number of messages waiting to be sent to the peer. 


PrefRcv Number of received prefixes. 


Up/Down Lasting time of the current BGP session state. 


State Current state of the BGP session between the local device and the peer. 
 


# Display detailed information about BGP peers for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> display bgp peer ipv4 vpn-instance vpn1 verbose 


 


         Peer: 10.1.1.1  Local: 10.1.1.2 


         Type: EBGP link 


         BGP version 4, remote router ID 0.0.0.0 


         BGP current state: Connect 


         BGP current event: CRTimerExpired 


         BGP last state: Connect 


 


 Received: Total 0 messages, Update messages 0 


 Sent: Total 0 messages, Update messages 0 


 Maximum allowed prefix number: 12345 


 Threshold: 23% 


 Minimum time between advertisements is 30 seconds 


 Optional capabilities: 


  Multi-protocol extended capability has been enabled 


  Route refresh capability has been enabled 


 Peer preferred value: 0 


Table 5 Command output 


Field Description 


Peer IP address of the peer. 


Local Local router ID. 
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Field Description 


Type 
BGP connection type between the local device and the peer:  
• IBGP link—IBGP connection. 
• EBGP link—EBGP connection. 


remote router ID Router ID of the peer. 


BGP current state Current state of the BGP session between the local device and the peer. 


BGP current event Current event of the BGP session between the local device and the peer. 


BGP last state Previous state of the BGP session. 


Received Total numbers of received messages and updates.  


Sent Total numbers of sent messages and updates.  


Maximum allowed prefix number Maximum number of routes allowed to learn from the peer.  


Threshold 
Percentage of received routes from the peer to maximum routes allowed 
to learn from the peer. If the percentage is reached, the system 
generates alarm messages. 


Minimum time between 
advertisements Minimum route advertisement interval in seconds. 


Optional capabilities Optional capabilities supported by the local end. 


Peer Preferred Value Preferred value specified for the routes from the peer. 
 


# Display log information for BGP peer 10.1.1.1 in VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> display bgp peer ipv4 vpn-instance vpn1 10.1.1.1 log-info 


Peer : 10.1.1.1 


 


     Date      Time    State Notification 


                             Error/SubError 


 


  27-Mar-2014 15:36:12 Down  Receive notification with error 6/4 


                             Cease/Administrative Reset 


  27-Mar-2014 15:34:29 Up   


Table 6 Command output 


Field Description 


Peer IP address of the peer. 


Date Date on which the notification was sent or received. 


Time Time at which the notification was sent or received. 


State BGP session state. 


Notification 
Error/SubError 


Error code of the notification, indicating the cause of why the BGP session is down.  
• Error—Refers to the error code, which identifies the type of the notification.  
• SubError—Refers to the error subcode of the notification, which identifies specific 


information about the reported error. 
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display ip vpn-instance 


Use display ip vpn-instance to display information about VPN instances. 


Syntax 


display ip vpn-instance [ instance-name vpn-instance-name ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


instance-name vpn-instance-name: Displays information about the specified VPN instance. The 
vpn-instance-name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify any VPN instance, 
the command displays brief information about all VPN instances. 


Examples 


# Display brief information about all VPN instances. 
<Sysname> display ip vpn-instance 


  Total VPN-Instances configured : 1 


  VPN-Instance Name               RD                     Create time 


  abc                             1:1                    2011/05/18 10:48:17 


Table 7 Command output 


Field Description 


VPN-Instance Name Name of the VPN instance. 


RD RD of the VPN instance. 


Create Time Time when the VPN instance was created. 
 


# Display detailed information about VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> display ip vpn-instance instance-name vpn1 


  VPN-Instance Name and Index : vpn1, 2 


  Route Distinguisher : 100:1 


  VPN ID : 1:1 


  Description : vpn1 


  Interfaces : Vlan-interface2 


  Address-family IPv4: 


   Export VPN Targets : 


       2:2 


   Import VPN Targets : 


       3:3 


   Export Route Policy : outpolicy 


   Import Route Policy : inpolicy 
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   Tunnel Policy : tunnel1 


   Maximum Routes Limit : 5000 


domain-id 


Use domain-id to configure an OSPF domain ID. 


Use undo domain-id to restore the default. 


Syntax 


domain-id domain-id [ secondary ] 


undo domain-id [ domain-id ] 


Default 


The OSPF domain ID is 0. 


Views 


OSPF view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


domain-id: Specifies the OSPF domain ID, in one of these formats: 


• Integer, in the range of 0 to 4294967295. For example, 1.  


• Dotted decimal notation. For example, 0.0.0.1. 


• Dotted decimal notation:16-bit user-defined number in the range of 0 to 65535. For example, 
0.0.0.1:512. 


secondary: Specifies a secondary domain ID. If you do not specify this keyword, the command specifies 
a primary domain ID. 


Usage guidelines 


When you redistribute OSPF routes into BGP, BGP adds the configured OSPF domain ID to the 
redistributed BGP VPN routes as a BGP extended community attribute and advertises the routes to the 
BGP peer. When you redistribute the BGP VPN routes into OSPF on the BGP peer, OSPF uses the domain 
ID to determine whether the routes belong to the same OSPF routing domain. If they do and they are 
intra-area routes, OSPF advertises these routes in Summary LSAs (Type 3). If they do but they are not 
intra-area routes, OSPF advertises these routes in AS External LSAs (Type 5) or NSSA External LSAs (Type 
7). If the routes do not belong to the same OSPF routing domain, OSPF advertises them in Type 5 or Type 
7 LSAs. 


If you do not specify any parameters, the undo domain-id command deletes all domain IDs. 


Examples 


# Configure an OSPF domain ID. 
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] ospf 100 


[Sysname-ospf-100] domain-id 234 


export route-policy  


Use export route-policy to apply an export routing policy for a VPN instance.  


Use undo export route-policy to remove the application. 


Syntax 


export route-policy route-policy 


undo export route-policy 


Default 


No export routing policy is applied for a VPN instance. 


Views 


VPN instance view, IPv4 VPN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


route-policy: Specifies a routing policy by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify an export routing policy to filter advertised routes or modify their route attributes for the 
VPN instance.  


This command is available in VPN instance view and IPv4 VPN view. 


An IPv4 VPN prefers the export routing policy specified in IPv4 VPN view over the one specified in VPN 
instance view. 


Examples 


# Apply export routing policy poly-1 for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] export route-policy poly-1 


# Apply export routing policy poly-2 for IPv4 VPN vpn2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn2 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn2] address-family ipv4 


[Sysname-vpn-ipv4-vpn2] export route-policy poly-2 


Related commands 


• import route-policy 


• route-policy (Layer 3—IP Routing Configuration Guide) 
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ext-community-type 


Use ext-community-type to configure the type code of an OSPF extended community attribute. 


Use undo ext-community-type to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ext-community-type { domain-id type-code1 | router-id type-code2 | route-type type-code3 } 


undo ext-community-type { domain-id | router-id | route-type } 


Default 


The type codes for domain ID, router ID, and route type are 0x0005, 0x0107, and 0x0306, respectively. 


Views 


OSPF view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


domain-id type-code1: Specifies the type code for domain ID. Valid values are 0x0005, 0x0105, 
0x0205, and 0x8005. 


router-id type-code2: Specifies the type code for router ID. Valid values are 0x0107 and 0x8001. 


router-type type-code3: Specifies the type code for route type. Valid values are 0x0306 and 0x8000. 


Examples 


# Configure the type codes of domain ID, router ID, and route type as 0x8005, 0x8001, and 0x8000, 
respectively, for OSPF process 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 100 


[Sysname-ospf-100] ext-community-type domain-id 8005 


[Sysname-ospf-100] ext-community-type router-id 8001 


[Sysname-ospf-100] ext-community-type route-type 8000 


import route-policy  


Use import route-policy to apply an import routing policy for a VPN instance.  


Use undo import route-policy to remove the application. 


Syntax 


import route-policy route-policy 


undo import route-policy 


Default 


All routes matching the import target attribute are accepted. 
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Views 


VPN instance view, IPv4 VPN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


route-policy: Specifies a routing policy by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify an import routing policy to filter received routes or modify their route attributes for the 
VPN instance.  


This command is available in VPN instance view and IPv4 VPN view. 


An IPv4 VPN prefers the import routing policy specified in IPv4 VPN view over the one specified in VPN 
instance view. 


Examples 


# Apply import routing policy poly-1 for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] import route-policy poly-1 


# Apply import routing policy poly-2 for IPv4 VPN vpn2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn2 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn2] address-family ipv4 


[Sysname-vpn-ipv4-vpn2] import route-policy poly-2 


Related commands 


• export route-policy  


• route-policy (Layer 3—IP Routing Configuration Guide) 


ip binding vpn-instance 


Use ip binding vpn-instance to associate an interface with a VPN instance. 


Use undo ip binding vpn-instance to remove the association. 


Syntax 


ip binding vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


undo ip binding vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


Default 


An interface is associated with no VPN instance and belongs to the public network. 


Views 


Interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-instance-name: Specifies a VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


Use the command on an MCE to associate the VPN instance with the interface connected to the site and 
the interface connected to the PE. 


This command or its undo form clears the IP address and routing protocol configuration on the interface. 
After executing this command or its undo form, use the display this command to view the current 
configuration and reconfigure the IP address and routing protocol on the interface.  


The specified VPN instance must have been created by using the ip vpn-instance command in system 
view. 


To associate a new VPN instance with an interface, you must remove the previous association by using 
the undo ip binding vpn-instance command and then use the ip binding vpn-instance command to 
associate the new VPN instance with the interface. 


Examples 


# Associate interface VLAN-interface 1 with VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 1 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface1] ip binding vpn-instance vpn1 


Related commands 


ip vpn-instance (system view)  


ip vpn-instance (system view) 


Use ip vpn-instance to create a VPN instance and enter VPN instance view. 


Use undo ip vpn-instance to delete a VPN instance. 


Syntax 


ip vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


undo ip vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


Default 


No VPN instance is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


vpn-instance-name: Specifies the name of the VPN instance, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Examples 


# Create a VPN instance named vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] 


Related commands 


route-distinguisher 


route-distinguisher (VPN instance view) 


Use route-distinguisher to configure an RD for a VPN instance.  


Use undo route-distinguisher to remove the RD of a VPN instance. 


Syntax 


route-distinguisher route-distinguisher 


undo route-distinguisher 


Default 


No RD is specified for a VPN instance. 


Views 


VPN instance view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


route-distinguisher: Specifies the RD for the VPN instance, a string of 3 to 21 characters in one of these 
formats: 


• 16-bit AS number:32-bit user-defined number. For example, 101:3. 


• 32-bit IP address:16-bit user-defined number. For example, 192.168.122.15:1. 


• 32-bit AS number:16-bit user-defined number, where the minimum value of the AS number is 
65536. For example, 65536:1. 


Usage guidelines 


RDs enable VPNs to use the same address space. An RD and an IPv4 prefix comprise a unique VPN IPv4 
prefix. You can use RDs to identify different BGP VPN instances on an MCE. 


To change the RD of a VPN instance, you must delete the RD with the undo route-distinguisher command, 
and then use the route-distinguisher command to configure a new RD.  
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Examples 


# Configure RD 22:1 for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] route-distinguisher 22:1 


route-tag 


Use route-tag to configure an external route tag for redistributed VPN routes. 


Use undo route-tag to restore the default. 


Syntax 


route-tag tag-value 


undo route-tag 


Default 


If the AS number is not greater than 65535, the first two octets of the default external route tag are 
0xD000 and the last two octets are the local AS number. For example, if the local BGP AS number is 100, 
the default value of the external route tag is 3489661028. If the AS number is greater than 65535, the 
default external route tag is 0. 


Views 


OSPF view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


tag-value: Specifies the external route tag for redistributed VPN routes, in the range of 0 to 4294967295.  


Usage guidelines 


On an MCE device, you can configure a VPN route tag for a VPN instance bound to an OSPF process. 
The VPN route tag must be included in Type-5 or Type-7 LSAs. An external route tag can be configured 
by different commands and has different priorities. The commands used to configure the external route 
tag (in the descending order of tag priority) are as follows: 


• import-route 


• route-tag 


• default tag 


If the external route tag in a Type 5 or 7 LSA received by an MCE is the same as the locally configured 
external route tag, the MCE ignores the LSA in route calculation to avoid routing loops. 


HP recommends configuring the same external route tag for MCEs in the same area. 
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An external route tag is not transferred in any BGP extended community attribute. It is only locally 
significant and takes effect only on the MCEs that receive BGP routes and generate OSPF Type 5 or 7 
LSAs. 


You can configure the same external route tag for different OSPF processes. 


Examples 


# In OSPF process 100, set the external route tag for redistributed VPN routes to 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 100 


[Sysname-ospf-100] route-tag 100 


Related commands 


import-route  


routing-table limit 


Use routing-table limit to limit the maximum number of active routes in a VPN instance. 


Use undo routing-table limit to restore the default. 


Syntax 


routing-table limit number { warn-threshold | simply-alert } 


undo routing-table limit 


Default 


The maximum number of active routes in a VPN instance is not limited.  


Views 


VPN instance view, IPv4 VPN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


number: Specifies the maximum number of active routes. In VPN instance view, the value range is 1 to 
65536. In IPv4 VPN view, the value range is 1 to 524288. 


warn-threshold: Specifies a warning threshold in the range of 1 to 100 in percentage. When the 
percentage of the number of existing active routes to the maximum number of active routes exceeds the 
specified threshold, the system gives an alarm message but still allows new active routes. If active routes 
in the VPN instance reach the maximum, no more active routes are added. 


simply-alert: Specifies that when active routes exceed the maximum number, the system still accepts 
active routes but generates a system log message. 


Usage guidelines 


This command is available in VPN instance view and IPv4 VPN view. 


An IPv4 VPN prefers the limit configured in IPv4 VPN view over the limit configured in VPN instance view. 
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Examples 


# Specify that VPN instance vpn1 supports up to 1000 active routes, and when active routes exceed the 
upper limit, can receive new active routes but generates a system log message. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] route-distinguisher 100:1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] routing-table limit 1000 simply-alert 


# Specify that the IPv4 VPN vpn2 supports up to 1000 active routes, and when active routes exceed the 
upper limit, can receive new active routes but generates a system log message. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn2 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn2] route-distinguisher 100:2 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn2] address-family ipv4 


[Sysname-vpn-ipv4-vpn2] routing-table limit 1000 simply-alert 


vpn-id 


Use vpn-id to configure a VPN ID for a VPN instance. 


Use undo vpn-id to remove the VPN ID of a VPN instance.  


Syntax 


vpn-id 


undo vpn-id 


Default 


No VPN ID is configured for a VPN instance. 


Views 


VPN instance view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-id: Specifies a VPN ID for the VPN instance, in the form of OUI:Index. Both OUI and Index are hex 
numbers. The OUI is in the range of 0 to FFFFFF, and the index is in the range of 0 to FFFFFFFF. 


Usage guidelines 


The VPN ID uniquely identifies the VPN instance. Different VPN instances must have different VPN IDs.  


The VPN ID cannot be 0:0. 


Examples 


# Configure VPN ID 20:1 for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] vpn-id 20:1 
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Related commands 


display ip vpn-instance 


vpn-instance-capability simple 


Use vpn-instance-capability simple to disable OSPF routing loop detection for a VPN instance. 


Use undo vpn-instance-capability to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vpn-instance-capability simple 


undo vpn-instance-capability 


Default 


OSPF routing loop detection is enabled for a VPN instance. 


Views 


OSPF view  


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


In an MCE network, you must disable OSPF routing loop detection for a VPN instance on the MCE. 
Otherwise, the MCE does not receive OSPF routes from the PE. 


This command is applicable only to OSPF view for a VPN instance.  


Examples 


# Disable OSPF routing loop detection for VPN instance vpna. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 100 vpn-instance vpna 


[Sysname-ospf-100] vpn-instance-capability simple 


vpn-target (VPN instance view/IPv4 VPN view) 


Use vpn-target to configure route targets for a VPN instance. 


Use undo vpn-target to remove the specified or all route targets of a VPN instance. 


Syntax 


vpn-target vpn-target&<1-8> [ both | export-extcommunity | import-extcommunity ] 


undo vpn-target { all | vpn-target&<1-8> [ both | export-extcommunity | import-extcommunity ] } 


Default 


No route targets are configured for a VPN instance. 
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Views 


VPN instance view, IPv4 VPN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-target&<1-8>: Specifies a space-separated list of up to eight route targets. 


A route target is a string of 3 to 21 characters in one of these formats: 


• 16-bit AS number:32-bit user-defined number. For example, 101:3. 


• 32-bit IP address:16-bit user-defined number. For example, 192.168.122.15:1. 


• 32-bit AS number:16-bit user-defined number, where the AS number must not be less than 65536. 
For example, 65536:1. 


both: Uses the specified route targets as both import targets and export targets. The both keyword is also 
used when you do not specify any of the following keywords: both, export-extcommunity, 
and import-extcommunity. 


export-extcommunity: Uses the specified route targets as export targets. 


import-extcommunity: Uses the specified route targets as import targets. 


all: Removes all route targets. 


Usage guidelines 


MPLS L3VPN uses route targets to control the advertisement of VPN routing information. A PE adds the 
configured export targets into the route target attribute of routes advertised to a peer. The peer uses the 
local import targets to match the route targets of received routes. If a match is found, the peer adds the 
routes to the routing table of the VPN instance.  


This command is available in VPN instance view and IPv4 VPN view. 


An IPv4 VPN prefers the route targets configured in IPv4 VPN view over those configured in VPN instance 
view. 


Examples 


# Configure route targets for VPN instance vpn1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] vpn-target 3:3 export-extcommunity 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] vpn-target 4:4 import-extcommunity 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] vpn-target 5:5 both 


# Configure route targets for IPv4 VPN vpn2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn2 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn2] address-family ipv4 


[Sysname-vpn-ipv4-vpn2] vpn-target 3:3 export-extcommunity 


[Sysname-vpn-ipv4-vpn2] vpn-target 4:4 import-extcommunity 
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[Sysname-vpn-ipv4-vpn2] vpn-target 5:5 both 


New feature: Displaying ARP entries for a VPN instance 


Displaying ARP entries for a VPN instance 


Execute display commands in any view. 
 


Task Command 


Display ARP entries for a VPN 
instance. 


display arp vpn-instance vpn-instance-name [ count ] 


 


Command reference 


display arp vpn-instance 


Use display arp vpn-instance to display ARP entries for a VPN instance. 


Syntax 


display arp vpn-instance vpn-instance-name [ count ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 
characters. The VPN instance name cannot contain any spaces. 


count: Displays the number of ARP entries. 


Usage guidelines 


This command displays information about ARP entries for a VPN instance, including the IP address, MAC 
address, VLAN ID, output interface, entry type, and aging timer. 


Examples 


# Display ARP entries for the VPN instance named test. 
<Sysname> display arp vpn-instance test 


  Type: S-Static    D-Dynamic    O-Openflow    M-Multiport    I-Invalid 


IP address       MAC address     VLAN ID  Interface              Aging Type 


20.1.1.1         00e0-fc00-0001  N/A      N/A                    N/A   S 
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New feature: RBAC VPN instance policy configuration 


Configuring the VPN instance policy of a user role 


Configure the VPN instance policy of a user role to specify which VPNs are accessible to the user role. 


To use a command related to a VPN, the user role must have access to both the command and the VPN. 


To configure the user role VPN instance policy: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter user role view. role name role-name N/A 


3. Enter user role VPN 
instance policy view. vpn-instance policy deny 


By default, the VPN policies of user 
roles permit access to all VPNs.  


This command disables the access of 
the user role to any VPN. 


4. (Optional.) Specify a list of 
VPNs accessible to the user 
role. 


permit 
vpn-instance vpn-instance-name&
<1-10> 


By default, no accessible VPNs are 
configured.  


To add more accessible VPNs, repeat 
this step. 


 


Command reference 


New command: permit vpn-instance 


Use permit vpn-instance to configure a list of VPNs accessible to a user role. 


Use undo permit vpn-instance to disable the access of a user role to specific VPNs. 


Syntax 


permit vpn-instance vpn-instance-name&<1-10> 


undo permit vpn-instance [ vpn-instance-name&<1-10> ] 


Default 


No permitted VPNs are configured in user role VPN instance policy. 


Views 


User role VPN instance policy view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-instance-name&<1-10>: Specifies a space-separated list of up to 10 MPLS L3VPN names. Each 
name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


To permit a user role to access an MPLS L3VPN after you configure the vpn-instance policy deny 
command, you must add the VPN to the permitted VPN list of the policy. With the user role, you can 
perform the following tasks on the VPNs in the permitted VPN list: 


• Create, remove, or configure the VPNs. 


• Enter the VPN instance views. 


• Specify the VPNs in feature commands. 


You can repeat the permit vpn-instance command to add permitted MPLS L3VPNs to a user role VPN 
instance policy. 


The undo permit vpn-instance command removes the entire list of permitted VPNs if you do not specify 
a VPN. 


Any change to a user role VPN instance policy takes effect only on users who log in with the user role 
after the change. 


Examples 


1. Configure user role role1: 


# Permit the user role to execute all commands available in system view and in the child views of 
system view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] role name role1 


[Sysname-role-role1] rule 1 permit command system-view ; * 


# Permit the user role to access VPN vpn1. 
[Sysname-role-role1] vpn policy deny 


[Sysname-role-role1-vpnpolicy] permit vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-role-role1-vpnpolicy] quit 


[Sysname-role-role1] quit 


2. Verify that you cannot use the user role to work on any VPN except vpn1: 


# Verify that you can enter the view of vpn1. 
[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] quit 


# Verify that you can assign the primary accounting server at 10.110.1.2 to the VPN in the 
RADIUS scheme radius1. 
[Sysname] radius scheme radius1 


[Sysname-radius-radius1] primary accounting 10.110.1.2 vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-radius-radius1] quit 


# Verify that you cannot create the VPN vpn2 or enter its view. 
[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn2 


Permission denied. 


Related commands 


• display role 


• role 
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• vpn-instance policy deny 


New command: vpn-instance policy deny 


Use vpn-instance policy deny to enter user role VPN instance policy view. 


Use undo vpn-instance policy deny to restore the default user role VPN instance policy. 


Syntax 


vpn-instance policy deny 


undo vpn-instance policy deny 


Default 


A user role has access to any VPN. 


Views 


User role view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


The vpn-instance policy deny command denies the access of a user role to any VPN. 


To restrict the VPN access of a user role to only a set of VPNs: 


1. Use vpn-instance policy deny to deny access to any VPN. 


2. Use permit vpn-instance to specify accessible VPNs. 


To configure a VPN, make sure the VPN is permitted by the user role VPN instance policy in use. You can 
perform the following tasks on an accessible VPN: 


• Create, remove, or configure the VPN. 


• Enter the VPN instance view. 


• Specify the VPN in feature commands. 


Any change to a user role VPN instance policy takes effect only on users who log in with the user role 
after the change. 


Examples 


# Deny the access of user role role1 to any VPN. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] role name role1 


[Sysname-role-role1] vpn-instance policy deny 


[Sysname-role-role1-vpnpolicy] quit 


# Deny the access of user role role1 to any VPN except vpn2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] role name role1 


[Sysname-role-role1] vpn-instance policy deny 


[Sysname-role-role1-vpnpolicy] permit vpn-instance vpn2 
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Related commands 


• display role 


• permit vpn-instance 


• role 


New feature: Automatic IRF setup 


Using Python script to set up an IRF fabric 


You can edit a Python script file for switches to merge into an IRF fabric automatically.  


To use Python for automatic IRF setup:  


1. Prepare files for IRF setup. 


2. Edit a Python script file. 


3. Issue the Python script to the switches. 


4. Setup the physical IRF connection. 


5. (Optional.) Verify the IRF configuration. 


Preparing files 


1. Prepare the following files: 
 


File  Content Remarks 


.cfg configuration file Must contain commands 
required for IRF setup. 


You can create a configuration file by 
modifying the configuration file exported 
from an existing IRF fabric. 


sn.txt Serial numbers of the member 
switches. 


Each SN uniquely represents a switch. 


These SNs will be used for assigning a 
unique IRF member ID to each member 
switch. 


(Optional.) .ipe or .bin 
software image file 


Software images. 


Prepare software image files if you are 
upgrading software. 


NOTE: 


You must upgrade software for consistency 
if the member switches use different 
versions of software. 


 


2. Store the files on the file server, for example, an HTTP server. 


Editing a Python script file for automatic IRF setup 


Edit a Python script file for each member switch to perform the following operations: 


• (Optional.) Verifies that the flash memory has a sufficient space for the downloaded files. 
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• Downloads the files from the file server, including the configuration file, the sn.txt file, and the 
software image file. 


• Sets the software image file as the main startup image file. 


• Assigns a unique IRF member ID to each SN. 


• Sets the configuration file as the main next-startup configuration file. 


• Reboots. 


Issuing the Python script file to the switches 


Typically, you can issue the Python script file to the switches through DHCP. 


To issue the Python script file to the switches through DHCP: 


1. Configure the DHCP server (for example, an HP switch): 


# Enable DHCP. 
<SwitchC> system-view 


[SwitchC] dhcp enable 


# Configure an address pool to assign IP addresses to the subnet that contains the member 
switches. This example uses the 192.168.1.0/24 subnet. 
[SwitchC] dhcp server ip-pool 1 


[SwitchC-dhcp-pool-1] network 192.168.1.0 24 


# Specify the URL of the script file for the clients. In this example, the file server URL 
is http://192.168.1.40. 
[SwitchC-dhcp-pool-1] bootfile-name http://192.168.1.40/device.py 


[SwitchC-dhcp-pool-1] quit 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


IP address assignment and route configuration must ensure that the switches and the file server can 
ping each other. 


 


2. Power on the switches. 


At startup, the switches automatically discover the DHCP server, and then perform the following 
tasks: 


 Obtains the Python script file from the URL issued by the DHCP server. 


 Runs the Python script file to perform all operations contained in the file. 


Connecting the member switches to complete the IRF setup 


After the member switches reboot, connect the IRF ports between the switches. For more information 
about connecting IRF member devices, see the IRF configuration guide. 


The switches will elect a master, and then the switches that fail the election will reboot to form an IRF 
fabric with the master switch. 
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Verifying the configuration 


# Display IRF fabric information. The following is the sample output: 
<Switch A> display irf 


MemberID  Slot  Role    Priority  CPU-Mac         Description 


   1      1     Standby 1         00e0-fc0f-8c02  --- 


 *+2      1     Master  30        00e0-fc0f-8c14  --- 


-------------------------------------------------- 


 * indicates the device is the master. 


 + indicates the device through which the user logs in. 


 


 The Bridge MAC of the IRF is: 000c-1000-1111 


 Auto upgrade                : yes 


 Mac persistent              : always 


 Domain ID                   : 0 


 Auto merge                  : yes 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: IRF connection error messages 


Generating IRF connection error messages 


The device generates messages when IRF physical ports are connected to non-IRF physical ports. 


• On the IRF physical port side, the device generates the message "A total of count IRF physical ports 
can't receive IRF hello packets on chassis chassis-number slot slot-number. Please check the IRF 
connection."  


 The count argument represents the number of IRF physical ports that connect to non-IRF physical 
ports. 


 The chassis-number and slot-number arguments identify the chassis, and the LPU on the chassis, 
respectively. 


• On the non-IRF physical port side, the device generates the message "Non-IRF physical port port 
received IRF hello packets on chassis chassis-number slot slot-number. Please check the IRF 
connection." 


The messages help you identify incorrect IRF connections to avoid issues including cross-chassis packet 
loss and IRF split. 


The error messages might be falsely generated when the IRF fabric is unstable. For example, the 
messages might occur during an IRF setup, reboot, or IRF port binding modification process. If the IRF 
connections are correct, the messages will not occur after the IRF fabric completes the process. 
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New feature: Global on-demand diagnostics 


Configuring global on-demand diagnostics 


Configure global on-demand diagnostics to detect problems on the initialized device. 


Before you run a global on-demand diagnostic test, start the device with factory defaults and verify that 
no service ports are connected to any cables and transceiver modules. 


After you run the test, you must reboot the device. 


To configure global on-demand diagnostics: 
 


Task Command 


Run a global on-demand diagnostic test. diagnostic start test test-name 


Display configurations of global 
on-demand diagnostic tests. 


• In standalone mode: 
display diagnostic content [ slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


• In IRF mode: 
display diagnostic content [ chassis chassis-number [ 
slot slot-number ] ] [ verbose ] 


 


Command reference 


New command: diagnostic start test 


Use diagnostic start test to run a global on-demand diagnostic test. 


Syntax 


diagnostic start test test-name 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


test test-name: Specifies a test by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


Before you execute this command, start the device with factory defaults and verify that no service ports 
are connected to any cables and transceiver modules. 


After you execute this command, you must reboot the device. 


Examples 


# Run a global on-demand diagnostic test. 
<HP>diagnostic start test EquipSelfCheck                                        


This command requires null configuration and reboot device aferwards. Continue?  
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[Y/N]:y                                                                          


=================================================                                


  ===============display clock===================                                


10:55:19 UTC Fri 06/27/2014                                                      


  ===============system-view=====================                                


System View: return to User View with Ctrl+Z.                                    


  ===============undo stp enable=====================                            


  ===============probe-view=====================                                 


  ===========undo monitor inner-channel=================                         


New command: display diagnostic content 


Use display diagnostic content to display configurations of global on-demand diagnostic tests. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display diagnostic content [ slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


In IRF mode: 


display diagnostic content [ chassis chassis-number [ slot slot-number ] ] [ verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


slot slot-number-list: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify this option, the command 
applies to all cards. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number [ slot slot-number ]: Specifies a card on an IRF member device. The 
chassis-number argument represents the IRF member ID, and the slot-number argument represents the slot 
number of the card. If you do not specify an IRF member device, the command applies to all member 
devices. If you do not specify a card, the command applies to all cards of the specified member device. 
(In IRF mode.) 


verbose: Displays detailed information about diagnostic tests. If you do not specify this keyword, the 
command displays brief information about diagnostic tests. 


Examples 


# (In standalone mode.) Display brief configurations of global on-demand diagnostic tests for slot 16. 
<sysname> display diagnostic content slot 16 verbose 


Diagnostic test suite attributes:                                                


#B/*: Bootup test/NA                                                             


#O/*: Ondemand test/NA                                                           


#M/*: Monitoring test/NA                                                         


#D/*: Disruptive test/Non-disruptive test                                        
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#P/*: Per port test/NA                                                           


#A/I/*: Monitoring test is active/Monitoring test is inactive/NA                 


                                                                                 


Slot 16:                                                                         


Name                            Attributes             Interval                  


HGMonitor                       **M*PI                 00:00:10                  


EquipSelfCheck                  *O****                 -NA- 


# (In IRF mode.) Display brief configurations of global on-demand diagnostic tests for slot 16 on IRF 
member device 1.  
<sysname> display diagnostic content chassis 1 slot 16 


Diagnostic test suite attributes:                                                


#B/*: Bootup test/NA                                                             


#O/*: Ondemand test/NA                                                           


#M/*: Monitoring test/NA                                                         


#D/*: Disruptive test/Non-disruptive test                                        


#P/*: Per port test/NA                                                           


#A/I/*: Monitoring test is active/Monitoring test is inactive/NA                 


                                                                                 


Chassis 1 slot 16: 


Name                            Attributes             Interval                  


HGMonitor                       **M*PI                 00:00:10                  


EquipSelfCheck                  *O****                 -NA- 


New feature: Per-flow load sharing based on the ingress port 


Configuring per-flow load sharing based on the ingress port 


When configuring per-flow load sharing, you can specify the ingress port for per-flow load sharing. 


Command reference 


Modified command: ip load-sharing mode 


Old syntax 


In standalone mode: 


ip load-sharing mode per-flow [ algorithm algorithm-number | [ dest-ip | dest-port | ip-pro | src-ip 
| src-port ] * ] [ slot slot-number ] 


undo ip load-sharing mode [ slot slot-number ] 


In IRF mode: 


ip load-sharing mode per-flow [ algorithm algorithm-number | [ dest-ip | dest-port | ip-pro | src-ip 
| src-port ] * ] [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


undo ip load-sharing mode [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 
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New syntax 


In standalone mode: 


ip load-sharing mode per-flow [ algorithm algorithm-number | [ dest-ip | dest-port | ingress-port 
| ip-pro | src-ip | src-port ] * ] [ slot slot-number ] 


undo ip load-sharing mode [ slot slot-number ] 


In IRF mode: 


ip load-sharing mode per-flow [ algorithm algorithm-number | [ dest-ip | dest-port | ingress-port 
| ip-pro | src-ip | src-port ] * ] [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


undo ip load-sharing mode [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The keyword ingress-port was added to the per-flow load sharing command. 


New feature: NETCONF over SSH 


Configuring NETCONF over SSH 


NETCONF over SSH allows users to use a client to perform NETCONF operations on the device through 
a NETCONF-over-SSH connection. 


When the device acts as a server in the NETCONF-over-SSH connection, connection requests initiated by 
SSH1 clients are not supported. 


To configure NETCONF over SSH: 
 


Step Command Remark 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. (Optional.) Specify a port 
to listen for 
NETCONF-over-SSH 
connections. 


netconf ssh server port port number By default, port 830 listens for 
NETCONF-over-SSH connections. 


3. Enable NETCONF over 
SSH. 


netconf ssh server enable By default, NETCONF over SSH is 
disabled. 
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Step Command Remark 


4. Create an SSH user, and 
specify the service type as 
NETCONF for the user. 


• In non-FIPS mode: 
ssh user 
username service-type netconf 
authentication-type { password 
| { any 
| password-publickey | publick
ey } assign publickey keyname } 


• In FIPS mode: 
ssh user username service-type 
netconf authentication-type 
{ password 
| password-publickey assign 
publickey keyname } 


By default, no SSH user exists. 


 


Command reference 


New command: netconf ssh server enable 


Use netconf ssh server enable to enable NETCONF over SSH. 


Use undo netconf ssh server enable to disable NETCONF over SSH. 


Syntax 


netconf ssh server enable 


undo netconf ssh server enable 


Default 


NETCONF over SSH is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This feature allows you to use an SSH client to invoke NETCONF as an SSH subsystem, and to directly 
issue XML messages to perform NETCONF operations without using the xml command. 


Before you execute this command, configure the authentication mode for users as scheme on the device. 
Then, the NETCONF-over-SSH-enabled user terminals can access the device through NETCONF over 
SSH. 


Only capability set urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.0 is available. It is supported by both the device and 
user terminals. 


Examples 


# Enable NETCONF over SSH. 
<Sysname> system 
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[Sysname] netconf ssh server enable 


New command: netconf ssh server port 


Use netconf ssh server port to set a port to listen for NETCONF-over-SSH connections. 


Use undo netconf ssh server enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


netconf ssh server port port-number 


undo netconf ssh server port 


Default 


Port 830 listens for NETCONF-over-SSH connections. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


port-number: Specifies a port by its number in the range of 1 to 65535. 


Usage guidelines 


SSH service can share the same port with other services, but might not operate correctly. When assigning 
a listening port, make sure the specified port is not being used by other services. 


Examples 


# Configure port 800 to listen for NETCONF-over-SSH connections. 
<Sysname> system 


[Sysname] netconf ssh server port 800 


New command: ssh user service-type netconf 


Use ssh user service-type netconf to create an SSH user, and specify the service type as NETCONF and 
authentication method for the user. 


Use undo ssh user to delete an SSH user. 


Syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh user username service-type  netconf authentication-type { password | { any | password-publickey 
| publickey } assign publickey keyname } 


undo ssh user username 


In FIPS mode: 
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ssh user username service-type netconf authentication-type { password 
| password-publickey assign publickey keyname } 


undo ssh user username 


Default 


No SSH users exist. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


username: Specifies an SSH username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 80 characters. If the username 
contains an ISP domain name, use the form pureusername@domain. The pureusername argument is a 
string of 1 to 55 characters. The domain argument is a string of 1 to 24 characters. 


service-type netconf: Specifies the service type as NETCONF for the SSH user. 


authentication-type: Specifies an authentication method for the SSH user: 


• password: Specifies password authentication. This authentication method provides easy and fast 
encryption, but it is vulnerable. It can work with AAA to implement user authentication, 
authorization, and accounting. 


• any: Specifies either password authentication or publickey authentication. 


• password-publickey: Specifies both password authentication and publickey authentication for 
SSH2 clients. In SSH2, the password-publickey authentication method provides higher security. If 
the client runs SSH1, this keyword specifies either password authentication or publickey 
authentication. 


• publickey: Specifies publickey authentication. This authentication method has complicated and 
slow encryption, but it provides strong authentication that can defend against brute-force attacks. 
This authentication method is easy to use. If this method is configured, the authentication process 
completes automatically without entering any password. 


assign publickey keyname: Assigns an existing host public key to an SSH user. The keyname argument 
is a string of 1 to 64 characters. 


Examples 


# Create an SSH user user1. Specify the service type as netconf and the authentication method 
as password-publickey for the user. Assign the host public key key1 to the user. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ssh user user1 service-type netconf authentication-type password-publickey 
assign publickey key1 
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New feature: Attribute 15 check mode configuration for SSH, 


FTP, and terminal users 


Configuring the attribute 15 check mode for SSH, FTP, and terminal 


users 


Login-Service attribute (RADIUS attribute 15) check is performed when the device receives an 
Access-Accept packet for a user. The check is passed if the value of the Login-Service attribute in the 
packet matches the service type of the user. 


Service types comply with the standard Login-Service attributes in RFC 2865. The device also supports 
SSH, FTP, and terminal services, which are extended Login-Service attributes using the following values: 


• 50—Represents the SSH service. 


• 51—Represents the FTP service. 


• 52—Represents the terminal service. 


To assign correct login services to SSH, FTP, and terminal users, the server must support the extended 
Login-Service attributes. 


If extended attributes are not supported on the server, the device provides a loose check mode for SSH, 
FTP, and terminal users. In this mode, the service types of all SSH, FTP, and terminal users match the Telnet 
login service. To support the loose check mode, the server must assign the Telnet service in the 
Login-Service attribute with a value of 0. 


Use the loose check mode only when the server does not issue the extended Login-Service attribute 
values for SSH, FTP, and terminal users. 


To configure the attribute 15 check mode for SSH, FTP, and terminal users: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RADIUS scheme view. radius scheme radius-scheme-name N/A 


3. Configure the attribute 15 
check mode for SSH, FTP, 
and terminal users. 


attribute 15 check-mode { loose 
| strict } 


The default check mode is strict. 
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Command reference 


New command: attribute 15 check-mode 


Use attribute 15 check-mode to configure the attribute 15 check mode for SSH, FTP, and terminal users. 


Use undo attribute 15 check-mode to restore the default. 


Syntax 


attribute 15 check-mode { loose | strict } 


undo attribute 15 check-mode 


Default 


The strict check mode applies. 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


loose: Specifies the loose check mode to match the SSH, FTP, and terminal services to the standard 
Login-Service attribute value of 0. 


strict: Specifies the strict check mode to match the SSH, FTP, and terminal services to the extended 
Login-Service attribute values of 50, 51, and 52, respectively. 


Usage guidelines 


Use the loose check mode only when the server does not issue the extended Login-Service attribute 
values for SSH, FTP, and terminal users. 


Examples 


# Configure the attribute 15 check mode as loose for SSH, FTP, and terminal users in RADIUS 
scheme radius1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] radius scheme radius1 


[Sysname-radius-radius1] attribute 15 check-mode loose 


New feature: Enabling the burst function 


Enabling the burst function 


The burst function improves packet buffering and forwarding performance in the following scenarios: 


• Traffic comes into the switch from a high-speed interface and goes out through a low-speed 
interface. 
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• Traffic comes into the switch from multiple same-rate interfaces at the same time and goes out 
through one interface with the same rate. 


By enabling the burst function on the switch, you can improve the processing performance of the switch 
operating in these scenarios to reduce packet loss. 


The burst function might affect the QoS performance of the switch. Make sure you are fully aware of the 
impacts when enabling the burst function. 


Configuration prerequisites 


Make sure the burst function is necessary for addressing your problem. 


Configuration procedure 


To enable the burst function: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable the burst function. burst-mode enable 


By default, the burst function is 
disabled. 


The burst function takes effect only 
on unicast packets. 


 


Command reference 


New command: burst-mode enable 


Use burst-mode enable to enable the burst function.  


Use undo burst-mode enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


burst-mode enable 


undo burst-mode enable 


Default 


The burst function is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


The burst function improves packet buffering and forwarding performance in the following scenarios: 
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• Traffic comes into the switch from a high-speed interface and goes out through a low-speed 
interface. 


• Traffic comes into the switch from multiple same-rate interfaces at the same time and goes out 
through one interface with the same rate. 


The burst function takes effect only on unicast packets. 


By enabling the burst function on the switch, you can improve the processing performance of the switch 
operating in these scenarios and reduce packet loss. 


The burst function might affect the QoS performance of the switch. Make sure you are fully aware of the 
impacts when enabling the burst function. 


Examples 


# Enable the burst function.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] burst-mode enable 


New feature: Configuring BGP NSR 


Configuring BGP NSR 


BGP nonstop routing (NSR) ensures continuous routing by synchronizing BGP state and data information 
from the active BGP process to the standby BGP process. The standby BGP process can seamlessly take 
over all services when the active process fails in one of the following situations: 


• The active BGP process restarts. 


• The MPU that runs the active BGP process fails.  


• An ISSU is performed on the MPU that runs the active BGP process. 


GR and NSR have the following differences: 


• To implement NSR, the device must have at least two MPUs because the active and standby BGP 
processes run on different MPUs. To implement GR, the device only needs to have one MPU. 


• GR requires GR-capable neighbors to help restore routing information. NSR does not need help 
because the standby process has all the BGP state and data information of the active process.  


When both GR and NSR are configured for BGP, NSR has a higher priority than GR. The device will not 
act as the GR restarter. If the device acts as a GR helper, it cannot help the restarter to complete GR. 


To configure BGP NSR: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Enable BGP NSR. non-stop-routing By default, BGP NSR is 
disabled. 
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non-stop-routing 


Use non-stop-routing to enable BGP nonstop routing (NSR). 


Use undo non-stop-routing to disable BGP NSR. 


Syntax 


non-stop-routing 


undo non-stop-routing 


Default 


BGP NSR is disabled. 


Views 


BGP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


BGP NSR ensures continuous routing by synchronizing BGP state and data information from the active 
BGP process to the standby BGP process. The standby BGP process can seamlessly take over all services 
when the active process fails. 


Examples 


# Enable BGP NSR. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] non-stop-routing 


Related commands 


display bgp non-stop-routing status 


New feature: Configuring BGP update advertisement delay 


Configuring BGP update advertisement delay 


Perform this task to configure the device to delay sending BGP updates on reboot. After BGP update 
advertisement delay is configured, BGP redistributes all routes from other neighbors on reboot, and then 
advertises the optimal route. This configuration reduces traffic loss due to the reboot. 


To configure BGP update advertisement delay: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Configure BGP update 
advertisement delay. bgp update-delay on-startup seconds 


By default, the device 
immediately sends BGP 
updates on reboot. 


 


bgp update-delay on-startup 


Use bgp update-delay on-startup to configure the device to delay sending BGP updates on reboot. 


Use undo bgp update-delay on-startup to restore the default. 


Syntax 


bgp update-delay on-startup seconds 


undo bgp update-delay on-startup 


Default 


The device immediately sends BGP updates on reboot. 


Views 


BGP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


seconds: Specifies the delay time in the range of 1 to 3600 seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


After this command is executed, BGP redistributes all routes from other neighbors on reboot, and then 
advertises the optimal route. This configuration reduces traffic loss due to the reboot. 


Examples 


# Configure the device to wait 100 seconds before sending BGP updates on reboot. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp-100] bgp update-delay on-startup 100 


New feature: Enabling the enhanced ECMP mode 


Enabling the enhanced ECMP mode 


When one or multiple ECMP routes fail, the default ECMP mode enables the device to reallocate all 
traffic to the remaining routes. 


The enhanced ECMP mode enables the device to reallocate only the traffic of the failed routes to the 
remaining routes. 
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This configuration takes effect at reboot. Make sure the reboot does not impact your network. 


To enable the enhanced ECMP mode: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable the enhanced ECMP 
mode. ecmp mode enhanced By default, the enhanced 


ECMP mode is disabled. 
 


ecmp mode enhanced 


Use ecmp mode enhanced to enable the enhanced ECMP mode. 


Use undo ecmp mode to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ecmp mode enhanced 


undo ecmp mode 


Default 


The enhanced ECMP mode is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable the enhanced ECMP mode. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ecmp mode enhanced 


The configuration will take effect at the next reboot. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Reboot device to make the configuration take effect. 


display ecmp mode 


Use display ecmp mode to display the ECMP mode. 


Syntax 


display ecmp mode 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 
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Examples 


# Display the ECMP mode. 
<Sysname> display ecmp mode 


  ECMP-mode in use: Default 


  ECMP-mode at the next reboot: Enhanced 


New feature: Displaying and clearing backup routing 
information for a card 


Displaying and clearing backup routing information for a card 


The features of displaying and clearing backup routing information for a card (on an IRF member device) 
were added to this release.  


Command reference 


• display ip routing-table 


• display ip routing-table acl 


• display ip routing-table ip-address 


• display ip routing-table ip-address1 to ip-address2 


• display ip routing-table prefix-list 


• display ip routing-table protocol 


• display ip routing-table statistics 


• display rib attribute 


• display rib nib 


• reset ip routing-table statistics protocol 


The standby slot slot-number and the standby chassis chassis-number slot slot-number options were 
added to the previous commands:  


• In standalone mode, the standby slot slot-number option was added.  


• In IRF mode, the standby chassis chassis-number slot slot-number option was added.  
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New feature: Configuring interface Null 0 as the output 
interface for a routing policy node 


Configuring interface Null 0 as the output interface for a routing policy 
node 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter policy node view. policy-based-route policy-name [ deny 
| permit ] node node-number 


N/A 


3. Set the output interface 
to interface Null 0.  


apply output-interface NULL 
0 [ track track-entry-number ] 


By default, the output interface is 
not set to interface Null 0.  


 


Command reference 


New command: apply output-interface NULL 0 


Use apply output-interface NULL 0 to set the output interface to interface Null 0.  


Use undo apply output-interface NULL 0 to remove the configuration. 


Syntax 


apply output-interface NULL 0 [ track track-entry-number ] 


undo apply output-interface NULL 0 


Default 


The output interface is not set to Interface Null 0.  


Views 


Policy node view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


track track-entry-number: Specifies a track entry by its number in the range of 1 to 1024. 


Examples 


# Set the output interface to interface Null 0 for matching packets. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] policy-based-route aa permit node 11 


[Sysname-pbr-aa-11] apply output-interface NULL 0 
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Modified feature: Dynamically allocating storage resources for 
ECMP routes 


Feature change description 


Before modification: The max-ecmp-num command configures the maximum number of ECMP routes. 
The system allocates fixed storage resources for each ECMP route based on the maximum number of 
ECMP routes. The storage resources cannot be fully utilized.  


After modification: The maximum number of ECMP routes configured by the max-ecmp-num command 
does not take effect. The system dynamically allocates storage resources for each ECMP route based on 
the number of next hops of the ECMP route. The utilization of storage resources is enhanced. 


Command changes 


Modified command: maximum load-balancing 


Syntax 


maximum load-balancing number 


Views 


RIP view, OSPF view, IS-IS view 


Change description 


Before modification: By default, the maximum number of RIP, OSPF, and IS-IS ECMP routes equals the 
maximum number of ECMP routes supported by the system. 


After modification: By default, the maximum number of ECMP routes is 32. 


Modified feature: Configuring the RIB purge timer and the time 
to wait for the End-of-RIB marker 


Feature change description 


The RIB purge timer becomes configurable. You can use the graceful-restart timer purge-time command 
to set the RIB purge timer to be long enough to complete GR, especially when large numbers of BGP 
routes exist. The maximum time to wait for the End-of-RIB marker is changed from 300 seconds to 3600 
seconds, which is long enough to complete route exchange and ensure complete routing information. 


Command changes 


New command: graceful-restart timer purge-time 


Use graceful-restart timer purge-time to set the Routing Information Base (RIB) purge timer. 
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Use undo graceful-restart timer purge-time to restore the default. 


Syntax 


graceful-restart timer purge-time timer 


undo graceful-restart timer purge-time 


Default 


The RIB purge timer is 480 seconds. 


Views 


BGP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


timer: Sets the RIB purge timer in the range of 1 to 6000 seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


BGP starts the RIB purge timer when an active/standby switchover occurs or BGP restarts. If BGP route 
exchange is not completed before the RIB purge timer expires, the GR restarter quits the GR process. It 
updates the RIB with the BGP routes already learned, and removes the stale routes from RIB. 


Enable BGP GR before you execute this command. 


Set the RIB purge timer to be long enough to complete GR, especially when large numbers of BGP routes 
exist. 


HP recommends that the RIB purge timer be greater than the timer set by the graceful-restart timer 
wait-for-rib command, and be less than the timer set by the protocol lifetime command. 


Examples 


# Set the RIB purge timer to 300 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] graceful-restart 


[Sysname-bgp] graceful-restart timer purge-time 300 


Modified command: graceful-restart timer wait-for-rib 


Syntax 


graceful-restart timer wait-for-rib timer 


Views 


BGP view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the timer argument is 3 to 300 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the timer argument is 3 to 3600 seconds. 
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Modified feature: Redistributing summary routes 


Feature change description 


Before modification: RIP, OSPF, BGP, and IS-IS cannot redistribute summary routes from each other. 


After modification: RIP, OSPF, BGP, and IS-IS can redistribute summary routes from each other. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: Enabling BGP to establish an EBGP session 
over multiple hops 


Feature change description 


Before modification: If direct EBGP peers use indirectly connected interfaces (including loopback 
interfaces) to establish an EBGP session, you do not need to configure the peer ebgp-max-hop 
command. 


After modification: If direct EBGP peers use indirectly connected interfaces (including loopback 
interfaces) to establish an EBGP session, you must configure the peer ebgp-max-hop command to 
establish the session over two hops. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: System defined hotkeys 


Feature change description 


Before modification: Esc+N, Esc+P, Esc+<, and Esc+> are system defined hotkeys. You can use these 
hotkeys to move the cursor down one line, up one line, to the beginning of the clipboard, or the end of 
the clipboard. 


After modification: Esc+N, Esc+P, Esc+<, and Esc+> are not system defined hotkeys. 


Command changes 


None. 
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Modified feature: Specifying a source IP address for informs or 
traps 


Feature change description 


You can specify the IP address of a Layer 3 subinterface as the source address for informs or traps. 


Command changes 
Old syntax 


snmp-agent { inform | trap } source interface-type interface-number 


New syntax 


snmp-agent { inform | trap } source interface-type interface-number { interface-number | 
interface-number.subnumber } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


After modification: You can specify the IP address of a Layer 3 subinterface as the source address for 
informs or traps. 


Modified feature: Aging timer for dynamic MAC address 
entries 


Feature change description 


Changed the value range for the seconds argument. 


Command changes 


Modified command: mac-address timer 


Syntax 


mac-address timer { aging seconds | no-aging } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the seconds argument is 10 to 600 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the seconds argument is 10 to 2400 seconds. 
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Modified feature: Generating SSH key pairs 


Feature change description 


Before modification: When you configure the device as an SSH server, you must use the public-key local 
create to locally generate a DSA key pair or two RSA key pairs on it. 


After modification: When you execute any of the SSH configuration commands on the device to trigger 
the running of the SSH application, the SSH server automatically generates two RSA key pairs. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: Specifying AAA servers by hostname 


Feature change description 


You can specify primary or secondary AAA servers by hostname for a RADIUS or HWTACACS scheme. 


Command changes 


Modified command: primary accounting (HWTACACS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


primary accounting ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] * 


New syntax 


primary accounting { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| single-connection | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


HWTACACS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a primary HWTACACS accounting 
server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the primary HWTACACS accounting server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the primary HWTACACS 
accounting server is in the public network. 
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Modified command: primary accounting (RADIUS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


primary accounting ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string ] * 


New syntax 


primary accounting { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a primary RADIUS accounting server 
by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the primary RADIUS accounting server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the primary RADIUS 
accounting server is in the public network. 


Modified command: primary authentication (HWTACACS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


primary authentication ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] 
* 


New syntax 


primary authentication { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| single-connection | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


HWTACACS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a primary HWTACACS 
authentication server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the primary HWTACACS authentication server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the primary HWTACACS 
authentication server is in the public network. 
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Modified command: primary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


primary authentication ipv4-address  [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string ] * 


New syntax 


primary authentication { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a primary RADIUS authentication 
server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the primary RADIUS authentication server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the primary RADIUS 
authentication server is in the public network. 


Modified command: primary authorization 


Old syntax 


primary authorization ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] 
* 


New syntax 


primary authorization { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| single-connection | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


HWTACACS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a primary HWTACACS authorization 
server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the primary HWTACACS authorization server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the primary HWTACACS 
authorization server is in the public network. 
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Modified command: secondary accounting (HWTACACS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


secondary accounting ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] 
* 


undo secondary accounting [ ipv4-address [ port-number ] ] 


New syntax 


secondary accounting { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| single-connection | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


undo secondary accounting [ { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] * ] 


Views 


HWTACACS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a secondary HWTACACS accounting 
server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the secondary HWTACACS accounting server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the secondary HWTACACS 
accounting server is in the public network. 


Modified command: secondary accounting (RADIUS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


secondary accounting ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string ] * 


undo secondary accounting [ ipv4-address [ port-number ] ] 


New syntax 


secondary accounting { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


undo secondary accounting [ { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] * ] 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a secondary RADIUS accounting 
server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 
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• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the secondary RADIUS accounting server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the secondary RADIUS 
accounting server is in the public network. 


Modified command: secondary authentication (HWTACACS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


secondary authentication ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| single-connection ] * 


undo secondary authentication [ ipv4-address  [ port-number ] ] 


New syntax 


secondary authentication { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| single-connection | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


undo secondary authentication [ { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] * ] 


Views 


HWTACACS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a secondary HWTACACS 
authentication server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the secondary HWTACACS authentication server. The VPN instance name is 
a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the secondary HWTACACS 
authentication server is in the public network. 


Modified command: secondary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


secondary authentication ipv4-address [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string  ] * 


undo secondary authentication [ ipv4-address [ port-number ] ] 


New syntax 


secondary authentication { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


undo secondary authentication [ { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] * ] 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 
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Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a secondary RADIUS authentication 
server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the secondary RADIUS authentication server. The VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the secondary RADIUS 
authentication server is in the public network. 


Modified command: secondary authorization 


Old syntax 


secondary authorization ipv4-address  [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] 
* 


undo secondary authorization [ ipv4-address [ port-number ] ] 


New syntax 


secondary authorization { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string 
| single-connection | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


undo secondary authorization [ { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] * ] 


Views 


HWTACACS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a secondary HWTACACS 
authorization server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the secondary HWTACACS authorization server. The VPN instance name is 
a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the secondary HWTACACS 
authorization server is in the public network. 


Modified command: state secondary 


Old syntax 


state secondary { accounting | authentication } [ ipv4-address [ port-number ] ] { active | block } 


New syntax 


state secondary { accounting | authentication } [ { host-name | ipv4-address } [ port-number 
| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * ] { active | block } 
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Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


The following argument and option were added: 


• The host-name argument was added. The argument specifies a secondary RADIUS authentication 
or accounting server by hostname. The hostname is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


• The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN 
instance that contains the secondary RADIUS authentication or accounting server. The VPN 
instance name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not specify this option if the 
secondary RADIUS authentication or accounting server is in the public network. 


Modified feature: Specifying a log host by hostname 


Feature change description 


You can specify a log host by hostname to receive logs from the information center. 


Command changes 


Modified command: info-center loghost 


Old syntax 


info-center loghost ipv4-address [ port port-number ] [ facility local-number ] 


New syntax 


info-center loghost [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] loghost [ port port-number ] [ facility 
local-number ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The ipv4-address argument was changed to loghost. The loghost argument specifies the IPv4 address or 
hostname of a log host. The argument is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. 


The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option was added. This option specifies the MPLS L3VPN instance 
that contains the log host. The VPN instance name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Do not 
specify this option if the log host is in the public network.  
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